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preface

since its political implementation by mainly ludwig erhard 

and konrad adenauer in the economic council, West germa-

ny’s first post-war legislative parliament, and subsequently 

in the Bundestag of the emerging federal republic of ger-

many in 1949, the social market economy as germany’s 

distinguished ‘third Way’ of regulatory policy between cen-

tralist socialism and unbridled capitalism has been proving 

to be very successful. in particular in times of so-called 

‘globalisation’ and the current worldwide economic crisis,  

the deliberately holistic though loosely defined and thus 

flexible economic, political and societal model has received 

general praise. 

Despite great attention and even the recent constitutional 

anchoring of the social market economy in the lisbon treaty 

of the european union1 entering into force on 1 December 

2009 – precisely 60 years after its political implementation 

and public validation – however, some confusion remains 

about the formation, definition, implementation and poten-

tial of the distinctive german model of economic and social 

policy.

Due to the 60th anniversary of the social market economy, 

it is the intention of this publication resulting from the pre-

ceding international conference held conjointly by the Kon-

rad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS) and the european Business 

circle (euBc) in november 2009 to recall the historical 

origins and basic principals of the economic and socio-

political model. furthermore, the transformations of the 

concept over time are traced back and potential future 

developments are presented to the readership.
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moreover, the role and potential of the social market economy in an 

increasing european union and an intensifying globalisation are exam-

ined.

 

oxford & Bonn/sankt augustin, December 2009

Dr. Christian L. Glossner | David Gregosz 

Article 2 para. 3 Treaty of Lisbon, Brussels, 2009.1|



i .   formation anD implementation 
of the social market economy 



the making of the german 
post-War economy1

Christian L. Glossner

Economic policy ensured by the 

concept of the Social Market Economy

is the best social policy.2

(konrad adenauer, 1949)

precisely eighty years after the great crash in 1929 arguably 

precipitating the following great Depression in the 1930s by 

rampant speculation in the stock market,3 once more, his-

tory appears to repeat itself. in view of the current financial 

and economic crises generally respected magazines, such  

as the economist, question modern economic theory appar-

ently unable to avoid the mistakes of the past,4 and, inter-

nationally, politicians across the political spectrum seek for 

explanations. intellectuals, such as peter sloterdijk and the 

recently deceased prophet of liberalism, ralf Dahrendorf, 

request a new work and social ethics and call for a return  

to a more responsible and restrained capitalism.5

similarly, in his book an inquiry into the principles of the 

good society published in 1937, the american philosopher 

and political commentator, Walter lippmann, criticised  

both socialist tendencies and neo-classical economic theory, 
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which he blamed for the then prevalent social and economic crises.6 in 

appreciation of the us-american journalist and his views, the french 

philosopher louis rougier invited to an international conference named 

colloque Walter lippmann on the apparent crisis of liberalism. Beside the 

eponym, twenty-five intellectuals, academics and industrialists followed 

the invitation and met at the Institut International de Coopération Intel-

lectuelle in paris between 26 and 30 august 1938. united in one front, 

the participants including the distinguished economists ludwig van mises, 

friedrich august von hayek, alexander rüstow and Wilhelm röpke aimed 

to revise and redefine economic and political liberalism – and indeed 

socialism.

the lessons gained from the historical experiences of failed economic 

liberalism in the early 1930s and the inhumane totalitarianism, depotism 

and fascism of national socialism, and, in addition, the preoccupation 

with the social question since the late nineteenth century led to the dis-

cussion and eventual development of a new liberalism or ‘neo’-liberalism 

as a so-called ‘third’ or ‘middle Way’ between the extremes of unbridled 

capitalism and collectivist central planning. this neo-liberal conception 

encompassing economic-political and socio-philosophical ideas was based 

on classical liberalism and neo-classical theory. in contrast to laissez-

faire7 or free market liberalism, however, the neo-liberal concept consid-

ered regulatory interference as legitimate provided it was solely to safe-

guard the functioning of the market. Despite general agreement upon  

the elaboration and definition of a viable combination of greater state 

provision for social security with the preservation of individual freedom, 

the discussants’ views differed mainly regarding the importance attached 

to the state and to the individual; thus, there is no single school of 

thought known under the name ‘neo-liberalism’ but the notion covers  

a wide spectrum of various schools and interpretations, such as mone-

tarism, libertarianism, or ordo-liberalism.

liberals like friedrich august von hayek defended classical liberalism  

and free market capitalism against any interventionist approach, which 

he considered to be harmful to both liberalism and democracy. the free 

market economist argued that such socialist and collectivist theories,  

no matter their presumptively utilitarian intentions, lead to totalitarian 

abuses. the developments in nazi germany and his home country, 

austria, affirmed his fears and predictions. according to hayek, who 

became a British subject in 1938 and later founded the Mont Pèlerin 
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Society8 as a leading think tank of neo-liberalism near montreux in swit-

zerland in 1947,‘liberalism was to all intents and purposes dead in ger-

many and it was socialism that had killed it.’9

after the collapse of the totalitarian third reich with its statist, corporat-

ist economic policy, academics at the university of freiburg im Breisgau 

in germany also advocated a new liberal and socio-economic order. in 

this context, it is important to distinguish between the freiburg school 

and the freiburg circles. frequently, the two schools of thought were 

believed to be the same10 although the first emerged from the latter and 

among the members of the freiburg school only the founders Walter 

eucken and franz Böhm belonged to the freiburg circles and, converse-

ly, no member of the freiburg circles can be attributed to the freiburg 

school, which partly advocated different economic objectives. Both 

schools of economic thought considered that a certain form of planning 

was necessary for a transitional period following the war. however, 

whereas the pivotal membes of the freiburg circles, erwin von Beck-

erath, adolf lampe and Jens Jessen, favoured ‘productive’ governmental 

intervention, i.e. an economy regulated by a relatively strong state,11 

Walter eucken, franz Böhm and constantin von Dietze believed in self-

regulating market forces and limited indirect state interference.12 accord-

ing to eucken, the state must solely create a proper legal environment 

for the economy and maintain a healthy level of competition through 

measures that follow market principles. thus, the paramount means by 

which economic policy can seek to improve the economy is by improving 

the institutional framework or ‘ordo’.

in drawing on both eucken’s ordo-liberal competitive order and Wilhelm 

röpke’s ‘economic humanism’ leading to a ‘civitas humana’,13 the ordo-

liberal competitive order was further developed by the cologne school 

around the economist and anthropologist alfred müller-armack, who 

therefore coined the term ‘Soziale Marktwirtschaft’ (social market econo-

my) in a publication in December 1946.14 although it evolved from ordo-

liberalism as a new variant of neo-liberalism, this concept was not iden-

tical with the conception of the freiburg school. in contrast to eucken, 

who favoured a strictly procedural or rule-oriented liberalism in which  

the state solely sets the institutional framework and abstains generally 

from interference in the market, müller-armack emphasised the state’s 

responsibility actively to improve the market condition and simultane-

ously to pursue a social balance.15 in putting social policy on a par with 
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economic policy, müller-armack’s concept was more emphatic regarding 

socio-political aims than the ordo-liberal economic concept. however, 

the social market economy as an extension of neo-liberal thought was 

deliberately not a defined economic order but an adjustable holistic 

conception pursuing a complete humanistic societal order as a synthesis 

of seemingly conflicting objectives, namely economic freedom and social 

security.16 although it is often viewed as a mélange of socio-political  

ideas rather than a precisely outlined theoretical order, the conception 

possessed an effective slogan, which facilitated its communication to 

both politics and the public. the eventual implementation, however, 

required not only communication but also political backup. 

here, müller-armack’s concept soon met with the conception of the then 

chairman of the Sonderstelle Geld und Kredit (special Bureau for money 

and credit) within the administration for finance, i.e. an expert commis-

sion preparing the currency reform in the anglo-american Bizone, ludwig 

erhard. although erhard was rather inclined to Walter eucken’s ordo-

liberal competitive market order17 and even considered himself an ordo-

liberal,18 he was strongly impressed by alfred müller-armack most of all 

not as a theorist, but instead as one who wanted to transfer theory into 

practice.19

When erhard succeeded Johannes semmler as Director of the adminis-

tration for economics in the Bizonal economic council on 2 march 1948, 

the social market economy entered the political sphere. soon after, on  

21 april 1948, erhard informed the parliament about his economic policy 

and introduced the concept of the social market economy.20 although 

there was no unanimous applause, both the liberal Democrats and the 

conservatives widely welcomed the transition to a more market-oriented 

economy.21 thereupon, the chairman of the Christlich-Demokratische 

Union (cDu) in the British zone of occupation, konrad adenauer, invited 

erhard to also inform the party members about his socio-economic con-

ception at the party convention in recklinghausen on 28 august 1948.  

in a visionary and stirring speech, entitled Marktwirtschaft im Streit der 

Meinungen (market economy in Dispute),22 ludwig erhard defended his 

concept of the social market economy alluding to the dualism between  

a controlled economy and a market economy.23 in view of the upcoming 

regional and federal elections, adenauer, who was initially sceptical  

about erhard,24 was not only impressed by the polarising slogan, i.e. 

‘controlled or market economy’, but also by the efficacy of erhard and his 
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programme.25 the foundation for a successful political alliance was laid.26

after the Christlich-Soziale Union (csu) also expressed its commitment 

to a market economy with social balance, and the then newly-elected 

Bavarian minister for economic affairs, hanns seidel, advocated erhard’s 

liberal and social economic model at the csu’s party convention in strau-

bing in may 1949,27 the economic principles elaborated by the Working 

committee of the cDu/csu as liaison body and information centre of the 

two political parties commonly referred to as the ‘Union’, centred the 

social market economy.28 finally, these principles were adopted as party 

platform and manifesto for the upcoming federal elections at the cDu’s 

party conference in Düsseldorf on 15 July 1949.29 in contrast to the pre-

vious ideological Ahlener Programm suggesting a rather abstract and 

anti-materialist ‘Gemeinwirtschaft’,30 these so-called ‘Düsseldorfer Leit-

sätze’ not only provided a concrete, pragmatic and materialist economic 

programme but also an attractive slogan to reach consensus within the 

party and the public. While eventually the union of the two recently 

established political parties, i.e. the cDu and the csu, possessed a 

coherent and unifying economic programme enabling a more consistent 

public front, the oldest german political party, the Sozialdemokratische 

Partei Deutschlands (spD) lead by the advocate of economic planning 

and extensive socialisation, kurt schumacher, did not introduce its own 

economic concept. this not only complicated the parliamentary work of 

the party in the economic council but also limited the public relations of 

the party as a whole especially in times of campaigning where the par-

tially complex political programmes were simplified and popularised.

in the run-up to the federal elections in august 1949, the cDu/csu 

consequently aligned their party platforms, policies and manifestos and 

campaigned with the social market economy. in particular the former 

advertising manager for consumer goods, ludwig erhard, who affirmed 

that he would ‘go into the upcoming political party clashes with particular 

energy for the cDu’,31 realised the potential of subtle and systematic 

marketing to transform the concept from an economic theory, or even 

abstract economic policy, into the basis of a political party’s propaganda 

and public image that held broad appeal. eventually, on sunday 14 

august 1949, around 31 million germans were called to cast a vote for 

the first german Bundestag and to decide between the social market 

economy and a controlled economy advocated by the spD. of those 

eligible to vote 25 million or 78.5 per cent actually went to the ballot 

boxes often set up in restaurants and public houses and showed a clear 
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commitment to the emerging post-war democracy. although the spD, 

gaining 29.12 per cent of the votes, turned out to be the most successful 

single party, the cDu/csu combined attracted more votes, totalling 31 

per cent, and 139 mandates compared to 131 for the social Democrats. 

however, in fact both Volksparteien had suffered large percentage losses 

over their previous Land election totals by failing to capture a comparable 

share of the enlarged electorate. the most remarkable advance by win-

ning over a million extra votes and achieving 11.9 per cent of the total 

votes was that made by the liberal Freie Demokratische Partei (fDp)  

led by the chairman theodor heuss. the politically progressive and 

economically conservative free Democrats were in fact the only political 

party consistently gaining percentage of votes between 1946 and 1949.32 

While these results affirmed the then general pro-market trend in public 

opinion, eventually, the electorate made its decision contingent on the 

satisfaction of its practical needs rather than on any particular theoretical 

economic system. the advantage of the cDu and the csu lay precisely 

in the fact that they were quasi-governing across the Bizone and thus 

increasingly identified with the economic recovery and the improving 

economic conditions. although the implementation of the social market 

economy benefited also from other crucial factors – including the east-

west conflict and a favourable political and social climate within germany 

and abroad, the stabilising alliance between the conservative and liberal 

parties, the pro-market composition of the economic council and even 

the federal republic’s own Grundgesetz (Basic law), which stressed 

individual freedom, human dignity, and the subsidiarity of societal or-

ganisation – it was also the consistent efforts at political communication 

of the cooperative and corporate model that led to the implementation 

and eventual electoral validation of the social market economy in post-

war West germany.

in essence, precisely eighty years after the great crash in 1929, more 

than seventy years after various think tanks, political parties and indi-

viduals gave impulse to and then shaped the development of a viable 

socio-political and economic alternative between the extremes of laissez-

faire capitalism and the collectivist planned economy, and, precisely sixty 

years after the successful implementation of the social market economy 

as a convincing variant of a neo-liberal model of coordinated economic 

and social policy, both the political and the public debate is once again  

on the (ir)reconcilability between capitalist profit seeking and social 

responsibility. although the current discussion is no longer on capitalism 
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versus socialism, it centres on capitalism versus capitalism and on corpo-

rate governance and the form of capitalism. Due to the current financial 

and economic crises, all market-oriented economic and thus societal 

models are under considerable strain and consideration. in this climate,  

it is important if not imperative to recall the origins, development and 

definition of the social market economy and to renew its principles and 

fundamental ideas. eventually and, indeed, arguably, the distinguished 

german socio-political and economic model may not merely form an 

attractive alternative between an anglo-american market economy and a 

chinese socialist market economy, but it may also help to reorganise our 

global economy, to redefine our understanding of capitalism and to 

reinvigorate the philosophical and economic standing of liberalism in 

general.
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on the economic ethics  
of Walter eucken

Manuel Wörsdörfer

1. IntroDuCtIon

2008/9 sees the 60th anniversary of the german economic 

and currency reform of June 20, 1948, and the adoption of 

the grundgesetz on may 23, 1949, which committed the 

country to the ideals of a socially bounded economy. Both  

of these events are important points along the path taken  

by the federal republic of germany to reach the system of  

a social market economy. since the term “social market 

economy” is often used in several different contexts and 

sometimes to mean contradictory things, we must ask:  

What exactly does the term social market economy entail? 

What economic-ethical ideas and theories are behind it?  

this paper will trace the origins of the social market econo-

my (chapter 2) and explain the central characteristics of the 

freiburg school of economics (chapter 3), one of the main 

pillars of the social market economy. central to this paper 

is the oeuvre of Walter eucken, one of the leading repre-

sentatives of the ordoliberal freiburg school. the aim is  

to identify socio-political factors of influence and inspiration 

on his theory of economic policy (chapter 4) and evaluate 

similarities to the works of kant, smith and other economic 

philosophers. chapter 5 will seek to elucidate eucken’s 
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“program of liberty”. We shall also allow ourselves a slight diversion to 

elaborate on the parallels between this work and kant’s understanding  

of freedom and autonomy. chapter 6 deals with eucken’s dual require-

ments of an economic and social order (i.e. functioning and humane 

socio-economic order). in chapter 7, we seek to answer – with consider-

able reference to adam smith – to what extent it can be assumed that 

self-interest and the common good are mutually compatible. this paper 

concludes with a few remarks about the topicality of ordoliberalism in 

relation to modern, german-speaking economic ethics (chapter 8).

2.  thE normAtIVE orIGInS oF thE  

SoCIAL mArKEt EConomy

the fact that the idea of the social market economy rests on several 

pillars is of fundamental importance. the following normative origins 

should be mentioned: 1. the ordoliberal freiburg school of economics. 

the founding members of this movement included the economist Walter 

eucken, and the jurists franz Böhm and hans großmann-Doerth.  

2. sociological neoliberalism respectively the extended circle of ordo-

liberalism gathering around the emigrants alexander rüstow and  

Wilhelm röpke. 3. the cologne school of economics and its main pro-

ponent, alfred müller-armack.1 4. (franz oppenheimer2 and his scholar) 

ludwig erhard.3 in addition, Christliche Sozialethik (i.e. christian social 

ethics) and katholische soziallehre (i.e. catholic social teaching) in 

chapter 5 also gave sustained impetus to the social market economy; 

here, we are drawn to the works of oswald von nell-Breuning (1954/ 

1960; 1956/1960; 1975/1990) and Joseph höffner (1959/2006), as  

well as their emphasis on the principles of subsidiarity and solidarity. 

finally, we must not neglect to mention media support, particularly with 

reference to the popularization and social legitimization of the social 

market economy (cf. i.a. erich Welter, co-founder of the Frankfurter 

Allgemeine Zeitung).

3. thE FrEIburG SChooL oF EConomICS

one of the main distinctions drawn by the ordoliberal freiburg school 

 is in relation to Ordnungs- and Prozesspolitik (i.e. regulation and process 

policy, respectively rules of the game vs. plays of the game within these 

rules4). the state must limit itself to the formation of regulation, or 

frameworks; state intervention in the economic plays of the game must 
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be on the grounds of market conformity,5 i.e. it must not impair the 

functioning of market and price mechanisms. process policy-oriented 

intervention which does not conform to the market must be avoided.  

in this instance, state regulation must take into account the Inter- 

dependenz der Ordnungen6 (i.e. interdependency of orders, eucken),  

i.e. the fact that economic intervention can also have an impact on the 

remaining social structures. (interdisciplinary) Denken in Ordnungen  

(i.e. thinking in orders, eucken), which takes account of these interde-

pendencies, is, therefore, of great importance. it is incumbent upon the 

“strong state” (rüstow7), as an “ordering power” and “defender of the 

competitive order” (for: Hüter der Wettbewerbsordnung)8, to use regu-

lation to establish an economic system, which allows competitive per-

formance to flourish, as this promotes innovation (i.e. competition 

on the merits and in terms of better service to consumers (Leistungs-

wettbewerb, i.e. competition in performance))9, and in which complete 

competition (for: vollständige Konkurrenz)) ensures that socio-economic 

interest groups are stripped of power (“competition as an instrument of 

disempowerment”10). the liberal ideals, which are at the basis of ordo-

liberalism, include freedom of privileges and non-discrimination.11 

the strong, powerful state – governed by the rule of law – must be, 

constitutionally speaking, in a position to ward off particular interests; 

it should ideally be above interest groups, seek to remain neutral and 

serve the common good. in this respect, it is particularly important 

that the role of the state, but also the boundaries for state activity, are 

clearly defined, so as to prevent abuses of power and particular interest 

groups from exerting influence. 

according to eucken,12 companies, associations and the state pose sev-

eral, socio-economic threats to liberty. these threat scenarios, which  

will be expanded upon later in this paper, must be prevented using the 

rule of law, the competitive order (for: Wettbewerbsordnung) and the 

control mechanisms invested in them. eucken’s Fundamentals of Eco-

nomic Policy and the Constituent and Regulatory Principles – fundamen-

tals and principles form a coherent entity – serve as a means to an end; 

they enable competition, which, in turn, minimizes the abuse of power 

and facilitates the exercising of civil liberties. the kantian moments 

relate to the prevention of power (i.e. socio-economic limitation of power 

and limitation of the state’s authority) and the facilitation of liberty.13
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4.  WALtEr EuCKEn (1891-1950): SoCIo-PhILoSoPhICAL 

FACtorS oF InFLuEnCE

in order to interpret Walter eucken’s writings in the most sophisticated 

and least stereotypical manner, we must not just limit ourselves to his 

two main (economic) works: Die Grundlagen der Nationalökonomie (The 

Foundations of Economics) and Grundsätze der Wirtschaftspolitik (i.e. 

Principles of Economic Policy). on the contrary, we must also consider his 

early publications, particularly his Die Tatwelt essays, his orDo papers 

and his correspondence (letters between him and his family, rüstow, 

röpke, et al.). furthermore, it is vital to deal with the biography and 

personality of eucken. it then becomes apparent that this is extremely 

complex and full of inner tensions, fractures and ambivalences – not 

least of all linked to the historical context and the fact that eucken lived 

in a transient society, with a number of caesura-like incisions (e.g. the 

first and second World Wars, hyperinflation, the global economic crisis, 

mass unemployment, the emergence of radical and totalitarian ideolo-

gies, such as national socialism and communism). eucken’s path 

through life was not just subject to a profound change in terms of meth-

odology and philosophy of science (i.e. gradual renunciation of the his-

torical school of economics), but also in a socio-political respect. oswalt 

(2005, 2008) and Dathe (2009) provide helpful insights into the route 

eucken took to reach democratic liberalism.

the main influences on Walter eucken’s writing were his parents, rudolf 

and irene eucken, and his wife, edith eucken-erdsiek. through his father, 

rudolf eucken, who himself was a professor of philosophy in Jena and 

received the nobel prize for literature in 1908, Walter eucken came into 

contact with (neo)kantian and (neo)idealistic ideas, as well as the chris-

tian social ethics. his wife, edith eucken-erdsiek, a publisher, philosopher, 

economist and student of husserl, put him in touch with the founder of 

phenomenology. the relationship between economics and phenomenol-

ogy, as well as the related field of “noology” (for: noologische Methode) 

inherited from his father, feature strongly in eucken’s epistemological 

writings.14 in addition, we must also mention the debates between the 

Historical-Ethical School and the Austrian School of Economics: the field 

of tension linked to the (value judgment and) methodology dispute (for: 

Werturteils- und Methodenstreit) is also reflected in eucken’s works (the 

so-called “great antinomy”15). finally, the networks within and around 

freiburg also had a socio-economic impact: on the one hand, his contact 
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and friendship with the other members of the freiburg school and ex-

panded ordoliberalism (in particular, Böhm, miksch, röpke and rüstow, 

but also von hayek and the mont pèlerin society); and on the other,  

the resistance movement of the freiburg circles (Diehl, Dietze, lampe, 

ritter and other members of the confessional church [for: Bekennende 

Kirche]).

5. EuCKEn’S “ProGrAm oF LIbErty”

having gained an overview of the normative foundations of the social 

market economy and the important characteristics of the ordoliberal 

freiburg school, we would now do well to consider the teachings of 

Walter eucken – particularly his understanding of liberty. eucken’s orDo 

papers from 1948 and 1949 are fundamental for this: Das ordnungs-

politische Problem (i.e. The Regulatory Problem) and Die Wettbewerbs-

ordnung und ihre Verwirklichung (i.e. The Competitive System and  

Its Realization). in order to evaluate the (contextual and terminological) 

parallels to kant, we would be well advised to consider kant’s own  

political writings.16

at the heart of eucken’s discourse on liberty is the (kantian) term,  

autonomy. the aim is to overcome the immaturity and minority of hu-

manity17, personal enlightenment and emancipation, and the realization 

of an individual’s right to self-determination.18 eucken always emphasizes 

individual responsibility in relation to the realization of autonomy. in  

this regard, eucken opposes socio-economic and political dependency, 

oppression and exploitation.19 liberty is, therefore, incompatible with 

totalitarianism and imperialistic systems. furthermore, it cannot be 

reconciled with the process of social “massification” and “stereotyping” 

(for: Vermassung), whereby the individual’s personality is “expunged” 

and a wide-scale “de-souling” (for: Entseelung) and “de-individualization” 

(i.e. Entindividualisierung) takes place. in the wake of such a develop-

ment, the individual becomes increasingly incapable of expressing his 

or her right to self-determination. the topos of massification is expres-

sed by many proponents of ordoliberalism as part of the subject of the 

“social crisis of the present” (for: Gesellschaftskrisis der Gegenwart); 

according to this, the loss of religious ways of life and the suppression 

of religion in public has led to a sustained crisis in meaning and orienta-

tion. its features include a widespread inner emptiness, an ethical nihil-

ism and a distinct decline in values. it is argued that a religious-spiritual 

reformation and the creation of a new social way of life are necessary, 
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which will allow the spiritual crisis to be overcome and the ethical-reli-

gious vacuum to be filled. here, and in other places, the meta-economic 

cultural and socio-critical direction of ordoliberal arguments becomes 

clear.20

eucken’s essay of 1938 entitled Die Überwindung des Historismus (i.e. 

the conquest of historicism) seizes on the topos of the social crisis and 

links it neatly with the kantian understanding of liberty and rationalism. 

eucken, by taking the fight to historicism and criticizing the irrationalism 

it represents, draws a direct parallel to the tradition of the enlighten-

ment. eucken specifically accuses the proponents of historicism, such 

as sombart, gottl-ottlilienfeld and spann, of expounding a fatalistic, 

deterministic and romanticized ideology. eucken warns against the rela-

tivization of the notion of truth, the relativity of knowledge and the 

danger that science will lose its creative and ordering function (relativism 

accusation). furthermore, he criticizes skepticism and the mistrust 

several historicists have towards the ratio (irrationalism accusation).21

let us now return to eucken’s actual understanding of liberty. this is  

not, as often claimed, merely a negative one based on defensive rights 

(for: Abwehrrechte) and which disregards central positive performance 

rights (for: Leistungsrechte); as we shall show, there are, in fact, links 

to positive or real liberties as well. 

liberty is – according to eucken – a constituent of human existence: 

“Without liberty, without spontaneous individual action, man is not a 

‘man’”.22 liberty is closely connected with humanity, human dignity  

and social justice.23 in addition, liberty is not limitless or anarchic; indi-

vidual liberty finds its boundary where another’s sphere of liberty be-

gins.24 that is why, for eucken, liberty must always be coupled with a 

comprehensive sense of responsibility towards oneself and towards 

others (i.e. individual and social responsibility).25 finally, liberty is not 

just limited to economics. liberty is also relevant in a political context 

and taken to mean basic and human rights26 and is closely connected 

with the term human dignity – the central (ordoliberal) value. economic 

liberty is coupled with consumer sovereignty and the postulate of “coor-

dination” of individual plans about markets instead of (authoritarian) 

“subordination”.27 the economic, liberal ideals, which underlie the basis of 

this idea, include freedom of privileges, non-discrimination, as well as the 

rule of law, equal rights, and basic and human rights. 
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often, eucken (and other proponents of ordoliberalism) are accused of 

absolutizing the economy and not fulfilling the “market economy’s ability 

to serve” (Zweck-/ Lebensdienlichkeit der Marktwirtschaft).28 however, 

this is countered by the fact that eucken distances himself explicitly from 

a super-elevation and absolutization of normative, economic aspects29 

and that he uses competitive and market mechanisms instrumentally: 

“competition as a tool of disempowerment” is not an end in itself, rather 

it is a means to an end, seeking to prevent improper, market-dominating 

and monopolistic structures, abuses of power and exploitation.30 there-

fore, competition – by removing market power, diluting market concen-

tration and minimizing imperialistic pressures – serves to enable the free 

development of the individual from an economic and socio-cultural per-

spective.31 moreover, eucken’s Constituent and Regulatory Principles32 

contradict the accusation of economic absolutization. for example, the 

principle of contractual freedom is only a relative one, since contracts 

restricting competition, and hence liberty, are not permissible. the prin-

ciple of private property requires control mechanisms such as the prin-

ciple of liability and competition. it is always embedded in the market 

form of complete competition. furthermore, the owner has a social and 

societal obligation.

after all, regulatory principles are a matter of moderate correction of the 

distributive results of the market-process (in the case of market failure), 

or rather their socially acceptable configuration (i.e. progressive income 

taxation according to the principle of performance (i.e. Leistungsfähig-

keitsprinzip) and, as may be necessary, the safeguarding of existential 

minimums with the help of minimum wages). competition prevents 

concentration of market power and the market form of complete com-

petition channels self-interests down the lines of the common good.  

the euckenite competitive system is, thus, not only a system that pro-

motes prosperity, but one that also promotes liberty and society. even  

if eucken does discuss the role of trade unions as part of the Spezielle 

Sozialpolitik (i.e. special social policy)33 and the importance of co-deter-

mination, workers’ rights and the social security system, his focus is still 

on the principle of subsidiarity; that is to say, before the state intervenes, 

it is down to self-initiative, self-help and the personal responsibility of 

an individual and the community (communal neighborly help); only then 

should the social security system intervene and, as a last resort, the 

supporting measures of the state or society. 
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as we have seen, it is incumbent upon Constituent and Regulating Prin-

ciples as well as the Fundamentals of Economic Policy, i.e. as a means 

to an end, to safeguard liberty and these should work towards the dis-

empowerment of socio-economic interest groups and the establishment 

of regulatory policy instead of process policy (for: Ordnungs- anstelle  

von Prozesspolitik).34 state intervention into the plays of the economic 

subject, which do not conform to market mechanisms, must be avoided 

(criterion of market conformity). the state should limit itself to regulatory 

policy, i.e. the formation of (framework) regulation. process policy is 

rejected on the following grounds: it is arbitrary, selective, ad hoc and 

paternalistic. in addition, it is based on interest groups and grants (non-

democratic, illegitimate) power groups too much discretion in decision-

making and the opportunity to exert particular interests through influ-

ence on the legislative and executive branches. ultimately, this only sees 

them function unfairly, and reduce prosperity and liberty. a “strong” 

ordoliberal state is required, an independent and powerful state governed 

by the rule of law, which wards off particular interests and prevents the 

concentration of market power and market-dominating companies.35

in relation to this, we must also mention eucken’s criticism of state 

interventionism and the interventionist state, which again makes clear 

his anti-totalitarian stance.36 eucken criticizes the “position of power held 

by the [totalistic], all-pervasive, modern, industrialized, technological 

state” and the “superiority of the [interventionist and concentrated (for: 

Vermachtung37)] economic state”. the link between political and eco-

nomic power, i.e. the politicization of the economy and the economization 

of politics, increases the danger of abuses of power. in addition, it goes 

against the central kantian ideal. eucken notes: “the state monitors and 

controls economic day-to-day activity and it [...] partly or wholly controls 

the economic machine. man is merely a small piece of an anonymous, 

state-economic machine [...]. the individual becomes a thing and is no 

longer a person. the machine is an end, man the means”.38 here, and  

in other places, eucken’s advocacy of political liberalism becomes clear. 

he strives to protect the privacy and liberty of the individual against 

state intervention and collective usurpation. he asks: “Which forms of 

regulation guarantee freedom? Which forms can also limit the misuse 

of liberty? [...] is it possible to create an economic system, in which man 

is not just a means to an end, not just part of a machine?”39 the answer, 

which eucken himself gives, is, of course, the ordoliberal competition 

policy.
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Excursus: Eucken versus Kant

Just as kant has done, eucken also moves between the fields of liberty, 

power and law, or rather regulation. according to eucken40, there is a 

threefold, socio-economic threat to liberty: from the private power of 

producers, from the semi-public power of social collectives and from  

the power of the state. using the rule of law and in connection with the 

competitive order (i.e. fundamentals of economic policy plus constituent 

and regulatory principles), it is possible to prevent the aforementioned 

threat scenarios – the continual danger of an abuse of power and “group 

anarchy”41 – and to secure individual liberties. the idea of liberty under 

the law serves, therefore, to protect the individual from the caprice of 

others. the kantian moments relate to the prevention of power (i.e. 

socio-economic limitation of power and limitation of the state’s authority) 

and the facilitation of liberty.42

furthermore, we can draw parallels between eucken and kant in respect 

of their views of humanity, their understandings of liberty and autonomy, 

and their definitions of freedom. for both, man is an end in himself;  

he is not a means to an end and, under no circumstances, may he be 

exploited. this refers to the second formulation of the categorical im-

perative, the formula of the end in itself.43 eucken – with considerable 

reference to kant – always emphasizes the importance of maturity and 

autonomy, as well as kantian rationalism, particularly in his opposition 

of historicism and when accusing it of irrationalism and relativizing 

truth.44 let us now briefly consider eucken’s definition of liberty, which 

is almost identical to that of kant. eucken writes: “Just as for the state 

governed by the rule of law, the competitive order should create a frame-

work, in which the free pursuit of the individual is limited by the sphere 

of liberty of another, thus creating a balanced liberty between humans. 

in reality, the will for competition policy is closely linked to the will for 

liberty.”45 here, it is also the case that individual liberties should be 

protected from (abusive) private and state power using the rule of law, 

eucken’s Fundamentals of Economic Policy and his Constituent and 

Regulatory Principles. eucken also writes: “this sphere of liberty has 

to be upholded by the law. [...] Just as man who is part of this order, 

may not renounce his own liberty, so too may he not infringe another’s 

sphere of liberty. another’s sphere of liberty limits his own. By taking 

account of this sphere of liberty, man practices humanity. liberty, under-

stood correctly, humanity and law belong together and are inextricably 
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linked.”46 “the state is governed by law. [...] therefore, it should recog-

nize the liberties and rights of [...] citizens and protect these. [...] thus, 

the state governed by the rule of law must protect the rights of its citi-

zens on two fronts: against the [capricious] force of state bodies, which 

have [...] the tendency to impinge upon personal liberty, allegedly on the 

grounds of being in the public interest; and, against the threat citizens 

pose to each other [i.e. encroachments by others into an individual’s 

sphere of liberty]”.47

6.  thE FunCtIonALIty AnD humAn Worth oF  

An EConomIC SyStEm

from an economic-ethical perspective, eucken poses a particularly inter-

esting question: how is it possible to achieve a functioning and humane 

(i.e. self-reliant, fair, and just), socio-economic order?48 the aim is to 

conquer the dilemma or conflicting goals between the efficiency and 

performance of an economy, on the one hand, and social justice and 

equality of the socio-economic order on the other. eucken suggests a 

two-stage argument, similar to that of adam smith: he supplies ef-

ficiency and allocation arguments as well as ethical arguments for his 

ideal competitive economic system. he strives to overcome the primacy 

of ethics (ulrich’s Integrative Wirtschaftsethik, i.e. Integrative Economic 

Ethics) and the primacy of economics (homann’s Moralökonomik, i.e. 

Moral Economics), by relying on a set of dual requirements towards a 

competitive market economy, which is socially bound.

an economic system must be able to cope adequately with economic 

shortages, to satisfy basic needs and to supply the population with 

essential economic goods. the criterion of functionality provides the 

foundation for a “humane” (eucken) and “vital-political”49 life which 

“serves humanity” (for: Lebensdienlichkeit (ulrich)). in other words,  

it creates the material conditions for an autonomous, independent life 

with freedom and the (immaterial) development of intellectual persona-

lities.50 this points at eucken’s external, but not meta-economic criterion 

of a humane social order. 

eucken is well aware, however, of the interdependency and reciprocity of 

both criteria51: eucken does not prioritize the criteria; or rather, there is 

only a limited primacy for him. there is indeed a repercussion from social 

cohesion and stability resulting from a just order in terms of Tausch- and 
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Verteilungsgerechtigkeit, affecting the functionality of the economic 

system. We should add that the economic categories of competition  

on the merits and competitive order should be seen solely as a means 

to an end. they serve as an instrument to realize individual liberties 

and achieve human dignity for the individual. competition is construed, 

therefore, in the freiburg school as a tool of disempowerment and con-

trol. all this argues against a unilateral absolutization of the economic 

sphere, and argues, instead, in favor of the “market economy’s ability to 

serve humanity” (for: Zweck-/Lebensdienlichkeit), as ulrich (1997/2008) 

stipulates.

in addition, eucken’s dual criteria can be taken as a positive idea of 

liberty; in contrast to formal or negative liberties (defensive rights), the 

realization of real or positive liberty (performance rights) requires certain 

material conditions. these are referred to by eucken when he calls for  

a functioning economic order. furthermore, competition policy respec-

tively the monopolies and mergers commission and the antitrust office 

are of primary importance in this respect52: for, only with the help of a 

competitive order and its diverse institutional control mechanisms, can 

the ideal of power freedom be approximated and, thus, (positive) liber-

ties be achieved.

7.  ComPAtIbILIty oF SELF-IntErEStS AnD  

thE Common GooD

the question of compatibility of self-interests and the common good  

is one of the most commonly debated issues in economics and ethics. 

eucken also discusses this issue in his book Grundsätze der Wirtschafts-

politik (Principles of Economic Policy)53, amongst other places. the focus 

is on the (formal) institutional-ethics level. eucken writes that (only) a 

(competitive) economic system can ensure a harmonious relationship 

between individual and common interests54 and that (only) competition 

has the power to subdue egoism.55 his trust in what smith has called the 

“invisible hand” to solve potential conflicts between self-interest and the 

common good is somewhat limited: “the “invisible hand” cannot create 

forms on its own, which reconcile individual and common interests. [...] 

the task of economic policy is to direct the forces, which result from self-

interest, along such lines that they promote the common good, so indi-

vidual interests are coordinated sensibly”.56 he goes further: “in [kant’s] 

opinion, the state’s role is to find a form, in which [...] there is both 
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co-existence and the greatest possible leeway for an individual to de-

velop their own powers. absolute liberty in its natural state should be 

limited by laws, which protect the individual from the caprice of another. 

however, on the other hand, the free pursuits of the many, which are 

competing with one another, should promote society”.57

if we consider other euckenite writings, however, particularly his socio-

religious58 and his crisis works59, it becomes clear that eucken does not 

rely solely on institutional ethics and ordoliberal frameworks; instead, 

he believes that ethics at the institutional level must be complemented 

by ethics at the individual level (i.e. individual or virtue ethics).60 the 

following quote illustrates this: “the overall order should be designed 

such that it enables man to follow a life guided by ethical principles”.61 

this individual-ethics level has, up to now, been widely overlooked in 

academia (the focus has clearly been on euckenite institutional ethics). 

therefore, it seems wise to deal with this level in more detail and to draw 

parallels between the remaining ordoliberal thinkers, e.g. rüstow, röpke 

(and müller-armack). 

the individual-ethics level within eucken’s work can be detected in two 

forms: firstly, in a Kantian form (i.e. the individual as the origin accord-

ing to the kantian understanding of freedom and autonomy, and his 

image of humanity62) and, secondly, a socio-religious form of individual-

ethical self-commitment.63 since the kantian understanding of liberty  

and autonomy has already been dealt with in our fifth chapter, we shall 

only briefly mention the socio-religious form of self-commitment. this is 

closely related to eucken’s understanding of religion. as a member  

of the confessional church, eucken always emphasizes christian values, 

in particular solidarity and love for thy neighbor. he also emphasizes  

the need for an ethical-religious reformation.64 religion in general, and 

in particular the christian churches have a prominent role with regard  

to social cooperation and cohesion. in his Grundsätze der Wirtschafts-

politik (Principles of Economic Policy), eucken discusses religion and 

the christian churches as potential regulatory or ordering powers – 

besides (economic) science and the state.65 in the Volkswirtschaftsfibel” 

(i.e. Economic Handbook), which eucken has written together with von 

Dietze and lampe, it is clear that eucken does not just strive for an 

ordoliberal post-war economic and social system, but also a christian-

based ordoliberal one. his understanding of religion, which has partial 

individualistic and rational traits66, is complemented by his autobiographi-
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cal remarks (“i could neither exist nor work, if i did not know of god’s 

existence”67) and rudolf eucken’s understanding of religion, as well as 

husserl’s phenomenology, with whom eucken has had close personal 

contacts. 

noteworthy are the distinct parallels to adam smith68, since smith also 

strives to establish both formal, i.e. institutional-ethical and regulatory 

controls and sanctions, as well as informal, i.e. individual-ethical, ones.69 

for smith, formal control mechanisms include formalized competitive 

measures (contracts, market exchange, etc.) and state legislation; 

informal controls incorporate the individual’s capabilities to empathize  

(i.e. smith’s notion of sympathy), the figure of the impartial spectator 

and informal social norms (i.e. public pressure). furthermore, both 

eucken and smith make a distinction between self-interest and egoism: 

smith differentiates between egoism and self-love, whilst eucken  

speaks of egoism and the economic principle (i.e. adequate dealings  

with socio-economic shortages).70 Both reject unrestrained egoism.  

other ordoliberal thinkers also warn against the “unleashing” of the 

economy.71 Just as smith, for whom the pursuit of self-interest always 

has to be justified in the eyes of the independent observer, so too do 

rüstow, röpke and müller-armack demand a normative, meta-ethical 

embeddedness of ordoliberalism, or rather the social market economy. 

not least of all, this is a clear link to eucken’s interdependency of orders, 

i.e. the integration of the economic system within a meta-economic 

society. 

it is more than obvious that the plays of the game within the rules of the 

game are not amoral (for: moralfrei), as homann and others assumed72; 

and, remaining with the terminology of homann’s moral economics, the 

systematic location of morality is not exclusively the regulatory frame-

work73, rather individual ethics as well!

finally, the current financial crisis has shown that the institutional-ethics 

level alone cannot provide protection from individual and institutional 

misconduct. it must be expanded to include a self-commitment at the 

individual- and corporate-ethical level. Due to the high innovative capac-

ity of financial market intermediaries, but also because of the high com-

plexity (and intransparency) of financial products, as well as a lack of 

expertise, regulatory bodies are only able to (re-)act ex post, not ex 

ante, and they cannot anticipate particular trends (problem of time-lag). 
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the question, therefore, comes up: to what extent can individual-ethical 

self-commitments be realized, such as with investor behavior and on the 

corporate-ethical level, in the form of codes of conduct, for example?  

the ethos of the honorable banker or businessman can be taken as a first 

approach, which suggests both individual- and corporate-ethical implica-

tions. 

8. ConCLuDInG rEmArKS

the topicality of ordoliberalism is not just limited to the methodological 

debate surrounding the Neuen Methodenstreit der Ökonomik (i.e. new 

debate over methods in economics), but it is also highly relevant in the 

wake of the financial crisis. even from an economic-ethical perspective, 

euckenite ordoliberalism has innovative (timeless) elements to offer. in 

particular, these include the dual criteria, which an economic and social 

system must fulfill: functionality and human worth. the overarching aim 

is always to establish and implement an ethical-normative order, which 

is committed to the basic principles of humanity and justice. We should 

also mention efforts to achieve compatibility between self-interest and 

the common good using institutional and individual ethics (i.e. channeling 

of self-interest via individual and institutional ethics). furthermore, 

ordoliberalism also provides an impetus for the modern, german-speak-

ing debate surrounding economic ethics – not least of all in terms of the 

connection of Walter eucken to moral economics, but also to integrated 

economic ethics. eucken’s work is able to soften the field of tension, in 

which the german economic ethics finds itself, and he, therefore, can act 

as a mediation authority between homann and ulrich. 
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1. PrELImInAry rEmArKS1

the question of the christian roots of the social market 

economy is one that has often been asked. many texts with 

different approaches to this question have seen publication.2 

a further possibility would be to investigate in detail the 

encounters of the spiritual fathers of the social market eco-

nomy with catholic social teachings and protestant social 

ethics.

the conflict between catholic social teachings and neo-

liberalism assumes great importance in the socio-philoso-

phical debates that take place in West germany in the 1950s 

and 1960s.3 the protestant background of most of the ordo-

liberal economists begs the question of the extent to which 

protestant social ethics was drawn into the discussion.4   

in comparison with catholic social teachings, the protestant 

counterpart gets significantly less attention from them. ord-

oliberal economists believe that protestantism has little to 

offer in this respect. thus it is that Wilhelm röpke, speaking 

in 1944, sees protestantism as suffering under a body of 

literature on the subject that is socio-philosophically impov-

erished and, above all, unstable.5 
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With hindsight, one cannot quite go along with röpke’s verdict.6 how-

ever, in a way he is right: protestant social ethics does not possess a 

coherent body of teachings such as is offered by its catholic counterpart. 

moreover, social ethics has not long been anchored in the institutions of 

the protestant church. this has to wait until after the second World War.7

With this background in mind it becomes clear why, in röpke’s eyes, the 

book Justice and The Social Order by emil Brunner (1889-1966), pub-

lished in 1943, fills “a real gap”.8 it is not just röpke, but also Walter 

eucken (1891-1950) who absorbs Brunner’s social ethics. for this rea-

son, my aim in this text is to present both Brunner’s social ethics and 

eucken and röpke’s reactions to it. to achieve this, i will place Brunner’s 

theology in its historic context and introduce the man himself. the  

second main part will be devoted to Brunner’s social ethics. röpke and 

eucken’s reception of Brunner will round off the study.

2. hIStorICAL-bIoGrAPhICAL bACKGrounD

2.1 historical background

of defining importance before the first World War is a notion of progress 

shaped by historicism and enshrined in philosophy, theology, theoretical 

economics, politics and economic systems. this is rooted in german 

idealism. With the historical philosophy of georg friedrich Wilhelm hegel 

(1770-1831), the idealistic teachings gain a dynamic element.9 the 

hegelian notion of evolution also makes its way into other strands of 

19th century philosophy.10 it is only with the object-centered philosophy  

of the 20th century that the evolutionary teaching loses importance.11

the situation is similar in the german protestant theology of the  

19th century. the key figure here is the romantic friedrich David ernst 

schleiermacher (1768-1834). the evolutionary notion occurs in his 

thinking at the point where he interprets religious history as a progres-

sive process leading toward christianity.12 further on in the 19th century, 

the idea of progress gains yet more ground in theology.13

the extent to which german economic science develops along similar 

lines is striking. the evolutionary idea becomes apparent in the thinking 

of friedrich list (1789-1846).14 this notion continues to hold sway in  

the old historical school (for: Alte Historische Schule).15 gustav von 
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schmoller (1838-1917), head of the new historical school and leading 

economist in imperial germany, also declares his loyalty to the evolution-

ary notion.16 

the theoretical evolutionary notion shadows the real-life development of 

germany. the patchwork of small territories is transformed in 1871 into 

a nation, somewhat delayed in her emergence but demanding a place in 

world affairs that fits her new-found status.17 the german economy also 

undergoes rapid transformation. out of a predominantly agrarian econo-

my emerges a leading industrial power.18 the optimism born of ideas  

of progress goes hand-in-hand with an overblown european nationalism 

that results in the first World War.19

as far as theology is concerned, the first World War marks a significant 

break with the past. historical-optimistic cultural protestantism has to 

give way to dialectical theology. alongside karl Barth (1886-1968), emil 

Brunner is one of its major exponents.

2.2 Emil brunner20

emil Brunner is born in Winterthur, switzerland on December 23, 1889. 

as a child he moves to zürich. Both here and in Berlin he studies theol-

ogy. in 1912 he completes a doctorate on the typically cultural protestant 

subject of Das Symbolische in der religiösen Erkenntnis (i.e. the symbolic 

in religious awareness). after military service he undergoes a period of 

theological training for the ministry with religious socialist hermann 

kutter (1863-1931).

Between 1916 and 1924 emil Brunner works as a pastor in obstalden. 

stimulated by the theological discussions initiated by karl Barth, he 

switches to a scientific career. in 1921 he qualifies as a professor. in 

1924 in zürich he becomes a professor of systematic and practical  

theology, a chair that he occupies until 1955. in 1924 his book, Die 

Mystik und das Wort (Mysticism and the Word), is published. it contains 

a critical examination of schleiermacher’s theology. for a while after 

this Brunner works on the key Barthian publication, Zwischen den Zeiten 

(Between the Times).

The Divine Imperative, Brunner’s book on social ethics, published in 

1932, leads to a split with karl Barth. this conflict strongly influences 
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Brunner’s work in the following years. his personal direction takes him 

for a time to the oxford movement of the american evangelist frank 

Buchman (1878-1961).21 at the same time, however, he is influenced  

by the rise of totalitarianism and the second World War. such is the 

backdrop to his 1943 work, to be considered in this essay, Gerechtigkeit. 

Eine Lehre von den Grundgesetzen der Gesellschaftsordnung (Justice and 

the Social Order. A Teaching about the Basic Laws of Social Order).

after the second World War, Brunner spends more than 16 years working 

on a three-volume collection of dogmatics, intended as a counterweight 

to karl Barth’s Church Dogmatics (Kirchliche Dogmatik). in the 1950s he 

continues to express his views on political-ethical issues. in so doing he 

adopts an anti-communist stance, which again sets him at odds with karl 

Barth. emil Brunner died in zurich on 04.06.1966.

3. EmIL brunnEr’S Justice and the social order

the reception given to Brunner by the ordoliberals basically rests on the 

book Justice and The Social Order. this can only be understood in the 

light of the changes to Brunner’s theological position that took place in 

the course of the 1930s. for this reason i will begin by assigning the 

book to a particular place in Brunner’s spiritual development. then i will 

describe the content of the general part of Justice and The Social Order. 

the last section will be devoted to the work’s economic aspects.

3.1 Justice and the social order in its theological Context

for theology, the first World War represents a fundamental break with 

the past. the previous progressive optimism gives way to a more pes-

simistic attitude. instead of proclaiming the advent of harmony between 

god and the world, theologians now start to emphasize the unbridgeable 

gulf between god and man. theology departs from its previous focus on 

historical works. contemporary theologians even look back and speak in 

terms of an “anti-historical revolution”.22

Bestriding this upheaval is theologian karl Barth. his “dialectical theol-

ogy” stands in stark opposition to the teachings of the 19th century. Barth 

counters liberal historical-critical empiricism with an apodictic “dominus 

dixit” (i.e. the lord has spoken). he casts aside ideas of culture and 

religion with their old positive connotations. instead, he stresses god’s 
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divinity and thus the distance between god and man that can only be 

surmounted through christ (hence, “dialectical theology”).23

karl Barth proves a magnet for other young theologians, whose lot it  

will be to shape the history of theology in the coming decades. one of 

these is emil Brunner. Just like Barth, Brunner criticizes 18th and 19th 

century philosophy.24 in systematic terms, Brunner nails his colors to 

Barth’s mast when the latter makes his distinction between theology and 

philosophy.25 

in his work of social ethics, The Divine Imperative (Das Gebot und die 

Ordnungen), published in 1932, Brunner takes the daring step of going 

beyond the prevailing ideas of dialectical theology. he believes that it is 

time to apply the results of dialectical theology to the field of practice in 

everyday life.26 his contention that worldly ethics of happiness and duty 

are not sufficient in themselves is fully in keeping with the tradition of 

dialectical theology. to counter these he cites christian revelation.27  

on the anthropological level, he uses the example of the christian view 

of humanity as an alternative to the directions taken by naturalism  

and idealism, both of which he finds wanting. Brunner understands the 

christian view of humanity as meaning that man has to turn away from 

egocentricity and devote himself to the service of god. the mundane 

reflection of this is to be found in service to one’s fellow man.28 it is this 

call to personalism that takes Brunner beyond the limits of dialectical 

theology. the question of just how one is to serve one’s fellow men in a 

complex society is answered by the reformed theologian with an appeal 

to old reformatory teachings of social order. it is the christian’s duty  

to render service within the divine and natural orders of things and – 

here Brunner’s reformed tradition makes itself felt – to change it for  

the better.29 for Brunner, such orders include the institutions of marriage 

and the state, culture and the economy.

as an order the economy has its own set of laws. these, however, are 

variable and can be changed.30 correspondingly, he calls for a new eco-

nomic conception. in The Divine Imperative, Brunner rejects both indi-

vidualism and collectivism. he sees the human being as a social creature. 

however, his attacks are mainly reserved for capitalism. he thereby 

explicitly aligns himself with neo-historian Werner sombart (1863-1941) 

and institutionalist thorstein veblen (1857-1929).31 the christian should 

nonetheless participate in the capitalist economy and use his christian 
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witness to reform it.32 it is the task of the church to participate in this 

reform process through proclamation and christian works.33

the parting of company with dialectical theology which becomes appar-

ent here continues with Natur und Gnade. Zum Gespräch mit Karl Barth 

(Nature and Grace. About the Conversation with Karl Barth). in this work 

Brunner defends the thesis of divine revelation in nature. Barth counters 

this in his polemical essay “nein!”, (no!), in which he condemns natural 

theology as unchristian.34 undeterred, however, Brunner sticks to his 

path. one of the focal points of his theology is social ethics. During the 

second World War Brunner meets an array of men skilled in practical 

economic life and science alike, including economist karl Brunner (1916-

1989). one of the results of these meetings is emil Brunner’s work of 

social ethics, Justice and The Social Order.35

3.2 Principal Content

totalitarianism and the second World War form the political-historical 

back drop to the book Justice and The Social Order, published in 1943. 

for Brunner, the major injustice of the age has resulted from the decline 

of the occidental christian notion of justice. the idea of natural justice 

has given way to legal positivism. it must at this point be said that 

Brunner is not merely calling for the reinstatement of natural justice, 

which he also views in a critical light. it is for this reason that he tries  

to develop another concept of justice altogether.36

for Brunner, justice is defined in terms of just apportionment. the princi-

pal notion behind this is encapsulated in the proverb: “to each his own”.37 

for Brunner, justice entails acting in accordance with law. however, law 

is not to be understood here in a legal positivistic sense.38 Brunner’s basic 

assumption is of an identity between divine law and justice. Divine law  

is seen to be observed when a person created by god is permitted to 

occupy the social rank to which he has been assigned.39 Just as there is 

a connection with law, so is there a connection with the principle of 

equality. this must not however be understood as some kind of egalitari-

anism; it means rather that similar cases should receive similar treat-

ment.40 Brunner sees the basis of this equality as deriving from the fact 

that people are children of god.
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Brunner’s views of law and equality define his ideas of society and human 

nature. individual rights only make sense in the context of the relation-

ship with god. for Brunner these include the rights to religious freedom 

and individual property.41 the fact that people are not equal, however, 

means that they are dependent on one another. this means that com-

munities as well as individuals must have rights. it is for this reason that 

the individual is under obligation to take up his assigned place in the 

institutions of family and state.42

postulating community and individual rights in this way leads Brunner  

to occupy the middle ground between individualism and collectivism. 

individualism represents an atomistic theory of the state and favours 

unbridled capitalism. however, he also condemns collectivism. Brunner 

counters the latter with his third way of freedom in the context of com-

munity, to be brought into being through the vehicle of a federally-

organized social structure.43

similarities between his views and the catholic concept do not however 

lead Brunner to become a proponent of the philosophy of natural justice. 

Whilst recognizing the latter’s merits in respect of justice, he rejects the 

formulation itself. to support his case he draws on the different interpre-

tations of the term in the various different schools of natural justice. 

Brunner also believes that collisions between postulated natural justice 

and positive law often culminate in the unjust defeat of the latter.44 

it is this scepticism vis-a-vis natural justice that allows him to make 

concessions to historicism in respect of the question of the relativity of 

the concept of justice. Whereas he does believe in absolute justice, he 

simultaneously avers that all means of bringing it about are contingent 

upon time and space.45 it is for this reason that Brunner also rejects 

building the concept of justice on a foundation that is directly Biblical-

exegetical in nature.46

Brunner derives concrete requirements for a just social order from his 

theory of justice. he sees the concrete manifestation in the classical 

family structure47, a society structured according to function48, a just 

state49 and a just community of peoples.50 the economy also has its part 

to play in the formation of the just society.
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3.3 the Economy in Justice and the social order

according to Brunner, the economy as a divine order of creation is, like 

the family, a holistic value, that may not in the atomistic sense be re-

duced to individual economic subjects.51 on the basis of this economic 

blueprint Brunner lists the following points as elements of a just eco-

nomic order.

1. The justice of property 

 

Brunner’s position midway between individualism and collectivism in-

fluences his stance on private property. on the one hand he subscribes 

to the dictum of “no property, no freedom”.52 on the other, however, he 

also believes in restricting the individual’s right to hold property. as 

property always stands in relation to society, the property owner is un-

der obligation to support society through the payment of taxes and du-

ties.53 nonetheless, Brunner warns against overstating this duty to 

render payments to the state, thereby hobbling society’s will to work.54

2. Just interest 

 

Whilst branding interest as “unearned income”,55 Brunner also recog-

nizes it as legitimate. this stance he justifies by citing the postpone-

ment of consumption it brings about and the function of interest as a 

return for risk incurred.56 he does not consider the Biblical prohibition 

of interest to be applicable here, because the Bible does not take pro-

ductive capital into account, merely talking instead about consumer 

credits.57 Just as he rejects a prohibition of interest on grounds of 

principle, Brunner also refuses to countenance such a prohibition as 

applied to the rate of interest. however, in his opinion, the rate of in-

terest charged must be commensurate with the level of income.58 this 

“primacy of the right of the workers”59 is from an economic perspective 

unworkable and appears vague. it is this position that leads eucken to 

a misunderstanding in his reception of Brunner.

3. Just price 

 

Brunner concedes that the issue of just prices is a very difficult one. 

here, however, ordoliberal competition theory comes to his aid.  

Brunner sees the cause of perceived price injustice as lying in markets 
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dominated by monopolies. for this reason, he believes that it is not  

direct state intervention that will lead to just prices, but that which is 

nowadays termed regulatory policy.60 the conditions for a market free 

from monopolistic domination would have to be created. “When these 

conditions are fulfilled, something like a just price arises on the market 

of itself.” 61

4. Just wages 

 

in contrast to the question of just prices, Brunner’s ideas on the sub-

ject of just wages represent a significant departure from liberal think-

ing. he sees the labor market as a sui generis market. for Brunner, the 

principle of just wages means that, in times of crisis, the community as 

holder of capital must observe the compensation principle, and capital 

should be used to maintain wage levels.62 as is the case with the deter-

mination of interest rates, Brunner’s ideas appear largely impracticable 

when seen from an economic point of view.

5. Just distribution of economic power 

 

What Brunner understands by the distribution of power is not the pow-

er of competition but its redistribution within individual companies. 

these considerations emerge in their totality from the perspective of 

his personalistic social philosophy. employers and employees should 

take their respective places within a company community. hierarchies 

should be maintained, but in concert with a willingness on the part of 

both sides to listen to one another. 63

6. Capitalism and Communism 

 

Brunner’s sees the opposing pair consisting of capitalism and commu-

nism in much the same way as he does the antipodes of individualism 

and collectivism. from the center ground he rejects capitalism as a 

form of over blown economic individualism and communism as a  

collective economic order that robs the individual of his rights.64  

here, Brunner explicitly disagrees with röpke. he rejects röpke’s  

thesis that its multiplicity of possible interpretations means that the 

term “capitalism” should not be used. he continues to regard the  

term as applicable, drawing on Werner sombart to support his case.65
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7. The just economic order 

 

in Brunner’s eyes, the question of command versus market economy  

is not coterminous with that of capitalism versus collectivism. here he 

makes the case for a middle way. he affirms the positive effects of the 

market economy. at the same time, however, he sees the necessity of 

state intervention. this he says should take the form of measures to 

preserve the economic order.66 in his opinion, this leads him to contra-

dict röpke, with whom, in his own words, he otherwise has so much in 

common.67 here we seem to have stumbled upon a semantic problem:  

Brunner’s notion of state economic management is in fact very close to 

röpke’s concept of regulatory economics.

in comparison to The Divine Imperative, Justice and The Social Orde” 

demonstrates a change in Brunner’s position. he does admittedly remain 

sceptical of capitalism. however, this scepticism seems less informed by 

historicism than by the ordoliberalism that was emerging at the time.68 

in respect of wage and interest theory, however, there are significant 

differences.

4. rECEPtIon In orDoLIbErAL CIrCLES

Brunner’s book Justice and The Social Order is known by ordoliberal 

economists. Walter eucken subjects it to scrutiny in his Grundsätze der 

Wirtschaftspolitik (Principles of Economic Policy). Wilhelm röpke even 

gives Brunner’s social ethics its own recension.

4.1 Wilhelm röpke

in order to be able to place röpke’s reception of Brunner in its historical 

context, it is important to know that röpke, during his period in exile, 

underwent the transformation into a thinker deeply influenced by social 

philosophy. it is for this reason that i shall preface the subject of his 

reception of Brunner with an account of this development.

4.1.1  röpke as social Philosopher69

the young röpke was strongly influenced by the social reformist and 

empirical historicism of economist Walter troeltsch (1866-1933). 

röpke’s dissertation “Die arbeitsleistung im deutschen kalibergbau” 
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(“the efficiency of german potash mining”) testifies eloquently to this. 

his professorial essay “Die konjunktur. ein systematischer versuch zur 

morphologie der verkehrswirtschaft” (“the economy. a systematic at-

tempt to create a morphology of transport economics”) has significantly 

more theoretical characteristics, such as make their way into the entire 

post-war german national economy. at this time, röpke reveals his 

disquiet about the whole field of historical economics.

the 1929 global economic crisis helps propel röpke in the direction of 

social philosophy. he interprets the Depression as a crack deep in the 

foundations that highlights the problems of higher orders.70 the following 

years see röpke, always a political animal, intensifying his involvement 

in socio-political debate. röpke’s move to istanbul university shortly 

after the national socialist takeover in germany reinforces his interests 

outside the economic sphere yet further. in collaboration with alexander 

rüstow (1885-1963) he works on a socio-philosophical concept.71

using the work done in istanbul as a basis, in 1942 röpke publishes the 

first part of his trilogy. under the title The Social Crisis of Our Time, he 

diagnoses a serious cultural crisis, especially apparent in the phenom-

enon of massification. one possible way forward lies for him in the Third 

Way72 between laissez-faire and collectivism, denoting a state-regulated 

free market economy.73 he goes on to flesh out this program in the 

second part of the trilogy, Civitas humana, published in 1944. at this 

time röpke is engaging strongly with christian religious trends. so it is 

that he reads the papal encyclical Quadragesimo anno.74 When he falls  

ill at the beginning of 194475 and Civitas humana starts to roll off the 

presses,76 he also turns his attention to Brunner’s Justice and The Social 

Order.

4.1.2 röpke’s reception of Brunner

for technical printing reasons röpke can only express his great apprecia-

tion of Brunner’s book and basic agreement with its author77 in a short 

footnote to Civitas humana. a few months later röpke has the opportu-

nity to use a review of his work to grapple more intensively with Brunner.

as röpke’s brief remark in Civitas reveals, he finds himself in basic 

agreement with Brunner’s premises. he gives the work his warmest 

recommendation.78 his feelings toward Brunner’s basic ideas are, in his 
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own words, feelings of agreement and enrichment and gratitude.79 there 

are various reasons for this attitude. röpke sees parallels with the meth-

odological approach that he himself espouses. Just like röpke, Brunner  

is in quest of a synthesis of the social sciences. röpke therefore hails 

Brunner as an effective and enriching comrade in arms.80 this comrade-

ship, however, goes far beyond mere methodology. röpke agrees with 

Brunner’s basic insights, values and conclusions.81 going into more detail, 

röpke praises Brunner’s rejection of collectivism, whether with a national 

socialist or a communist face. röpke naturally applauds Brunner for his 

support for the right to private property. at the same time, röpke also 

notes Brunner’s positive attitude to the family and federalism.82

however, these passages in which röpke states his agreement also 

contain critical elements. these also have to do with Brunner’s economic-

technical statements, which comes as no surprise. nonetheless, his 

criticisms on the grounds of economics do not take precedence. röpke 

does not want to appear to be a wiseacre. for this reason he only briefly 

addresses the difference in the meaning of the term “capitalism” high-

lighted by Brunner. other differences in opinion in respect of the inevita-

bility of monopolies, the working conditions in the early industrial age 

and economic policy are only touched upon in passing.83 

he reserves his principal criticisms for the field of social philosophy.  

here, röpke the humanist, who describes his own theological stance 

as “erasmic”84, takes up a position of opposition to the cultural sceptic 

Brunner, who cannot deny his roots in dialectical theology. röpke criti-

cizes protestantism for its sceptical attitude to the ancient World. he 

himself sees a strong continuity between occidental christianity and  

the history of ideas from antiquity. in his view, christianity takes its 

socio-philosophical cue from antiquity. this applies in his opinion above 

all to the views of marcus tullius cicero (106-43 Bc).85 röpke’s criticism 

of Brunner is that he does not take this continuity sufficiently into ac-

count. it is his belief that Brunner does not accept the true significance 

of general human cultural inheritance with particular reference to the 

legacy of the ancient World – or, if he does, then only reluctantly.86 

in röpke’s view, this could lead to an idolization of the state, such as  

can be found in the works of martin luther (1483-1556)87, or to a theol-

ogy of confinement. evidence of this he claims to see88 in Brunner’s 

assertion that worldly justice must be subject to divine revelation.89 

the opposition of humanism to dialectical theology takes more concrete 
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form at another point. Brunner attacks greek philosophy for its panthe-

ism. in keeping with the religious scepticism of dialectical theology,  

he avers that the concept of justice to be found in greek philosophy is 

modelled on the laws of nature.90 röpke refutes this, drawing on a con-

tradictory assertion made by animaxander (610-547 Bc). he does at the 

same time, however, affirm Brunner’s criticisms of plato (428-348 Bc) 

and aristotle (384- 322 Bc).91 however, this is by no means unusual for a 

representative of humanism who takes his guidance from hellenism than 

from attic philosophy.92

the review says a lot about röpke as he is in 1944. it must be admitted 

that röpke is assuredly still in the economists’ camp. however, the 

principal focus of his attention is on social philosophy. in this, röpke’s 

recourse to antiquity and christianity in is in line with the tradition of 

16th century christian humanism.

4.2 Walter Eucken

Walter eucken’s reputation derives from his theory of economic order, 

which is at once coherent and dogmatic. this is the yardstick Walter 

eucken uses to approach emil Brunner. it is for this reason that i will first 

outline the development of Walter eucken’s theory of economic order.

4.2.1 Walter eucken’s regulatory economics93

Walter eucken hails from an academic background in the classic Wil-

helminian mould. his father is the philosopher of life and winner of  

the 1908 nobel prize for literature rudolf eucken (1846-1926). Walter 

eucken’s 1913 dissertation “Die verbandsbildung in der seeschiffahrt”  

(i.e. the establishing of associations in maritime shipping) bears a typi-

cally historical title. like röpke and the dialectical theologians, Walter 

eucken parts company with historicism in the 1920s. after his professo-

rial work “Die stickstoffversorgung in der Welt. eine volkswirtschaftliche 

untersuchung” (i.e. an investigation of World nitrate supplies, an analy-

sis by  political economics), his essay “kritische Betrachtungen zum 

Deutschen geldproblem” (i.e. critical observations on the german money 

problem) marks the point of rapprochement with theoretical national 

economics. in his 1932 essay, “staatliche strukturwandlungen und die 

krisis des kapitalismus” (i.e. structural changes in the state and the 

crisis of capitalism), he analyzes the collapse of the german economy. 
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in his view, an interventionist economic policy has led to the admixture 

of economic and state spheres. he bemoans the fact that germany 

has turned into a nation of state-run capitalism.94 he claims to see the 

historical trigger of this development in the historicist school. eucken 

uses two essays from 1938 and 1940 to carry the fight above all to 

historical relativism,95 along with the notion of progress and historicist 

empiricism.96

at the same time, eucken is working out a scientific alternative program. 

in order to overcome the “great antinomy”97 between theoretical and 

historical research in the national economy, in 1940, in the Foundations 

of Economics (Die Grundlagen der Nationalökonomie), he develops his 

own methodological conception. Borrowing from max Weber (1864-1920) 

and edmund husserl (1859-1938), eucken advocates the teaching of the 

“market” and “command” economic models. economic reality, he avers, 

always combines the two systems.98 the answer to the question of which 

type appears better to him is answered in eucken’s Grundsätze der 

Wirtschaftspolitik (Principles of Economic Policy). here he postulates  

the ideal of a competitive order, whose foundation should be a market 

economy in which competition holds total sway.99 it is the role of institu-

tions to implement and maintain this competitive order. alongside the 

state and science, eucken cites churches as having the power to fulfill 

this function.100

the considerations that eucken brings to bear on the church have to  

be understood in their historical context. When it comes to the question 

of the church’s political activity, eucken seeks a compromise between 

calvinist theocracy and the lutheran teaching of twin kingdoms. this 

argument rooted in the reformation takes on new significance in respect 

of national socialist totalitarianism.101 eucken does not want the church  

to get involved in daily political life; what he does want is for it to make 

its views known on questions of existential importance.102 this aligns  

him with a modified version of the two-kingdoms teaching. this latter is 

represented by helmut thielicke (1908-1986)103 and the report entitled 

Politische Gemeinschaftsordnung (i.e. Political Order of Communal Life), 

on the political-economic part of which eucken collaborated.104 eucken’s 

sceptical response to catholic social teachings follows closely that of  

his own pupil karl paul hensel105 (1907-1975). in his view, the twin 

pillars of the social teachings, subsidiarity and professional order, are 

irreconcilable.106 in a third point on the question of the church as a regu-
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latory power, eucken turns his attention to protestant theology. he criticizes 

its scepticism in respect of natural orders and the concomitant separation 

of theology from the other sciences,107 whereby he makes a critical allusion 

to dialectical theology.108 eucken sees Brunner nonetheless as giving rise  

to the hope that the isolation arising from the protestant theological posi-

tion may be overcome. this is the background to eucken’s treatment of 

Brunner’s Justice and The Social Order.109

4.2.2 eucken’s reception of Brunner

comparing eucken’s attitude to Brunner with röpke’s reveals some paral-

lels. Both eucken and röpke praise the basic direction of Brunner’s social 

philosophy whilst criticizing his grasp of economics. it must be said, how-

ever, that the emphases in each case are completely different.

eucken initially says of Brunner that his ideas are aligned to a great extent 

with those of the competitive order, some of whose basic premises he 

explicitly acknowledges.110 this, however, is as far as his praise goes before 

giving way to criticism. for eucken, Brunner is one of those theologians 

who does not sufficiently take into account the fact of economic interde-

pendence.111 this, he claims, is apparent from Brunner’s teaching on inter-

est. at this point it is unclear whether eucken really understands what 

Brunner is saying. he writes that: 

“like other ethicists, Brunner too has come to the conclusion that only a 

low rate of interest can be justified: a higher rate of interest, say, of over  

5 per cent, cannot be justified and is morally reprehensible.”112

this representation of Brunner’s ethics of interest does not quite hit the  

nail on the head. eucken’s representation is at fault in that his words can 

be so interpreted as to lead to the mistaken conclusion that Brunner is 

demanding a maximum interest rate of five per cent. this is not the case. 

Brunner does in truth say that such a limit had a certain justification at the 

time of the reformation. however, in respect of the present day he finds 

himself in explicit agreement with the ordoliberals, as the following makes 

clear:

“on the contrary, we must say that a ‘just’ rate of this kind cannot be 

determined and that, moreover, in a free economy, a regulation by statute, 

even with the best will of all concerned could hardly be carried through 

without a dislocation of the whole economic apparatus.”113
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however, eucken is right in pointing out that Brunner turns the whole 

idea of interest into an ethical problem. Brunner postulates a priority of 

income over interest and admits that, at this point, his notion of justice 

contradicts the market concept.114

eucken’s interpretation of Brunner’s ethics of interest is the pivotal point 

of the former’s criticisms. eucken claims that Brunner’s insistence on low 

rates of interest would lead to misallocations, misdistributions and infla-

tion. it would be nothing other than unacceptable selective intervention 

by the state. By holding to such a view Brunner is contradicting himself 

(and Walter eucken’s ideas of regulatory policy).115 thus it is that eucken 

challenges Brunner and the church not to forget how things work in the 

real economy and to get behind his project to promote the competitive 

order.116

eucken reveals himself as a consistent but rigid thinker. his verdict on  

a work of social ethics is determined by his concept of economic order. 

unlike röpke, who is capable of overlooking differences in economic 

thinking, eucken can only accept a social philosophy that can be inte-

grated into his system of economic order.

5. CLoSInG rEmArKS

the example of Brunner’s reception by the ordoliberals serves to ac-

centuate the christian roots of the social market economy. its founding 

fathers grappled intensively with the theological and socio-ethical con-

cepts of their age. these same founding fathers strongly influenced 

ludwig erhard and the practice of the social market economy.117 in 

Brunner’s case there is a yet more direct connection to post-war West 

german politics. eugen gerstenmaier (1906-1986), long-serving presi-

dent of the Bundestag, or lower house of parliament, and the “union’s 

chief ideologue” 118 in the adenauer era, saw in Brunner’s Justice and  

The Social Order the foundations for the reconstruction of germany.119 

the extent to which this influenced economic practices in the early years 

of the federal republic cannot be examined here but would be an inter-

esting question.

at the same time, both common ground and differences in the thinking 

of Walter eucken and Wilhelm röpke become apparent.120 eucken’s 

reception of Brunner is conditioned by his very strong adherence to his 
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own system of economic order. this makes for clarity and consistency.  

at the same time, however, his thinking appears narrow. röpke, on the 

other hand, is, as far as economics is concerned, much more conciliatory 

and places greater emphasis on the socio-philosophical elements. this 

makes his thinking more open in a positive sense. it must at the same 

time be said that a clearer stance on Brunner’s economic statements 

would be desirable. some commentators have used these different 

perspectives to conclude that eucken’s break with historicism is much 

more definitive than röpke’s.121 eucken and röpke’s reception of Brunner 

shows that this thesis has value. at the same time, one must not lose 

sight of the fact that eucken and röpke, not with standing completely 

different emphases, finally arrive at similar verdicts.
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This paper was originally published as a research paper entitled “Die Sozial-
ethik Emil Brunners und ihre neoliberale Rezeption” (The Social Ethics of Emil 
Brunner and its Reception by the Neoliberals). For the formal review of this 
paper and advice regarding its content I owe a debt of thanks to Dr. Joachim 
Zweynert (HWWI Thuringia). The revised version was proofread for formal 
mistakes by Pascal Klockmann (Intern at the Tax Consultancy Bureau Peter-
sen), to whom I am likewise grateful.
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to investigate the fundamental socio-philosophical principles of the Social  
Market Economy (pp. 28-53). Roser (1998) conducts a historical-biographical 
(pp. 23-207) and systematic (pp. 208-339) investigation of “Protestantism and 
the Social Market Economy”, using the example of Franz Böhm (1895-1977). 
Rieter and Schmolz (1993) describe the relationship of the Freiburg School  
to the resistance to National Socialism inspired by ecclesiastical Christianity 
(pp. 103-108). Goldschmidt (2005b) later published a series of works on this 
subject. Dietzfelbinger (1997) examines the religious sociology (pp. 118-185) 
of Alfred Müller-Armack (1901-1978) and the Christian influences on his con-
cept of the Social Market Economy (pp. 239-278).
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Thus it is that one of the latter’s exponents, Bruno Hildebrand (1812-1878), 
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Ibid., p. 193.
Brunner himself does not use the term “regulatory policy”. Following along  
ordoliberal lines he makes demands for an anti-monopoly policy, speaking in 
this context of a necessary “relative stability and relative freedom” of the  
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aDvancing the notion of  
a social market economy

concepts for a reneWal of orDoliBeralism from the  

perspective of integrative economic ethics

Alexander Lorch

1.  thE SoCIAL mArKEt EConomy AnD ItS  

60th AnnIVErSAry

this year’s anniversary of the social market economy pro-

vides plenty of reasons for a review of the history of this 

politico-economic concept.1 Within this anniversary, not only 

the origins but also the changes and the sustainability of  

the social market economy are discussed time and time 

again. yet even without the anniversary, the concept of the 

social market economy is vehemently debated and is on 

everyone’s lips. indeed, the social market economy has had 

a vast impact on both political and academic discussions in 

germany for decades now. this has barely abated to this 

very day, hence german federal chancellor, angela merkel, 

repeatedly stresses the importance of the “freiheit in einer 

ordnung der sozialen marktwirtschaft”2 (i.e. freedom within 

an order of a social market system) in her speeches and  

the Bavarian state government has set up a “zukunft soziale 

marktwirtschaft” committee (i.e. future of the social market 

economy). the relevance attributed to this politico-economic 

concept became even clearer when the eu constitution 
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defined the “social market economy” as the shared economic system for 

the european union recently.3

however, the social market economy is not a concept that can be ex-

plained adequately with a few choice words on its anniversary. this is 

because the “style”4 of the social market economy, which müller-armack 

believes should be understood as a “strategy within the social sphere”,5 

is continually changing and forever subject to a range of different inter-

pretations. exact definition of the concept can only be undertaken with 

some difficulty and room for interpretation exists. the conscious open-

ness (or vagueness, indeterminacy even) of the concept by the founding 

fathers is, on the one hand, one of the greatest strengths of this order’s 

concept, but at the same time also its main flaw. only because of  

this openness can this concept find broad acceptance across all parties, 

associations, trade unions, churches and sections of the population at  

all times. on the other hand however, this is also accompanied by an 

enhanced undermining of the concept.6 Because what often is not clear 

during discussions on the subject of the social market economy is which 

understanding of the social market economy is being alluded to in the 

individual wording. in spite of its historic significance, the term “social 

market economy” is today more indeterminate and in need of clarification 

than ever before. at the end of his overview of the history of the social 

market economy and ordoliberalism, ralf ptak provides a rather succinct 

summary: “no orientation can be found in the social market efconomy. 

its conceptual content is as depleted as it conversely lives alone from the 

myth of times past.”7

the social market economy has been attempting to present an alter-

native economic order between the polarity of laissez-faire liberalism  

and socialist economic control for more than sixty years now. as ptak 

correctly states, the notion of the social market economy currently offers 

too little orientation to actually provide a convincing politico-economic 

concept however. at a conceptual level, this is primarily due to its in part 

contradictory, in part outdated basis. hence the term can be used or 

abused in many ways, depending on the focus of interest.

to state this attribute in the conclusion of an overview as ralf ptak did 

is somewhat symptomatic of the academic discussion of the concept – 

alternatives and development of the concept are in fact conceived rather 

rarely. all too often, research remains at analyzes and reflections of the 
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historic concepts and developments; conceptual development is almost 

always left out.

ideas for such a development from the point of view of an integrated 

understanding of economic ethics will be presented here. the integrative 

economic ethics is to be understood as a philosophical ethics of reason, 

which rests on an “orientation in politico-economic thinking”.8 the aim  

of the following article is to consider preliminary ideas and perspectives, 

and to stimulate further development of the concepts by means of this 

perspective over and above the mere reflection of the concepts.

2. thE SoCIAL mArKEt EConomy AnD orDoLIbErALISm

generally speaking, differentiation in the use of the term “social market 

economy” may be made at three levels: the social market economy is 

either understood as a political buzzword, as a guiding principle of a 

politico-economic concept or as socio-economic reality, that is: Realpoli-

tik.9 in the following discussion, the concept (i.e. the guiding principle)  

of the social market economy and the central themes therein are to be 

considered, as these are, after all, the basis for all further discussion. 

this article is therefore about basic research of the term, which should  

be analyzed and developed further.

the term social market economy is used very differently by various 

trends in realpolitik and academia (today, as it was 60 years ago) and 

seems to fall victim to a certain arbitrariness. this stems from certain 

discrepancies inherent to the concept, as well as from contradictory and 

vague wordings. in the sense of its creators, the social market economy 

was never definitive and ultimately developed as a theoretical concept. 

thus müller-armack spoke of a central theme for example that was open 

to evolution and adaptation, a “progressive style concept”,10 in whose 

usage the particularities and changes in the historic circumstances were 

always to be taken into account.

and this is exactly what the social market economy has ultimately always 

remained – a central theme, a style concept for the practical implemen-

tation of ordoliberal designs. similarly, ordoliberalism itself was not a 

uniform school. there are of course unifying central themes among its 

representatives, yet in questions of substantiation, elaboration and also 

implementation, there are differences between the individual positions  
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as well as discrepancies between the different theoretical strands.11 ordo-

liberalism is mentioned for the first time here and it assumes a weighty 

role in the entire discussion, as the concept of the social market economy 

is inextricably linked with elements of ordoliberal thought. regardless 

of how the social market economy and ordoliberalism are defined and 

distinguished from one another, one cannot get around considering the 

interaction of these ideas and the path dependency of the two trends. 

this further complicates exact examination of the term however.

a debate on the social market economy must inevitably equally take 

place in line with the history of ideas of ordoliberalism in particular. 

likewise, it must consistently also deal with the (suspected) faultiness 

and contradictoriness (or at least vagueness) of both concepts.12 the 

indeterminacies and the openness of the terms then lead to a certain 

arbitrariness. the chancellor of the federal republic of germany, angela 

merkel, commented on this in a speech as follows: “Because the social 

market economy is so important to us, we are all meanwhile inclined to 

exploit it for our own individual purposes; hence it is sometimes good  

to return to the origins.”13

this is still expressed very graciously, as it is not because the social 

market economy is so important to us that it can be exploited, but rather 

because it is conceptually so open (or vague); an issue that can be 

seized upon. the comment by chancellor merkel that a return to the 

origins might be necessary is correct – yet in a different way to that 

which she intended. let us consider these origins a little closer.

3. thE rootS oF thE SoCIAL mArKEt EConomy

Both academics and politicians have concerned themselves intensively 

with questions of the “roots” of the social market economy, with the 

history of ideas and the theoretical assumptions underlying the concept, 

for a long time now.14 it is assumed that the disclosure and substantia-

tion of the original ideas will make the intentions of the founding fathers 

clearer and less contradictory. only in this way can the theoretical and 

pragmatic confusion surrounding the concept be eliminated – or so it is 

said.
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the majority of literature thus concludes with the presentation, interpre-

tation and application of these roots, be these personal roots in the sense 

of the ideas of a specific author such as müller-armack, erhard, eucken 

et al or else the ideas underlying the roots, such as the system of  

values of the christian West15 or the fundamental liberal convictions 

of the founding fathers. here, it is always about a return to the roots, 

questions on the future viability of the concept are mostly only answered 

with the statement that it depends on how well one succeeds in consis-

tently returning to the roots.16 the assumption that the vagueness of  

the political-regulatory ideas can be overcome through an exact analysis 

of the roots of the concept is misleading however. it can be assumed  

that this is because the roots are the cause and not the solution of the 

present lack of orientation. ordoliberalism itself was well substantiated 

theoretically and thought through and developed by renowned academ-

ics, but at the same time also characterized by contradictions and –  

from a present-day perspective – occasionally characterized by anti-

quated ideas and values (such as the strong cultural pessimism, the 

fierce fight against socialism or the in part authoritarian understanding 

of government, for example).17 and although the notion of the social 

market economy was strongly characterized by ordoliberal thought, it 

was equally characterized by a political pragmatism that generally paid 

more attention to enforcement of realpolitik than to conceptual strin-

gency.

furthermore, it is often unclear what exactly is even meant with “the 

roots”. it is virtually impossible to actually fulfill the request to “return  

to the roots” because the roots are rather contradictory and entangled  

so that no consistent concept can be derived from them.18 so those who 

speak of a “return to the roots” of ordoliberalism or the social market 

economy mostly only mean a particular strand of these roots, as one 

would otherwise get caught up in the vagueness of the concepts. many 

only associate the ideas of ludwig erhard19 or only the liberal-economic 

perspective and the rejection of the welfare state by the ordoliberals with 

“the roots” for example; others consider the socio-humanistic ideas of 

embedding the market economy in an idea of social subservience. this 

selectivity in consideration of the roots then inevitably transfers to the 

concept of social market economy derived from this and the discussion 

on its viability – it ultimately explains why the terms seem so vague and 

versatile.
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considering this, the historical context is also relatively problematic. the 

functionality of the social market economy is always measured according 

to the example of the german “economic miracle” that followed the 

second World War. its superior performance seems to be to have made 

a prosperous country out of one that was entirely devastated. however, 

the unique historic situation is misjudged here. the (certainly important) 

question whether the social market economy as an economic policy was 

(jointly) responsible for the revival of the german economy following the 

second World War has to be disregarded at this point – relevant for us is 

the historical context for the concept itself.20 

the ordoliberal approach of a social market economy was implemented 

during and after the second World War, so in times of political instability, 

in order to build a functioning economic system that should try to “paci-

fy” society and to an extent “align” and “reorient” politics. the present-

day scenario for economic policy (at least in germany and the developed 

Western world) is exactly the opposite however: the political situation  

is relatively stable and society is (mostly) “pacified”, yet the economy 

increasingly causes instability and must be “aligned” and “reoriented”.  

in this regard, the historic roots are also less useful than hoped. as how 

should the present-day politico-economic discussion seriously be stimu-

lated solely through concepts and ideas that rebuilt a germany devas-

tated by two world wars and that have entirely different purposes and 

circumstances?21 alfred müller-armack stated that “politico-economic 

models [can] not be removed from their temporal setting. they best 

fulfill their purpose when they are the mandatory response to the ques-

tion of a particular time.” 22 the concept essentially reacts to questions  

of its time with the possible responses of the time. But in our time of a 

financial crisis and global regulatory competition the perspectives and 

orientation of an economic policy should surely be different than in the 

post-war period suffering from famine and the cold War.

the hope that a clear and clean representation of the roots would solve 

the conceptual problems is therefore rather misguided. and should one 

assume that the above-mentioned diverse roots could all be interpreted 

unambiguously, many of these roots can nonetheless no longer be ad-

hered to today as the basis of an economic policy from the perspective 

of a pluralistic, enlightened and reasonable society. the canon of values 

of the christian West should ideally not serve as the basis for a truly 

enlightened economic policy in times of a globalized world, and conserva-
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tive cultural criticism and opposition to democracy are not acceptable 

anyway.23 a modernization of the concept, a new basis and prospects for 

progress are required.24

4. EthICAL EnLIGhtEnmEnt oF thE ConCEPtS

it is overly optimistic to hope to derive all relevant information for a 

modern concept of economic policy and solutions for problems that must 

be overcome today from these kinds of (rather problematic) concepts 

while insisting on stringent adherence to the history of the roots. the 

approach of this article seeks to advance a differentiated notion of the 

concept and aims to gain knowledge from an enhancement of the historic 

roots with new ideas.

it is remarkable that the concepts have only rarely been renewed or 

complemented by modern knowledge in the fields making up its roots 

over its 60-year history. only economics has increasingly allowed for  

new ideas to flow in, such as discussions on institutional economics and 

the social market economy,25 the issue of principal agent problems in the 

social market economy and also the marginalization of the social ques-

tion by libertarian market apologists.26

But what about the political philosophy, i.e. the liberal theory that repre-

sents the actual basis of ordoliberalism, for example? the ordoliberals’ 

concept of freedom is sometimes a little ambiguous – one can find a 

latent economic liberalism in some ordoliberal thought, such as in  

eucken or also in Böhm.27 Why was this never replaced with a consistent, 

politico-philosophical liberalism; why was it not enhanced and modern-

ized with insights of more recent political philosophy? the Theory of 

Justice or Justice as Fairness by John rawls and ideas from Development 

as Freedom by amartya sen could have interesting consequences for  

the term “social” in the social market economy, for example. Where are 

further insights from political theory, republican ideas for example; that 

overcome the ordoliberals’ scepticism to democracy? Where are modern, 

enlightened ideas that can replace the profound cultural pessimism of 

röpke and rüstow? or that avoid the “vital-political fall from grace” (for: 

vitalpolitischer Sündenfall)28, as peter ulrich named the repeated cases  

of ordoliberals emphasizing market conformity time and time again as 

the criterion for appropriate regulatory policy – despite stressing the 

primacy of politics.29 and finally: Where is a uniform concept of a social 
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market economy? Why are the underlying notions only dealt with selec-

tively, not only without making the omitted problematic aspects a subject 

for discussion, but also primarily making improvements? indeed, this was 

in fact müller-armack’s ultimate idea: an open concept – a style idea that 

can be adjusted to different historical and cultural conditions, comple-

mented with new knowledge. 

5.  ProPoSInG A rEFLECtED DEbAtE on thE SoCIAL  

mArKEt EConomy

it must be clarified that under no conditions should a renunciation of the 

preliminary conceptual work of the theoretical fathers of the social 

market economy and ordoliberalism occur here. the historic notion of a 

social market economy has too much of an appeal and potential to 

simply be cast off – otherwise this article would never have come into 

being. to fade out the roots entirely would be unwise as “[...] i can only 

renew what i know or know how it is currently formed and in which 

direction  

it should be renewed.”30 however, what can and should be overcome  

with regard to the roots of the concepts is the limitation of debates to a 

rumination of ideas that are now over half a century old and no longer all 

up-to-date.

the genesis of the term and its history of ideas are indispensible for the 

intended analysis. the suggestion to “return to the roots” should in this 

sense be taken seriously – and from here a type of genealogical ap-

proach can then reveal what is actually concealed in the roots and where 

the problems lie. the aim should be to modernize the projects of ordolib-

eralism and the social market economy, allowing for their roots “[…] to 

be entirely rethought beyond the alternative of “adjustment to new 

circumstances” and retention of the old attitude.”31 a renewed, stringent 

concept of the social market economy is required with a solid, modern 

ethical basis that then also curbs the arbitrariness of the interpretations. 

in the long run, support for an economic policy characterized by unclear 

roots that are in turn interpreted and designed differently by virtually  

all academic and political opinions is implausible. this way, the “social 

market economy” is essentially nothing more than an empty vessel, an 

arbitrary political buzzword without the ability to provide orientation. to 

fill this vessel and lend the concept the ability to provide orientation is 

the task to turn to for a reflected treatment with the concepts. in this 
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sense, the aim of the “future of the social market economy” committee 

of the Bavarian state government is to “develop new stimulus for discus-

sion, to contribute to a renewed and clearer view of the social market 

economy.”32 Debates should first be about conceptual enlightenment 

before such things as political guidelines or solutions can be derived.

the principles of ordoliberalism should not be dropped. indeed, the roots 

should be considered in the foreground so interfaces can be revealed  

at which the existing thoughts can be complemented or corrected by 

politico-philosophical knowledge of the present-day (and the past 60 

years). it is ultimately about finding suitable links and about correcting 

and avoiding conceptual errors and indeterminacies. the definition of the 

status quo of the concept that is dealt with extensively in the literature 

and the interpretations of its meaning for the present day can therefore – 

as important as they may be – only be a start. the notion of the social 

market economy should be considered further – indeed, the ideas from 

60 years ago are not set in stone.

6.  ConSIDErAtIonS For A ContEmPorAry SoCIAL 

mArKEt EConomy

this article is meant to stimulate further discussion of the advancement 

and sustainability of the social market economy and ordoliberalism. 

there is no simple, clean solution for the many problems with the social 

market economy, but the direction must be clear: away from the back-

ward-looking exorbitance and forward to an enlightened, well-understood 

development of the concept. to undertake this here would be beyond the 

scope of such a paper33, the suggestions for complements mentioned 

here have intentionally been kept somewhat vague in order not to stifle 

any discussion just yet. these ideas may therefore seem rather “utopian” 

at first sight, yet not utopian in the sense of an idea of an impossible 

ideal society, but far more as a “gesture that changes the coordinates of 

the possible.”34

to conclude, research should be about a regulatory ethical enlightenment 

of the concepts and not about regulatory political programming. Discus-

sions about questions of the implementation of Realpolitik are, from an 

ethical perspective, not appropriate anyway; such things must be clari-

fied in practical socio-political discourses and not academically, pre-

scribed from the desk so to speak. the basis for the discourse consists of 
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good ideas however and even better arguments, and these should be 

sketched here in the form of some preliminary thought. thus, it can then 

come to a politico-philosophical “enlightenment” of the understanding  

of the social market economy, to its normative (orientational) basis and 

the systematic consequences of its renewal for a sustainable concept of 

ordoliberalism and the social market economy. initiation and advancing 

of these types of discussions is ultimately the aim of integrative economic 

ethics.
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perspective of integrative economic ethics, see Ulrich (1997/2008).
Hentschel (1998), p. 25.
Müller-Armack (1966), p. 12.
See in great detail: Ptak (2004), pp. 199 et seq.
The previously-mentioned work by Ralf Ptak offers an introduction in this  
context in particular: “Vom Ordoliberalismus zur Sozialen Marktwirtschaft”.  
In this context, he speaks of a “reciprocal relationship” between ordoliberalism 
and the Social Market Economy. Ptak (2004), p. 11.
Speech held by The Chancellor of The Federal Republic of Germany, Angela 
Merkel on June 2, 2009 on the occasion of the “Erfolg made in Germany –  
die Soziale Marktwirtschaft” event of the Initiative Neue Soziale Marktwirt-
schaft (INSM).
See also Körner (2007), pp.16 et seq. for dealing with the roots of the Social 
Market Economy, for example.
Röpke (1958), pp. 140 et seq.
E.g. Quaas ((2000), p 169)): “[…], the renewal of the Social Market Economy 
seems to be less on the agenda than the return to its actual content.” – what-
ever this “actual content” may be in particular.
Lenk (1989), pp. 208 et seq.
Ptak (2004), p. 71.
The “Initiative Neue Soziale Marktwirtschaft” (INSM) did this for example with 
its very one-sided recourse to Ludwig Erhard. Yet every other ordoliberal also 
finds his or herself again in a similar circle of admirers.
For an interpretation of the significance of the Social Market Economy in 
post-war Germany, see Hentschel (1998) for example.
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Here too, the correlation between the actual politico-economic performance 
and favorable circumstances as well as aid from the occupying forces is far less 
clear than many advocates of the “economic miracle thanks to the Social Mar-
ket Economy” would like to lead to believe.
Müller-Armack (1974), p. 129.
E.g. Rüstow (1959), p. 102, Eucken (1932), p. 312 or Röpkes idea of a  
“Nobilitas naturalis”, Röpke (1958), p. 176, amongst others.
Körner (2007), p. 30 arrives at a similar conclusion, albeit by means of a  
different line of argument.
As discussed in Hauser (2007), pp. 85 et seq.
Interestingly this tendency could already be observed in the historic ordoliber-
alism, which actually “fully supports [the economic] progress of modern capi-
talistic production” but at the same time the “social consequences in society 
through the altered production conditions no more accepts than the changes  
of the political decision-making structure[…]” (Ptak (2004), p. 36). This selec-
tive approach could be considered the start of the selective renewal or reap-
praisal of the concepts that are dealt with similarly to this very day.
Represented in Böhm (1937), p. 42, discussed in Werner (1994), p. 89 and 
also Ptak (2004), p. 108. Similar discussion also already in Blum (1969),  
pp. 90 et seq.
Ulrich (1997/2008 ), p.  382 and also Ulrich (2009), p. 16.
Röpke described the criterion of market conformity in such a way that state 
interference in the market should be provided so that it “[…] does not override 
the price mechanism and the self-control of the market, but classifies it as new 
‘data’ and is assimilated by it” – Röpke (1942), p. 253. This naturally directly 
violates the primacy of politics. Müller-Armack also calls for a “social policy in 
conformance with the market” in other areas. Müller-Armack (1948), p. 128.
Biedenkopf (1983), p. 167.
Žižek (2005), p 160.
Kommission Zukunft Soziale Marktwirtschaft (2009), p. 5.
In this context, it should be noted that the theses presented here give a short, 
preliminary overview of my intended dissertation topic, which is still in its early 
days and shall be developed extensively over time. In this, an economic-ethi-
cal ideal, a draft of a Social Market Economy is to be drawn up to stimulate 
further reflection and discussion of new ideas and lines of thought on economic 
policy.
Žižek (2005), p. 199.
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ii .   transformation of the social 
market economy



the social market economy at 
sixty: path DepenDence anD path 
changes

Lothar Funk 

1. IntroDuCtIon

the theory of path dependence has been a widely used 

concept recently. it tries to explain the often inferior  

development of economies compared to situations when 

efficiency-enhancing reforms are implemented more  

vigorously. some commentators even argue that path de-

pendence “is currently the most fashionable explanation  

for the persistence of such apparently irrational [...] out-

comes”.1 it has to be mentioned, however, that this ap-

proach has been rather neglected by adherents to the  

concept of the social market economy. only very occasion-

ally path-dependency-related explanations were used to 

explain the origins, the gradual evolution and occasional 

path-breaking changes of the actual social market economy 

in germany by economists2 while the issue was foremost 

neglected by traditional ordoliberals.3 even if the theory  

of path-dependence may be regarded as a somewhat fuzzy 

or “elastic” approach that may be challenged for several 

reasons4, it can provide a potentially useful framework  

to highlight basic shifts in the vision of the social market 

economy and how it was put into practice. 
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path-dependence tries to explain how the current political practices and 

real policies and their institutional foundations evolved over time. there-

fore, the author concentrates to a large extent on these aspects rather 

than the original intellectual ideas of the ideal concept.5 nevertheless, 

the article takes the basic theoretical ideas as the starting point and a 

benchmark for analysis. moreover, the author focuses above all on  

employment-related issues, as these were at the heart of the german 

maladjustment over around three decades since the 1970s. the following 

chapter will, firstly, give in a broad-brushed way a quick overview on  

the basics of the idea of path dependence as appropriate for the following 

short analysis. secondly, the chapter sketches germany’s labour market 

problems in a bird’s eyes view without putting too much emphasis on 

details. this section also highlights that path dependency may be an 

important ingredient in explaining the (West) german experience. finally, 

the article draws some lessons for the future of the social market econo-

my.

2. thE ConCEPt oF PAth DEPEnDEnCE 

path-dependency has several important implications for the analysis of 

policy-making that are of interest to understand the development of the 

german social market economy over time. a main reason lies in the 

fact that implementing policies generates outcomes that feed back  

into the policy process. this may happen either with positive feedback 

which reinforces the implemented policy, or with negative feedback 

which undermines the policies pursued by the government. “‘positive 

feedback’ occurs because actors that have adjusted their expectations 

and behaviour to a policy or that benefit from it will mobilize to defend 

it. [...] these actors enjoy a political advantage in that, unless the policy 

has a built-in expiration date, the policy represents the default position”.6 

conversely, political measures that radically alter such a status quo  

may mobilise negative feedback loops from the potential losers if these 

changes actually occur which may mean that the short-term costs of 

changing policies may be politically very high. therefore, despite of the 

fact that the longer term benefits of a change of structural economic 

policies which cure existing problems fundamentally may be a net wel-

fare gain to society, such a change is postponed as a result of the effec-

tive lobbying by the often politically powerful insiders – the incumbent 

employees with protected standard jobs – and replaced by inefficient 

short-term symptomatic solutions which shift the burden onto others  
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that are less able to defend themselves, the politically negligible out-

siders, for example new entrants into the labour market or low-skilled 

workers with low productivity. in other words, additionally to institutional 

veto players in a country (for example the blocking possibilities as a 

result of the federalist structure or due to a federal constitutional court 

and an independent central Bank that can block or counteract the poli-

cies of a government), the beneficiaries of existing policies have to be 

seen often as factual veto players in the political process due to their 

voting power that reinforce the resilience of a given policy in their favour 

despite of the potentially harmful effects of these measures on the econ-

omy as a whole. often these beneficiaries are supported by well-organ-

ised interest groups, above all the trade unions. 

therefore, the theory of path-dependence states the following hypoth-

eses with respect to policy-making: “first, it stresses the significance  

of the timing and sequencing of decisions. Decisions taken earlier will 

constrain those taken later. second, even apparently small events, if  

they occur at a crucial moment (‘critical junctures’), can have significant, 

enduring effects [...] third, over time policies may become sub-optimal: 

they may perform a function that is no longer valued or at a cost that is 

no longer acceptable [...] fourth, path dependence may be sufficiently 

strong as to lead to there being non-decisions, in which previously viable 

alternatives are not considered [...] path dependence suggests that 

policy change occurs as the product of ‘punctuated equilibrium’: long 

periods of policy stability disrupted by abrupt change when the mismatch 

between the policy and its objectives becomes unsustainable of when 

there is an external shock”.7

3.  SKEtChInG GErmAny’S ShIFtInG ConCEPt  

oF thE SoCIAL mArKEt EConomy

it is probably hardly disputed nowadays that ludwig erhard who had 

been appointed Director of the administration for the economy of the 

united economic area (Bizone) in the western part of germany in 1948 

successfully started a market economic order. he persuaded the western 

allies, above all the representatives of the united states, as well as 

the affected germans with two strategic moves, first, price reform that 

proved more successful than expected by many observers (this may 

serve as an example that apparently small events at critical junctures 

may have significant, enduring effects), second by advertising the new 
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economic and social order with the – according to zweynert8 – “killer 

phrase” social market economy. particularly two issues apart from  

coining the name of the economic order demonstrate the genuine ger-

man contribution to the new economic order: firstly, he lifted without 

coordinating with the military government large parts of existing price 

control mechanisms of consumer goods and the associated rationing  

and government control of the economy. this liberalisation was much 

more radical than the us military government representatives of the  

us had in mind. secondly, while the establishment of a market order in 

western germany was regarded as absolutely necessary by the us in 

times of the emerging cold War, the specific organisation as suggested 

by the adherents of the essential social market economy in germany  

was rather disputed among us-economists, for example due to the rather 

strict rejection of keynesian macroeconomic demand management in the 

economic concept advertised by erhard and his adherents.

these facts and the vision of this economic concept had convinced a 

majority of voters and the social market economy was established as the 

factual economic order after the first election to the Deutsche Bundestag 

(i.e. federal parliament, the lower house of the (West) german parlia-

ment) in september 1949. the realised economic order was, however, a 

compromise. 

on the one hand, it consisted of prevailing and in details differing innova-

tive theoretical concepts developed since the 1930s which all strove for 

introducing a better functioning market economy in germany than the 

one established during the Weimar republic (and definitely compared 

to the order during period of national socialism). on the other hand,  

in line with the idea of path-dependence – “decisions taken earlier will 

constrain those taken later” – earlier german traditions and institutions 

were kept in parts or gradually gained influence again “and paved the 

way for the development of an economy organised along corporatist 

lines”.9 politicians accepted or even supported this in order to achieve 

sufficient acceptance among the population as well as among vested 

interests and a smoother immediate functioning of the new economic 

order that had to be established and maintained. the need to strongly 

increase and ensure the acceptance for a market-based economic  

system among the population was particularly strong at the time as it 

was almost completely missing among after a devastating and demoralis-

ing war10 and because the trade unions and the social democrats initially 
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fiercely resisted accepting the market economy advertised by ludwig 

erhard and tried to establish a much more interventionist counter-con-

cept.11 nevertheless, after having overcome early problems and becom-

ing visibly a role model for other countries due to the celebrated alleged 

Wirtschaftswunder (i.e. economic miracle) in western germany12 the 

social market economy as the label that is attached to the practical 

policy that has been and still is conducted in germany proved resilient. 

the social market economy developed during the last six decades to an 

economic order which is nowadays accepted in principle by each party  

in parliament13 as well as all the main associations including the trade 

unions. however, for example the social Democrats officially accepted 

this economic order only since 1959, and it is unclear if the parties 

further to the left will really stick to the basic values of the social market 

economy if they became part of a federal government in the future.  

additionally, it has to be noted that the majority of the wider public still 

has confidence in the established german social market economy despite 

of certain cyclical swings and a considerably decreased trust compared  

to the mid-1990s.14 

up until now a successful counter-concept to the (West) german social 

market economy has never been established in spite of considerable 

setbacks for (West) germany since the mid-1970s in terms of labour 

market performance and economic growth. rather, the formula was  

used by all parties as the starting point or frame to amend the existing 

system based on the uncontroversial basic elements with their own ideas, 

for example a largely failed attempt to integrate keynesian demand 

management as regular macroeconomic policy and an increase role of 

state interventionism particularly between 1967 and 1978. 

one reason why all parties apart from extreme far-right or far-left or 

other minority parties have supported the concept in general is the fact 

that, overall, the first twenty years after establishing the social market 

economy can be regarded as “a period of positive surprises”15 in terms  

of the West german economic performance compared to most of its 

neighbouring countries as well as the usa. this success was largely 

attributed by traditional ordoliberal economists to the fact, that after  

the second World War, the ruling christian Democrats under konrad 

adenauer, which included the economics minister of the first federal 

government in West germany (and later chancellor himself), ludwig 
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erhard, proclaimed the goal of the social market economy in a funda-

mental reform of the economic constitution. a further cause for this  

may be that the social market economy has become among the german 

society a part of the enculturation process where “actors make them-

selves familiar with institutions through a process of enculturation and 

they enforce existing institutions through a process of reproduction”.16  

all of this may result in institutional stability while at the same time “the 

suitability of existing policies is continuously assessed against existing 

or plausible alternatives”.17

While it has to be said that already since the end of the 1950s the actual 

policies in the social market economy moved gradually from the original 

idea of the state as the guarantor of economic order (that is, the one 

setting the rules who stands above economic processes) to a more 

interventionist state that meddles with economic processes and runs  

the risk of being captured by special interests, this situation worsened 

particularly afterwards periods when distributional struggles were in-

creasingly on the agenda. the situation improved to a considerable 

extent during the 1980s but worsened again as a result of the difficult 

adjustments to unification.

in terms of the basic theory used here, the social market economy 

developed in a more or less path-dependent way via different stages18 

driven by, above all, two very different international economic environ-

ments, sometimes called the “golden age” or “good weather period” 

(until the early 1970s) and the much harder times of a “silver age” or 

“bad weather period” thereafter. the latter period was characterised 

by a number of foremost negative shocks which started with two oil price 

jumps in the early 1970s and which include also the difficult adjustment 

of the german economy to its unification.19

these developments left some of the pillars of the social market econo-

my2ß intact, namely a commitment to private ownership combined with 

a social welfare-enhancing and tough competition policy to guarantee 

free and open markets and a politically independent central bank com-

mitted to the pursuit of price-level stability. however, other components 

came during this bad weather period considerably under stress, particu-

larly the idea of a strong but limited government separated from the 

power of vested interests, a social security system foremost beyond  

the reach of politicians as well as limited and mainly tax-funded social-

welfare programmes.
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key factors to understand the different behaviour of the german econo-

my over two longer phases – 1950s until the 1970s and 1980s until now 

– are above all the employment-related institutions under different condi-

tions of a series of unanticipated positive shocks in the first period and 

foremost negative shocks in the second one. the german economy has 

been in crisis with respect to persistently high unemployment and com-

paratively low growth as well as rising public expenditure and social 

spending since the mid-1970s and, therefore, for more than thirty years. 

it would be misleading, however, to think that steadily rising social 

spending is connected only to social policy measures taken by govern-

mental actors. particularly important for the suboptimal outcome has  

also been the path-dependent very resilient organisation of the labour 

market despite of numerous new challenges which has supported insiders 

and created barriers for unemployed workers to (re-)enter. the german 

labour market has traditionally been strongly influenced by the idea of 

free collective bargaining in general and a large role of specific practices 

erected by governments since the late 1960s as, for example, active 

labour market measures and all kinds of regulatory policies including,  

for example, dismissal or product market protections by the government 

and the belief in early retirement as a way to solve labour market prob-

lems.21 there are obviously also interconnections among social policy  

and the performance of the labour market. for example, everything else 

the same, a more generous unemployment assistance for reasons of 

“social equilibration” very likely increases at least after some time the 

reservation wages and, therefore, decreases the opportunities to suc-

cessfully fighting unemployment and aggravates the critical situation 

even more.

obvious steering deficits according to ordoliberal critics of the policy-

making in the german social market economy include particularly the 

following aspects which led to the evolution of the german economic 

order to an “inflexible social market economy” with respect to, above all, 

labour market performance:22

the system of social security that had become established since the 

1880s was not adapted to the organisational principles of the social 

market economy, which focuses rather on subsidiarity instead of  

status protection which became an important feature during the  

development of the Bismarckian system of social security. even worse, 
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those principles of the social market economy did not play a decisive 

role during the further expansion of the welfare state as well as during 

the german process of unification. only the recent employment-related 

reforms (Hartz IV) abolished the status protection of many long-term 

unemployed persons by offering only flat rate monthly payments to  

the persons concerned. the political economy of the welfare state can 

explain these patterns of asymmetric political adjustment measures in 

longer periods of good and bad times rather convincingly and in line 

with the basic predictions of path dependency theory. “Welfare expan-

sion usually generated a popular politics of credit claiming for extend-

ing social rights and raising benefits to an increasing number of citi-

zens, while austerity policies affront voters and networks of organized 

interests”. in other words, “frontal assaults on the welfare state carry 

tremendous electoral risks.” such direct assaults may “induce political 

backlash and this has been taken to explain the striking inertia of social 

programmes”.23  

treaty partners in collective bargaining neglected until at least the  

end of the 1990s the limits which they have to take into account to 

protect the stability of the labour market and the economy as a whole 

and contributed in this way to stabilise or to increase low unemploy-

ment. however, the accumulation of the problems did not lead to fun-

damental solutions which dealt with the real roots of the problem for a 

long time. symptomatic “solutions” like increasing early retirement or 

decreasing schematically the working time per week without lowering 

the cost of labour to the same extent only made the problem of high 

unemployment and low employment worse in the longer term.24 the 

political economy of labour market reforms cannot only explain why ri-

gidities arose when they did. this approach sheds also light on the 

question why they persisted even if they proved costly in terms of em-

ployment.25 the general argument here is that high structural unem-

ployment is often self-reinforcing because high unemployment ironi-

cally increases the political support for labour market rigidities by large 

groups, the majority of insiders that felt secure in their jobs after the 

experience of the early good times in countries like West germany with 

rather strict dismissal protection and that often could gain from badly 

functioning labour markets at least in the short-term.26  

all in all, the set of institutions that worked well during good times 
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contributed to an ongoing dualisation of the german labour into the 

rather well-protected insiders and the employment-searching outsiders 

often in long-term unemployment with low chances to re-enter the la-

bour market during the bad weather periods since the mid-1970s. the 

obvious reason was that governments not only constrained themselves 

more or less to allowing few liberalising reforms, for example more op-

tions for the use of temporary contracts for specific types of workers, 

while leaving the degree of job protection largely intact for the insid-

ers; they as well as the collective bargaining partners also supported 

measures to decrease labour supply which deteriorated the ability of 

the labour market to create additional new jobs lastingly even further. 

 

these are important factors that contributed particularly to the prob-

lems that have been addressed at least to a noteworthy extent effec-

tively only recently as will be shown below. they are primary factors 

why the social market economy by becoming more and more inflexible 

compared to the rising demands for flexibility in order to solve the 

economy’s problems became, in fact, “unsocial” in terms of its early 

understanding by erhard during the first west-german campaign by 

the christian union in 1949. 

indeed, there is nothing social in this sense about a model that persist-

ently has very high unemployment up to double-digit rates. 

it is also not made clear what can be regarded as social in this sense  

in a model which gave since the mid-1980s up until quite recently the 

respective working generations the opportunity (and often also the 

subtle duty) to retire at the expense mostly of everybody else at the 

age of below 60 on average despite the significantly higher regular age 

of 65 for men (female rates only gradually increased to this age in the 

last years). in fact, such regulations will likely condemn the already liv-

ing future generations to work five to ten years longer if they want to 

maintain the same standard of living (although it has to be taken into 

account that their average age expectations are higher than the ones 

of older generations). 

therefore, it has to be acknowledged that the contents of the actual 

social market economy differed sharply in the 1950s to, for example, the 

1970s or the 1990s and today. these changes of content under the same 

heading, may explain at least in parts why it is often so difficult for 
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foreigners to grasp the social market economy and why it had become a 

successful role model for other countries only with respect to parts of its 

content, for example the independence of the central bank.

partly in order to become politically viable, the original social market 

economy had to compromise and was established as a “fair weather 

model” from the point of view of the second half of its existence when 

germany faced new challenges which proved more difficult to solve in 

contrast to the earlier “good times” of the “economic miracle. the reason 

for these predicaments appears to be, above all, the lower adjustment 

capacity of the german system today compared to its early years. in 

other words, the german economic order became an “inflexible social 

market economy”27 which did not adapt sufficiently to the increased 

challenges due to a lower political viability of necessary reforms of at 

least partly outdated institutions and policies, as explained above. 

additionally, one must not forget an often underestimated problem. 

traditional german ordoliberal academics did not accept that suitable 

solutions for economic problems that emerged in western germany like 

persistently high unemployment and lastingly low economic growth have 

to combine increasing efficiency with their likely politically viability. quite 

a few traditional german ordoliberals that still reigned in the german 

university’s economic departments during the 1980s and early 1990s 

all too often neglected political viability in order to ensure maximum 

efficiency in their proposals. as a result, during these periods politicians 

often did not take economic advice serious enough as it often would  

have meant committing political suicide. this is an all too-often neglected 

reason for the reform-blockage during the 1980s and 1990s in germany. 

the situation improved when economists gradually changed their minds 

and offered increasingly economic policy advice which tried to find ef-

ficiency-enhancing solutions that took into account the “political economy 

of structural reforms” since about the mid-1990s also in germany.28

such a criticism by no means rejects that the market (or “economic 

order”) component has to be dominant in the term social market econo-

my at least in the following sense: the more the markets, especially the 

labour market, function satisfactorily, the lower should be the need for 

high social transfers to citizens on average. in other words, all other 

things being equal, successfully establishing full employment relieves 

governmental social policy and social security systems by increasing 
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revenues as well as decreasing social expenditures in a sustainable 

system. consistently shaping the economic order to achieve high em-

ployment, therefore, has to be regarded as the social policy of prime 

importance in the social market economy even if such a policy does by 

no means imply that other forms of social policy become superfluous.

overall, one finds a cycle of path dependence and path change from 

flexible towards inflexible and then again more flexible social market 

economy. this cycle can be highlighted, in principle, with the tool-kit of 

path dependency analysis. the social market economy lagged consider-

ably compared especially to the more dynamic anglo-saxon economies 

especially during parts of the 1980s and particularly since the 1990s. 

reform efforts to overcome these problems proved in line with the  

general arguments put forward in the theory of path-dependency too 

weak despite of partial successes, for example with respect to lowering 

the public debt problem during the 1980s. 

arguably, the german economic order was called the sick man in europe 

at the end of the 1990s and in the first years of the current decade as 

the country was during this period at the end of the economic growth 

league during that period on average. finally however, the painful “re-

form logjam” particularly with respect to fundamental labour market 

reform just described drove, however, the german structural reform 

efforts almost perfectly in line with the idea of punctuated equilibria  

as germany saw with the “agenda 2010” announced in 2003 and imple-

mented gradually in the following years a sudden transformation in the 

development of the incentives in the labour market after a long period  

of gradual change only. agenda became effective by factually increasing 

pressures on the unemployed to find new jobs (also at lower compensa-

tions), giving more room to fixed-term, temporary employment and part-

time work while simultaneously reducing jobs protection. the pro-com-

petitive effects of such much broader reform efforts than previously put 

indirectly also the insiders in the labour market under pressure as they 

immediately can see that their productivity gap is often much smaller 

than their labour cost gap compared to the outsiders. this latter situation 

probably also explains at least partly why the insiders in the labour 

market moderated their wage demands during the last years consider-

ably.29 
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in spite of the fact that quite a few ordoliberal economists predicted 

immediately after its announcement that the german agenda 2010 

reforms would not open up the german labour market, precisely this 

has occurred to a surprisingly large extent as soon as an upswing started 

in 2005. “for the first time in three decades, the german labour market 

has achieved a previously unimaginable milestone: a reduction in the 

base jobless level. the total number of unemployed in the last boom  

in 2008 was about 600,000 people less than at the lowest point in the 

previous boom in 2000. and the number of people receiving long-term 

unemployment support is now 20 per cent less than in early 2006”.30 

nevertheless, such a positive evaluation obviously does not exclude  

that certain fine-tuning and increased reform efforts will most likely still 

help to improve the labour market situations further. 

4.  LESSonS For thE FuturE oF thE SoCIAL 

mArKEt EConomy

nowadays the concept of a social market economy defines a policy 

concept of economic order which combines free markets whenever  

economically justified and elements of social balancing.31 the problem  

in practice was, however, that it proved difficult politically to avoid a 

considerable increase of the allegedly “social” elements in fair weather 

periods when they hardly led to unwanted side effects. this backfired 

during harder times since the mid-1970s and particularly after german 

unification when negative side-effects on economic dynamism showed  

up as persistently low economic growth and steadily increasing unem-

ployment from business cycle to business cycle. 

as a result of blueprints to reforms which try to strike a balance between 

economic efficiency and political viability and that opened the doors  

to the fundamental employment-related changes since 200332, the labour 

market performance improved considerably since then and for the first 

time since the 1970s persistently high structural unemployment could  

be lastingly decreased despite of the current economic crisis. moreover, 

the economic reforms during the last decade seem to have made the 

labour market much more robust in general. the increased flexibility 

combined with the current policies taken by the government, especially 

subsidising short-time pay during the crisis, appear to have avoided more 

than expected by the majority of economists the spreading of the nega-

tive economic growth into the labour market at least up until now.33 such 
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a gratifying experience after previously rather painful adjustments dem-

onstrates that a flexible social market economy should be the way for-

ward into german future which builds on a few lessons of the past expe-

rience of the paths taken by the german economic order.

all in all, an important lesson to be learned from the german experience 

is that also a social market economy has to accept a basic fact that  

was described already by ludwig erhard, namely that “too social” can 

prove to be “unsocial”. overregulation and real wages that do not react 

sufficiently to high unemployment for institutional reasons destroy eco-

nomic growth and employment as well as social inclusion opportunities 

for persons who want to enter the labour market and are unable to find 

employment. it has to be said additionally, that academics who currently 

emphasise potentially negative side effects of the recent employment-

related reforms have to make appropriate comparisons. according to 

such critics34, the recent reforms allegedly lead to a dualisation of the 

labour market that undermines solidarity, “producing new rifts in the 

welfare system and the society”. however, such a criticism must not 

forget that the triggers for the reforms were precisely the lasting dualisa-

tion into protected insiders and employment-seeking outsiders with low 

chances to enter the labour market which could not be resolved with  

the interventionist measures taken for decades before meaningful reform 

measures to improve the supply side incentives were implemented. 

moreover, the generous entitlements of previous generations cannot 

serve as yardsticks as they will be definitely unsustainable when taking 

into account the future pressures on public finance due to, for example, 

an ageing society. 

a second lesson may be that the extent of path dependence very much 

depends on the institutional structure of an economy and its political 

system which to a large extent sets the framework conditions. the period 

of adjustment-rigidity in the german social market economy – in short 

the “german disease” – was difficult to cure because it was “triggered  

by a complex combination of institutional causes such as the federal 

structure, the electoral system [...] and strong interest group represen-

tation [...] and cultural causes such as germany’s consensus culture, the 

commitment to social equality and justice, or the deeply rooted apprecia-

tion of long-termism, stability, and security”.35 however, the longer-term 

changes resulting from piecemeal “salami-slicing tactics”36, shifting 
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politically difficult reforms to the european union level or by phasing in 

reforms decided now only several years later helped to implement also 

more fundamental employment-friendly and growth-enhancing reforms 

also in germany. risky strategic leadership by political actors as in the 

case of the “agenda 2010” reforms may have finally lead to path-changes 

away from an inflexible towards a sustainable flexible social market 

economy. the thrust of these reforms was based, however, on a hidden 

consensus also with the christian union opposition parties. it had be-

come gradually obvious to the main actors in the political process that 

when taking into account the future pressures of ageing and further 

adjustment needs to globalisation, the structural gap “between germa-

ny’s institutionalized culture of continuity, consensus and caution, on the 

one side, and the contemporary imperatives of flexibility, innovativeness, 

and speed, on the other side”37 had become too huge to go on with 

“business as usual”. 

hopefully, as a result of former mistakes in the practices of the social 

market economy and improvements in the conceptual foundations, 

further learning effects will occur as the traditional approach left at least 

in practice insufficient room for a more appropriate concept of justice 

that departs from traditional notions of justice of distribution in terms of, 

above all, monetary transfers to secure a previous social status for rather 

long time periods. such a new approach should place the emphasis on 

political and economic participation through social inclusion and gainful 

employment, on equality of opportunities through improved access and 

incentives for education and lifelong learning, better ways to combine 

work and family and more efficient forms of dealing with financial re-

sources as well as improved education in these matters. simultaneously, 

the financial crisis proved that better regulations in the financial sector 

may help to increase its longer-term performance by, above all, aligning 

again private profits and risk-taking. it is definitely not compatible with 

the social market economy economic order that, on the one hand, huge 

profits in very risky businesses are privatised while as soon as losses 

occur the losses become public.38 

the cycles in the actual policies within the social market economy show 

that also within this institution at least with respect to its non-eternal 

elements “policies are continuously being contested by those that did  

not get their way when the policy was adopted, by new actors or by 

established actors whose interests the policy no longer serves [...] 
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as a consequence of these dynamics, policies may gradually atrophy,  

be redirected to new purposes, or even collapse… thus, while there is 

positive feedback supporting policy stability, there is also negative feed-

back creating pressure for change”.39 as far as there is still an ongoing 

controversy among politicians with respect to policies either in line  

with an inflexible or a flexible social market economy, academics can 

strengthen the proponents of the latter type by innovative policy propos-

als that are not only in line with economics (above all, efficiency enhanc-

ing) but also take into account their political economy aspects.40
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free collective Bargaining
support column or crumBling pillar of  

the social market economy

Hagen Lesch

1. AbStrACt

in the last sixty years free collective bargaining has turned 

into a support column for the social market economy. the 

process of free collective bargaining grants employees and 

employers the right to negotiate salaries and working condi-

tions, without any state influence through coalition organiza-

tions. the system has been fragile for two decades. Busi-

nesses are less inclined to apply collective agreements and 

employees are less likely to be organized in trade unions. 

this reduces the range of collective provisions, whereas so-

called outside competition is growing and increasingly plac-

ing collective bargaining standards under pressure. the 

bargaining partners have responded by introducing opening 

clauses into collective bargaining. these made collective 

agreements more flexible. Wage pressure has nevertheless 

continued, as has the erosion of collective bargaining cover-

age. moreover, in recent years, competition has been gener-

ated between different trade unions. While undercutting 

adds to wage pressure, overbidding shakes up wage de-

mands. if these new developments are intensified, the 

collective bargaining system will become fragmented. the 

question arises of whether the bargaining partners are able 
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to prevent this, and to what extent outside competition and trade union 

competition conform with the system of collective bargaining. the bar-

gaining partners are calling for legislation. the trade unions want statu-

tory minimum wages and employers want to preserve the principle of 

“one company, one trade union” (tariff uniformity). such state interven-

tions in free collective bargaining are discouraged, for the time being at 

least. experiences with opening up collective agreements to business 

operational deviations have revealed that the bargaining partners are 

definitely capable of responding to changed general economic conditions. 

the state is only called upon if the trade unions and federations of em-

ployers are unable to ensure reasonable application for their collective 

agreements in the long term. to the extent that the state slips into the 

role of a replacement bargaining partner, free collective bargaining is 

placed in a crisis of legitimacy.

2.  FrEE CoLLECtIVE bArGAInInG:  

ESSEnCE AnD hIStorICAL rootS

With the exception of the Die Linke (i.e. the left), all political parties 

represented in the Bundestag (i.e. federal parliament, the lower house 

of the german parliament) are explicitly committed to free collective 

bargaining, which has turned into a support column for germany’s social 

market economy. free collective bargaining is derived from the freedom 

of association, as laid down in article 9 section 3 of the Basic law of the 

federal republic of germany (for: Grundgesetz der Bundesrepublik 

Deutschland, GG). this ensures that all individuals and professions have 

the right to establish coalitions in order to preserve and promote eco-

nomic and employment conditions. this provision encompasses positive 

and negative freedom of association. positive freedom of association 

creates the opportunity for employees and employers to join forces in 

coalition organizations, such as trade unions or federations of employers, 

which are able to conclude collective agreements without any state 

influence. as a result of this assurance, free collective bargaining is 

guaranteed for coalition organizations.1 negative freedom of association 

includes the right not to act within such consortia and to regulate work-

ing conditions on an individual basis. however, it does not go so far as  

to allow for general withdrawal from collective agreements.2 the univer-

sal coverage of collective agreements – laid down in the Collective Agree-

ments Act (for: Tarifvertragsgesetz, TVG) –, the Act on Posting Employ-

ees Abroad (for: Arbeitnehmer-Entsendegesetz, AEntG) and the Minimum 
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Working Conditions Act (for: Mindestarbeitsbedingungsgesetz, MiArbG) 

provide for the opportunity, under certain conditions, to force “outsiders”, 

who are not covered by the collective agreement, to comply with collec-

tive bargaining standards.

the idea of free collective bargaining was laid down in the collective 

agreements Decree of 1918. this first placed the system of collective 

agreements in germany on a legal basis. a few years later however, the 

state granted wide-ranging powers, with the option of compulsory arbi-

tration. this situation changed after the second World War. freedom of 

association was granted specific protection under basic constitutional law 

and the state restrained itself in its interventions into free collective 

bargaining. Where state interventions occurred, they were limited to 

declaring collective agreements universally binding (at the request of 

the bargaining partners). overall, however, the instrument of universal 

coverage was used sparingly.3 even during the heyday of universal cover-

age, i.e. in the 1980s and 1990s, just slightly over one per cent of all 

collective agreements were declared universally binding. federations of 

employers tried to keep their distance from this instrument in the 1990s.4 

the practice was completely different at the time of the Weimar republic. 

By the end of 1928, 1,829 collective agreements were universally bind-

ing, out of a total of 8,925. this share is equivalent to more than 20 per 

cent. overall, just over half of all employees covered by collective agree-

ments came under the scope of universally binding collective agree-

ments. against this background, it is not surprising that prior to the 

enactment of the tvg, consideration was given to declaring collective 

agreements universally binding, even against the will of the bargaining 

partners.5 this idea was not included in TVG at that time, but later expe-

rienced a renaissance in the framework of AEntG. Because this act  

(since its amendment in 1999) has allowed for the declaration of univer-

sal coverage for a minimum wage collective agreement – via a statutory 

instrument executed by the minister of employment – even when there  

is no majority for such a measure on the collective Bargaining commit-

tee, which has equal representation of trade unions and employers.

even in the case of industrial disputes, the state has failed to intervene 

on a regular basis in the past 60 years. this was largely against the 

background of the negative experiences of compulsory state arbitration 

at the time of the Weimar republic. given that the bargaining partners, 

at the time of transition to democracy after the first World War, were 
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incapable of reaching arbitration agreements on their own, or no settle-

ment could be made through the bargaining partner’s untried arbitration 

procedures, the government decided to introduce compulsory state 

arbitration. the Arbitration Decree – enacted in 1923 - granted labor 

market players the right to make settlements without any influence from 

the state. in cases of disputes with macroeconomic significance however, 

the state reserved the right to intervene and to issue binding arbitration 

verdicts, even against the will of the contracting parties. this provision 

was intended to stabilize the system of collective agreements, but at the 

same time the state also ensured that it had a massive impact on wage 

negotiations.6

strike mediators initially acted as helpers in times of need, in order to 

arbitrate in disputes between employees and employers, but the influ-

ence of the state grew increasingly stronger after 1924, until eventually, 

after the outbreak of the world economic crisis of 1929/30 and in con-

junction with emergency state decrees (wage stops), this resulted in de-

facto suspension of free collective bargaining. it was essentially due to 

this development that both bargaining parties advocated non-state freely 

negotiated collective agreements.7 since then the state has quite con-

sciously kept out of disputes.

3.  InStItutIonAL FrAmEWorK For FrEE CoLLECtIVE 

bArGAInInG

3.1 the Players: trade unions and Federations of Employers

the founding congress of the DGB – the confederation of german trade 

unions (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund, DGB) was held in october 1949. 

the new umbrella organization first represented trade unions in the three 

western zones. the soviet occupied zone had the free german trade 

union federation, which had already been founded three years earlier, 

and was disbanded in 1990 shortly before german reunification, with its 

individual trade unions joining their West german counterparts in the 

DGB by 1991. the DGB was originally made up of 16 individual trade 

unions and now has eight members, following various mergers.8 the 

DGB is seen as a uniform trade union and therefore represents all de-

nominational, political and ideological trends. however, this concept was 

breached by the reestablishment of germany’s christian trade union 

federation (for: Christlicher Gewerkschaftsbund, CGB) in 1955 (initially 
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as germany’s christian trade union movement, but renamed in 1959). 

moreover, in 1949, the german civil servants association was reestab-

lished, which primarily constituted an organization for officials in the civil 

service.

trade unions coordinate the interests of employees and thereby minimize 

the structurally inherent inferiority of employees to employers. the  

quote about the trade unions having contributed to turning the “laboring 

poor” at the beginning of industrialization into today’s responsible and 

respected workers, holding equal rights, has been attributed to götz 

Briefs. employee organizations helped to accord the status of an indi-

vidual to the working man. however, Briefs stresses that trade unions 

were formed as “foreign bodies within laissez-faire capitalism”.9 today, 

however, they represent an essential player in free collective bargaining, 

and – from the perspective of employers federations – have turned into  

“a support pillar of the social market economy”.10 nevertheless, trade 

unions are far from being uncontroversial today. in a representative 

survey conducted by Infratest dimap and published in ARD Deutschland 

Trend in may 2008, 55 per cent of respondents agreed with the state-

ment “trade unions in germany do good work overall” but still 41 per 

cent did not agree.11

federations of employers were historically formed as a response to the 

organization of employees into trade unions.12 though this was initially  

a matter of building a self-contained defensive front against the trade 

unions, work related to collective bargaining and political lobbying soon 

moved into the foreground. the traditional role was for trade unions to 

make demands and the federations of employers to react.13 this role 

continued even after the second World War. under conditions of export-

led growth, the federations of employers were able to develop into 

“dynamic wage policy players”.14 With globalization – which began in  

the eighties – the general economic conditions changed. competition 

became sharper and many businesses criticized the industry-wide collec-

tive agreement and the collective bargaining policy of their federations.  

it became even more difficult for federations to maintain the loyalty of 

their members with the help of industry-wide collective agreements, 

because they have been affected by globalization in different ways. 

export-oriented companies, which are fully exposed to the pressure of 

international competition, are faced with companies, which are relatively 

protected on local sales markets. suppliers of stable niche products are 
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producing next to ailing mass producers and large companies, which set 

up international production sites, are faced with small businesses which 

(have to) remain in germany. With the increasing heterogeneity of 

interests, the inter-company room for maneuver of employer federations 

is reduced, so they are forced to increasingly assume a role in collective 

bargaining policy. 

3.2 Collective Agreements

collective agreements may be concluded centrally, based on sectors, or 

on the business plant level. in the event of central negotiations, the 

bargaining partners negotiate nationwide, cross-sector agreements. in 

the case of sector negotiations, sector-wide agreements are concluded. 

Decentralized negotiations at the business plant level are essentially 

excluded in germany by the Works council constitution act (for: Be-

triebsverfassungsgesetz, BetrVG) and TVG. article 77 (3) of BetrVG 

contains a provision stipulating that wages and other conditions of em-

ployment, which have been or are usually governed by the collective 

agreement, may form the subject of a works agreement, unless the 

collective agreement expressly allows for such a provision. the so-called 

favorability principle (for: Günstigkeitsprinzip) is laid down in article 4  

(3) of TVG. pursuant thereto, deviations from the industry-wide collective 

agreement are only permitted if they contain a change in favor of the 

employee, or are allowed for by the collective agreement. Business 

operational provisions, which “undercut” the collective agreement, are 

thereby excluded, unless the bargaining parties explicitly consent there-

to. company-based negotiations are not legally excluded. individual 

enterprises may conclude company wage agreements.

By means of free collective bargaining – as laid down under basic consti-

tutional law – and the prohibition on business plant-based negotiations,  

a specific structure has been developed for working relationships in ger-

many, under which trade unions and federations of employers primarily 

conclude sector-based collective agreements, which are sometimes 

concluded across regions, and sometimes slightly differentiated by re-

gions. these are designated industry-wide collective agreements. al-

though at present only around one in five employees are organized in 

trade unions, working conditions are negotiated collectively for almost 

two thirds of all employees. the remaining one third negotiate with the 

employer individually, but frequently with reference to existing wage 
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agreements. under the collective provisions, industry-wide collective 

agreements are predominant, by contrast with company wage agree-

ments: in the western part of germany 90 per cent of employees cov-

ered by collective agreements are paid based on industry-wide collective 

agreements and the figure for eastern germany is 77 per cent. 

the dominance of the industry-wide collective agreement is also linked  

to the interests of bargaining partners in sector-wide collective agree-

ments. employers save on transaction costs because they do not have  

to negotiate a series of individual contracts of employment. they also 

benefit from the administrative function: longer-term collective agree-

ments in particular create planning reliability, and a uniform non-strike 

obligation within the sector – beyond the term of an industry-wide collec-

tive agreement – stabilizes the general conditions for an interlinked 

economy. given that wage disputes are distributed across industries and 

are thereby largely kept out of business plants, a settlement function is 

also devolved to the industry-wide collective agreement. the fact that 

companies which are not bound by collective agreements may gain 

competitive advantages through wage undercutting has a detrimental 

impact. trade unions have an interest in the industry-wide collective 

agreement because it checks the structural power of the employer and 

assures the involvement of employees in economic progress.15 further-

more, it is important for sector-based trade unions to pursue the goal  

of “equal wage for equal work”. this is essentially facilitated by a cross-

industry wage policy. the same applies to the objective of a solidarity-

based wage policy, which does not only target wage equalization between 

various professional groups and their qualifications, but also aspires to 

achieve harmonization between sectors. this makes it clear that wage 

increases are directed at sectors with high productivity gains, and there-

fore primarily at capital-intensive export branches, as well as at macro-

economic productivity growth, as in the case of wage increases at work-

intensive branches with low productivity gains, which might include the 

civil service or commerce.
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4. StruCturAL ChAnGES

4.1 trade unions and Federations of Employers

the organizational base of german trade unions remained amazingly 

stable overall until shortly after reunification. in 1950 the degree of 

organization among employees (net degree of organization) was 34  

per cent. until 1993 the net degree of organization fluctuated in a  

range between 32 and 36 per cent. it then fell into constant decline. 

eventually, in 2007, it was just 18 per cent, and had therefore almost 

halved. a more in-depth analysis reveals that stable trade union domains 

only exist in large business plants with 4,000 or more employees.16 

in particular in the service sector, the diminishing organizational base 

results in a declining capacity for implementation and arrangement. 

in addition there are structural changes to the “market for trade unions”. 

the DGB trade unions have faced increasing competition from christian 

trade unions and divisional trade unions, which represent specific profes-

sional groups, such as the cockpit association (pilots), the marburg 

federation (doctors) or the locomotive drivers trade union gDl (trans-

port staff). While competition from christian trade unions forces the  

DgB trade unions to offer employers larger wage concessions, the divi-

sional trade unions are forcing the large trade unions to conduct more 

aggressive wage negotiations and to question their traditional solidarity-

based wage policy, in case of which the singled-out professional groups 

go without wage increases, to the benefit of weaker groups.17

similar trends may be observed on the employer side. in parallel to the 

foundation of DGB, a consortium of employers had already been formed 

in the western zone in 1947, from which the confederation of german 

employer organisations (Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen Arbeitge-

berverbände, BDA) emerged in 1950, as an umbrella organization for 

various multidisciplinary national and regional federations, alongside  

a whole series of specialist national federations. By comparison with 

trade unions, the membership trend at most employer federations is less 

transparent. the largest german federation of employers, the metalwork 

employers federation, registered a decline in West germany between 

1970 and 2008, from 9,594 to 3,803 businesses. the absolute decline 

began back in the 1980s, but accelerated in the 1990s. a large indicator 

for the inclination of businesses to get organized into employer federa-
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tions is the collective bargaining coverage of businesses. this has been 

in decline since the mid-1990s (see chapter 3.2). in structural terms,  

a lot of employer federations have reacted to the fall in members by 

forming so-called “OT” (ohne Tarifbindung) federations (federations not 

covered by collective bargaining). in the metal and electrical industry 

alone, almost 2,500 businesses were organized in OT federations in 

2008. all services are provided in these federations (legal advice, political 

lobbying or professional expertise), but none of the collective agreements 

negotiated by the employer federation must be applied. this ensures the 

federations of employers have a certain financial stability, but does not 

counter the decline in collective bargaining coverage. Where there is no 

willingness to employ collective agreements at enterprises and a lack of 

assertive trade unions, ultimately no more collective agreements will be 

concluded. Where free collective bargaining no longer works, the clamor 

for state interventions grows louder. the discussion on the minimum 

wage, which has been held for several years, is one example of this.

another structural change is noticeable in employer federations: in 

recent years collective bargaining associations, which have existed for 

decades, have been dismissed or completely disbanded. an example 

of the full disbanding of collective bargaining federations is the vehicle 

trade, where federal state guilds began to disband as employer federa-

tions in 2007. the steel and metall workers union IG Metall, which is 

responsible for this sector, thereby faced the problem of no longer having 

any collective bargaining partners. examples of the termination of collec-

tive bargaining associations can be found in public service, where the 

federal states have negotiated collective agreements independently of 

the federal government and the municipalities since 2005, the banking 

industry, where the federation of employers of german Volksbank and 

Raiffeisen Bank branches terminated the collective bargaining association 

with public and private banks in 2006, or the east german construction 

industry, where a new employer umbrella organization (association of 

east german Building federations) was founded in 2002.

4.2 Collective bargaining Coverage

the structural changes in respect of the players involved in wage bar-

gaining policy are also reflected in the development of collective bargain-

ing coverage. even if almost two thirds of employees are still covered 

by collective agreements, the fact that only a minority of establishments 
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are still covered by collective agreements cannot be overlooked. accord-

ing to the IAB establishment panel (IAB Betriebspanel), 63 per cent of  

all establishments in the western zone and 75 per cent in the eastern 

zone were not bound by a collective agreement. though a share of 

around 40 per cent of these businesses not covered by collective agree-

ments are voluntarily guided by collective agreements. however, a look 

at the longer-term development of collective bargaining coverage reveals 

that it is in decline. While the share of establishments with company 

wage agreements largely remained stable at a low level, the share of 

establishments with an industry-wide collective agreement has fallen 

since the mid-1990s, from 53 to 35 per cent in the western zone, and 

from 28 to 21 per cent in the east. in parallel, the share of employees 

with industry-wide collective bargaining coverage fell from 72 to 55 per 

cent in the western zone and from 56 to 40 per cent in the east. collec-

tive bargaining coverage depends on the size of the business, the sector 

and the region. smaller business plants are less frequently bound by 

collective agreements than larger ones; in industry, banks or public 

service, collective bargaining coverage is higher than for company or 

personal-related services; in eastern germany, collective bargaining 

coverage is generally lower than in the western zone.

however, in addition to this “external erosion” of collective bargaining 

coverage, there is also an “internal erosion”.18 this is shown by the fact 

that businesses are authorized to escape from collective bargaining 

standards using opening clauses (for: Öffnungsklauseln) on collective 

bargaining. opening clauses on collective bargaining are instruments, 

which allow business partners, in certain cases – mostly to ensure em-

ployment –, to make time-related deviations from the collective agree-

ment in respect of working hours or fees. this may be transacted be-

tween the works council and management, via business agreements,  

or between the works council, trade union and management, by means 

of supplementary collective agreements. of businesses which are aware 

that the opening clauses may be applicable, one in two made use of this 

instrument in 2005.19 in addition however, there is also illegal undercut-

ting of collective bargaining standards, which comes about without the 

consent of the bargaining partners. Based on the estimates of works 

councils, this has occurred in around 15 per cent of all establishments in 

recent years.20
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4.3 trade union Competition and tariff uniformity

in recent time several individual trade unions have appeared in germa-

ny’s christian trade union federation, which have concluded independent 

collective agreements.21 the DgB trade unions criticize the fact that the 

CGB trade unions are competing by means of undercutting and are 

therefore only selected as negotiating partners by employers because 

they make larger concessions than DGB trade unions.22 employers view 

this development as completely positive because the CGB trade unions 

are supplanting DgB trade unions in poorly organized sectors, such as 

small trade, and do not thereby endanger tariff uniformity (essentially 

only one collective agreement may be employed at one business plant).

however, there is also a race to the top in progress. since 2001, several 

professional associations in the transport and health sectors have can-

celled the collective bargaining agreements which existed between them 

and the sectors’ trade unions, following which they have forced through 

their own collective agreements.23 through the autonomous effect of 

collective bargaining policy, better wages and working conditions should 

be negotiated for the represented professional group(s) than was the 

case within the framework of the inter-profession collective bargaining 

policy of sector-based trade unions. for the affected enterprises, this 

means that decades of tariff uniformity have been replaced by plurality  

in collective bargaining, in respect of which there are various overlapping 

collective agreements within the scope of application. at lufthansa in 

germany, two trade unions are competing for cabin crew, and they 

negotiate independent collective agreements. the situation is similar  

at Deutsche Bahn (i.e. german railways) and in hospitals.

the consequences of overbidding are not only felt by employee organiza-

tions in the form of member migrations and the growing pressure to 

realign the strategy for collective bargaining policy. employers are also 

affected. on the one hand, they have to negotiate more frequently, while 

on the other hand they are confronted with building up wage demands  

of rival trade unions. Both result in confrontational collective bargaining 

negotiations. at the former public transport enterprises, industrial dis-

putes have occurred at lufthansa and german railways, as well as in 

the hospitals. the risk of build-up in the wage demands should definitely 

be taken seriously. Because if assertive professional groups, which are 

capable of mobilizing, are able to achieve better working conditions than 
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branch trade unions in their own organizations, there is a threat of ad-

ditional divisional trade unions being formed and the collective bargaining 

system becoming frayed. to prevent this, the branch trade unions have 

to react. on the one hand, they may attempt to make a maximum num-

ber of improvements in collective bargaining negotiations for all profes-

sional groups. this would signify a general drift away from the course  

of wage restraints, which has been noticeable since the mid-1990s. on 

the other hand, they would have to sacrifice their solidarity-based wage 

policy, in respect of which the singled-out professional groups do not 

exploit their potential room for maneuver in terms of wage policy, to  

the benefit of other professional groups. the united service union has 

already tried out such a strategy. in summer 2009 it implemented its 

own, improved schedule of salaries in the education system for employ-

ees in pre-schools and childcare facilities and therefore represented, in  

a completely targeted way, the interests of well-organized (and thereby 

likely to form spin-offs) professional groups.

the BDA (2008) regards the core of free collective bargaining as dam-

aged if – despite an existing collective agreement at a business plant – 

there is a threat of collective bargaining disputes and the obligation to 

avoid industrial action therefore being devalued. in case of competing 

trade unions, a company can no longer rely on not being exposed to 

industrial action during the term of a concluded collective agreement. 

in order to prevent an employer having to negotiate with different trade 

unions at various times, where necessary the legislator should ensure 

that tariff uniformity is retained as a central element of collective bar-

gaining law. the intention is to prevent a cluster of strikes due to the 

new “rules of the game”. the agreement of collective bargaining associa-

tions, obligatory arbitration procedures or cooling-down phases are 

recommended after the breakdown of collective bargaining negotia-

tions.24

4.4 Industry-Wide Collective Agreement

the short review makes it clear the german system of collective bargain-

ing is in an upheaval phase. the industry-wide collective agreement is 

thereby under pressure from two sides. on the one hand, the collective 

bargaining system is being destabilized by falling collective bargaining 

coverage, and on the other hand by growing trade union competition  

and the resultant fragmentation of the collective bargaining system. Both 
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developments result in a call for legislation. Whereas trade unions de-

mand statutory minimum wage limits, employers are requesting a clear 

commitment from the legislator to tariff uniformity. as a negative factor, 

both bargaining partners thereby acknowledge that they can no longer 

complete free collective bargaining without the assistance of the legisla-

tor. as a positive factor, the social partners are making demands for the 

legislator to adjust the regulatory framework to the changed general 

conditions in such a way that free collective bargaining is not jeopar-

dized. Whether viewed negatively or positively: the call for legislator  

has a long history.

until the 1960s, free collective bargaining was implemented in germany 

on the basis of strong economic growth. increasing prosperity allowed 

the trade unions not only to regularly achieve wage increases, but also 

the five-day week with full wage adjustment or continued payment of 

salaries in the event of illness.25 Despite the two oil price shocks of 

1973/74 and 1979/80, the Bonn republic returned to reasonable eco-

nomic growth. however, the bargaining partners were then negotiating 

against the background of a drastic increase in unemployment. in order 

to improve redistribution of existing work, the trade unions rely on re-

ducing working hours. the metalworkers and printworkers trade unions 

went on strike in 1984 for the introduction of a 35-hour week, with full 

wage adjustment. following reunification, the general economic condi-

tions then deteriorated in a sustained manner. With the 1992/93 reces-

sion, there was a crisis of transformation in the eastern zone of the 

republic, while the consequences of globalization became increasingly 

noticeable in the western zone and the industry-wide collective agree-

ment, which is distinctive of the german system of collective bargaining, 

underwent a crisis.

already in the eighties free collective bargaining was heavily criticized 

and even called into question by Kronberger Kreis (1986) and later also 

the Deregulation Commission (1991) and the Monopolies Commission 

(1994). the federal government acknowledged free collective bargaining 

in its comments on the main report of the Monopolies Commission and 

expressed the view that the two sides should resolve their problems 

themselves.26 the two bargaining sides in fact responded to the crisis in 

1994 with the so-called job security collective agreement. this allowed 

opportunities in some industries for temporary reduction of working 

hours without (full) compensatory wage increases, if the companies 
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undertook in return to refrain from layoffs for operational reasons. after 

the end of the recession, however, it was soon apparent that the pres-

sures of globalization made necessary further flexibility in and differentia-

tion of the collective agreements. initially the majority of unions were 

trying to prevent opt-outs wherever possible. an exception was the 

mining, energy and chemicals union (for: IG Bergbau/Energie/Chemie), 

whose collective bargaining sectors had adopted different kinds of open-

ing clauses for working-hours and salaries already in the “nineties”.27 

With the “opening” of the collective wage agreement, employment  

should be secured (Business alliances for Work). although other indus-

tries followed suit, overall development was slow. in the economic policy 

debate, further elements of flexibility were called for.28 this culminated 

finally in the threat of the then-chancellor gerhard schröder, who in  

his famous “agenda 2010” speech threatened the collective bargaining 

parties with legal opening clauses.29

in essence, this debate was about a reform of the favorability principle 

laid down in the tvg (see section 3.2). since the tvg did not explain 

further what is meant under the regulation to be in favor of the worker, 

adjudication developed the so-called Sachgruppenvergleich (i.e. clas-

sification comparison).30 accordingly, only rules that stand in a material 

connection to each other can be compared. as a result, Business alli-

ances for Work were unable to withstand the consequences of a “favor-

ability” challenge. for in such an alliance, employer and employee ex-

change wage concessions for expanded protection against redundancy; 

therefore, regulatory matters, although indeed economical, are in a 

narrow sense not legally related to each other.31 the discussion of a legal 

clarification of the favorability principle resulted in various legislative 

initiatives from the FDP (free Democratic party) and the CDU/CSU 

(christian Democratic union/christian social union), which however did 

not win majority backing in the german Bundestag. the FDP initiative 

was designed to include job security in favorability comparison and then 

to support the favorability of a barter (wage cut against greater protec-

tion against redundancies) if at least three quarters of the employees 

agreed with a barter deviating from the collective agreement.32 the bill 

of the CDU/CSU parliamentary group also envisaged a consideration of 

the employment prospects in the favorability comparison. here, too, 

the assessment of what is “favorable” should be aligned with the degree 

of acceptance by the workforce. a barter is considered favorable if two 

thirds agree with it. a deviation from the collective agreement, however, 
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should not extend past the term of the collective agreement that it 

departs from. 33

from an economic perspective these draft laws should essentially be 

welcomed.34 however, the subject has lost some degree of relevance in 

recent years. following the threat from the german chancellor to intro-

duce opening clauses by law, the bargaining parties have shifted their 

positions. in the largest german sector, the metal and electrical industry, 

the Pforzheimer Agreement was concluded in 2004, which does not only 

restrict deviations from the industry-wide collective agreement to crisis 

situations, but also allows for prevention. in the meantime, in almost all 

larger sectors, there have been opening clauses related to working hours 

or fees. the statutory requirement for action has therefore become less 

urgent from the perspective of employer federations. the CDU/CSU has 

also taken the subject off its agenda, and only the FDP still included the 

proposal in its last election manifesto. 

4.5 Statutory minimum Wages

another subject has moved to the center of the discusion on collective 

bargaining law. the erosion of the industry-wide collective agreement, in 

addition to the increasing share of low-income earners, led to trade 

unions demanding statutory minimum wages for several years. if the 

individual trade unions within the DGB were initially at odds on this issue, 

the DGB managed to steer its member federations to a common course 

at its 18th ordinary federal congress in may 2006. in concrete terms, 

the DGB congress calls upon the legislator to introduce a law on the 

minimum wage, at a rate of 7.50 euros an hour. this was selected as an 

introductory rate, so that full-time employees can achieve a living-wage 

market income through their work. regardless of this aspect, the trade 

unions actively pushed for an expansion of AEntG, in order to allow for 

the extension of collective bargaining minimum wages to businesses not 

bound by collective agreements. the AEntG was introduced for the 

building industry in 1996, in order to protect the german building indus-

try from wage dumping by foreign construction firms. Back in 1997, 

sector-specific minimum wages were introduced in the main construction 

trades and declared universally binding. they were followed by several 

sectors of ancillary construction trades. as the schroeder government 

was considering extending the act to all sectors in 2005, but had not yet 

taken a decision, the number of economic branches was expanded on 
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several occasions by the grand coalition. in addition to the construction 

industry, the scope of application presently includes building cleaning, 

mailing services, security services, specialist mining works, laundry 

services, waste management, education and training services, and the 

care sector. Due to this expansion, the state may extend sector-specific 

minimum wages to up to four million employees.

inclusion in AEntG assumes that at least 50 per cent of employees in this 

sector are bound by collective agreements. in order to allow lower wage 

limits to be stipulated in sectors with lower collective bargaining cover-

age, the MiArbG, enacted in 1952 but never used, was amended. this 

act now provides for a steering committee, which is intended to establish 

whether social distortions exist in a branch of the economy and whether 

minimum wages should be stipulated, amended or annulled. if the steer-

ing committee discovers distortions, the federal ministry for employment 

and social affairs sets up expert committees, which work out minimum 

wages for the affected branches, which can then achieve legal force via a 

statutory instrument.

the grand coalition was unable to reach agreement on the introduction 

of a general statutory minimum wage. With the changeover to a christian 

Democrat-liberal coalition, expectations in this area are even lower 

because the FDP rejected any form of statutory minimum wages in its 

election manifesto. in the next legislative period there is no expectation 

that the state, beyond the current level, will slip into the role of bargain-

ing partners and enforce collective agreements wherever employers and 

trade unions are no longer willing or able to do so. the same applies to 

extensions of the AEntG and MiArbG.

5. thE FuturE oF FrEE CoLLECtIVE bArGAInInG

in the last fifteen years three “break points” have been identifiable in 

the support column of free collective bargaining: if reform of the favor-

ability principle and therefore the securing of jobs were in the foreground 

within the context of business alliances, the issue currently at stake is 

primarily to combat low wages through minimum wages and the assur-

ance of tariff uniformity through organizing trade union competition. an 

example of the favorability principle reveals the following: the credible 

threat of state influence resulted in particular in trade unions shifting 

their position, and collective agreements have since become flexible to 
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such an extent that there is presently no statutory requirement to act on 

the employer side. free collective bargaining has therefore removed one 

breaking point.

the issue of tariff uniformity could be clarified in a similar way. only the 

threat of the legislator to force competing trade unions to form collective 

bargaining associations, to be included in wage negotiations with agreed 

salary demands, may produce a behavioral change. it is already notice-

able that the sector trade unions (in their own interests) are trying out 

new collective bargaining policy strategies, in order to prevent spin-offs 

from divisional trade unions. one feasible strategy would be to agree 

separate schedules of salaries for certain professional groups, and to 

make stronger differentiations in wage increases. to the extent that the 

stabilization of sector trade unions succeeds, (under otherwise equal 

conditions) the by now historic collective bargaining structures and hence 

tariff uniformity will be retained. Before the legislator makes regular 

interventions into trade union competition, the players should first be 

granted the opportunity to try out their own solutions. the legislator  

is only called upon if further professional groups with the capacity to 

strike combine their interests in divisional trade unions, and the system 

of collective bargaining has thereby become fragmented.

Before mandatory minimum wages are introduced, it is also worth con-

sidering whether stimulus mechanisms exist which could compel the 

unions and management to implement wage rates without legislative 

intervention. it is theoretically possible to introduce mandatory member-

ships, such as those which exist for employers in austria, and which 

existed for employees in anglo-saxon countries up until the end of the 

80s (closed shop). mandatory memberships strengthen the coalitions, 

but violate the so-called freedom of association. according to german 

law, they would represent a stronger intervention in wage autonomy  

than legally mandated minimum wages. there are “other” possibilities; 

wage-related differentiation clauses – which provide for the regulation of 

bonuses for trade union members – could be legalised, in order to create 

a selective incentive to join a trade union.

the german federal labor court (for: Bundesarbeitsgericht) declared 

differentiation clauses as permissible in principle in a 2009 judgement, 

thus setting aside its existing objections.35 however, the differentiation 

clauses should not have any impact on the powers of an employer – 
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based on individual rights – to provide an appropriate bonus to employ-

ees not organized in trade unions. a “simple differentiation clause”,  

which takes this factor into consideration, may be compatible, according 

to the federal labor court, with negative freedom of association because 

it does not place any undue pressure to join a trade union on those who 

do not belong to any such organization. even if the question of the size 

of the bonus that may be omitted in the individual case remains open, 

the trade unions have a new instrument available for membership cam-

paigns. employee organizations then have the medium-term option of 

expanding the organizational base in such a way that once again they 

will become more assertive in non-collective bargaining zones.

Without any changes to behavior at employers, the bargaining partners 

will however not be able to comply with their regulatory duties. federa-

tions of employers secure their financial base by forming so-called OT 

federations, but do not counter creeping wage erosion. in order to 

strengthen collective bargaining coverage, the collective bargaining 

federations had to court OT members in a targeted way. even newly 

founded enterprises must be courted in a targeted way, since they are 

less frequently bound by collective agreements. at enterprises where  

the level of organization in trade unions is low, this might prove less 

successful because there would be no cause to fear the possibility of 

trade unions, where necessary, achieving collective bargaining coverage 

through an industrial dispute. this shows that the inclination to revoke 

collective bargaining coverage is favored by weak trade unions. however, 

with regard to all considerations, it should not be forgotten that negative 

freedom of association also forms part of free collective bargaining. 

ultimately each employer is free not to join any organization. it is pre-

cisely this “outside competition” that contributes to the discipline of the 

bargaining partners.36 since it gives both employers and employees the 

opportunity to defend themselves against a collective agreement practice 

that is against their interests. 

yet the question arises of how far “outside competition” from businesses 

that are not bound by collective agreements can go. to what extent 

should the bargaining parties pull back and the provision on working 

conditions be surrendered to the individual contractual level? free collec-

tive bargaining is indeed a freedom right and not a freedom obligation.37 

however, an excessive renunciation of the use of this freedom right by 

the collective agreement parties may result in the state being called upon 
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– on account of the relevant protection and regulatory duties under basic 

constitutional law – to create appropriate minimum working conditions. 38

With the extension of AEntG, the state regularly intervenes in the organi-

zation of working conditions, at the request of the collective bargaining 

partners. unlike in the case of a universal statutory minimum wage, 

the state does not set wages. such a situation would arise if minimum 

collective bargaining wages were extended, via a statutory instrument, 

to all employees working in the relevant sector. nevertheless free collec-

tive bargaining is in a deep crisis. Because, on the one hand, the state 

must ensure that collective agreements are provided with a reasonsable 

scope of application. and where there are no collective agreements, the 

amended version of MiArbG allows the state to stipulate minimum wages. 

there has been no such state assistance in the past six decades of the 

social market economy. the possibility still arises of both social partners 

reviving themselves and once again being able to improve and collec-

tively govern their freedom right and working conditions. if they fail to 

take this opportunity, the state will assume the role of a replacement 

collective bargaining partner. or it will allow for a split in the system of 

collective bargaining system, into collective bargaining-regulated and 

individually-regulated zones, while allowing for a further increase in 

“outside competition”. in the medium term, both routes lead collective 

bargaining into a deep legitimacy crisis and will shake up an important 

pillar of the social market economy. 
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1. SummAry

in this article we present fundamental principles of the 

social market economy and analyze their role for the design 

of social security systems. the great potential of the social 

market economy lies in the simultaneous provision of an 

efficient allocation of resources and of an efficient, that is, 

accurate redistribution in the tax-transfer-system. the 

resulting efficiency gains contribute to social welfare.

the advantages of the social market economy are decreas-

ingly appreciated by the german society. Besides the uncer-

tainty caused by the financial and economic turmoil, the 

growing need for higher contributions to the social security 

systems with simultaneously shrinking coverage lead to a 

loss of reputation of the social market economy. 

trust in the market mechanism is especially lacking in the 

german statutory health insurance system. health is re-
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garded as “special good” which should not be supplied by anonymous 

market forces. Despite the – consequently – massive public interventions 

in the health care sector, the design of the statutory health insurance is 

perceived as unfair. more public action has thus not led to more social 

justice.

We will show in this article that the inconsequent implementation of the 

social market economy’s fundamental principles contributes to the cur-

rent problems in the social security systems. since social security is seen 

as one of the fundamental pillars of the social market economy, their 

unsystematic design leads to an erosion of trust in the economic system 

itself.

trust will only be regained by a systematic implementation of the social 

market economy’s fundamental principles. in this case, the social market 

economy can serve as an example and act as an instigator in the debate 

over different economic orders.

2. PrInCIPLES oF thE SoCIAL mArKEt EConomy

Whereas german politicians praise the social market economy as a 

means to overcome the international economic crisis1, the population 

loses its trust in the economic system. even before the economic crisis, 

there were doubts if the social market economy was indeed a social 

economic system, because german people are under the impression  

that the number of the systems’ losers is rising.2 in this paper it is how-

ever put into question if people are really criticizing the system as a 

whole or its imperfect design. in the following we will present our view  

of the foundational principles of the social market economy.3 after this 

theoretical foundation we will analyze if these principles are adhered to 

in the german health care system before suggesting a reform that com-

bines competition in the health sector and social security measures to 

help the needy.

2.1 Individual Liberties Liberties

the normative base of a market economy is the freedom of individuals, 

i.e. the realisation of their preferences and ways of life. therefore, volun-

tary individual exchanges can be interpreted as a mutual betterment  

and an increase in social welfare.4 the price mechanism coordinates 
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individual interests and goals: prices mirror the individuals’ subjective 

appreciation of products and services and thus coordinate the different 

interests of consumers and suppliers.

individual freedom (negative rights of freedom) can only be guaranteed 

if individuals do not harm others by their actions.6 the protection of 

individuals from the negative consequences of others’ actions is a consti-

tutional characteristic of a state of law on which a free society builds  

on. Within this constitutional framework individuals can assume their  

civil rights and liberties. their freedom will only be curtailed if they act 

against others civil rights and liberties. in contrast to socialist societies, 

the social market economy does not intend to educate people or change 

their values, that is, it does not have any interest in forming a “good 

citizen”.7 the rules are set in a way that the system is robust even  

if people act exclusively egoistically. the focus on potentially egoistic 

people can be thought of as a preventive, worst-case oriented set of 

rules. the assumption of egoistic behaviour is a “social-technical“ as-

sumption8 which is necessary to protect the society from exploitation  

by members who do not act altruistically.

the orientation on potentially egoistic individuals does not imply that 

moral behaviour9 is neither wished for nor possible in a market economy. 

the “moral” is integrated in the rules of the market economy. moral 

behaviour does therefore not need to be an extraordinary individual 

achievement, but is binding for all individuals through its institutional-

isation in the market rules. a systematic integration of moral elements  

in the rules of the market economy combines the advantages of competi-

tion with ethical social values. Due to the rules, originally intrinsically 

motivated moral behaviour becomes egoistic behaviour and is therefore 

more probable. environment harming behaviour would thus be penalized 

and consequentially reduce company profits, while “morally right”, envi-

ronment protecting behaviour would be maximizing profits.10

2.2 Competition on the merits

in a world of scarce resources, the realisation of individual goals and the 

coordination of individual actions can only be attained by market compe-

tition. By contrast, the allocation of scarce resources by a central planner 

is incompatible with individual liberties, since considering all individual 

preferences at once and creating a hierarchy of needs is impossible even 
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for a benevolent planner. a central planner will therefore always violate 

some people’s preferences, thus exerting coercion. By contrast, individual 

goals can be achieved by market competition in due consideration of 

scarce resources: the price mechanism reveals scarcity and individual 

needs, thereby ensuring the coordination of demanders and suppliers. 

competition forces providers to satisfy demands at the lowest possible 

cost and consequently avoids any waste of scarce resources.11

in a market economy, remuneration reflects the other individuals’ ap-

preciation. competition thus forces individuals to direct their actions into 

those areas which are most important to their fellow citizens. this princi-

ple of competition on the merits that has been promoted by the freiburg 

school corresponds to the ideal of consumer sovereignty.12 all actions 

are directed towards fulfilling the consumers’ demands. the consequent 

orientation of the production process on consumers’ interests can guar-

antee a social order free from privileges and therefore a social order  

on which consensus might be reached behind the veil of uncertainty.13 

sovereignty of producers by contrast would be an obstacle to a privilege 

free order since producers’ interests often lie in protectionist measures.14

this ideal form of competition is rarely achieved in practice. it is however 

important to bear this ideal in mind as a reference order for the analysis 

of and the debate on current economic and social issues. 

2.3. no Competition Without rules

competition as discussed above can only be as good as the rules under 

which it operates. this implies that cartels and monopolistic structures 

are incompatible with competition on the merits and act against con-

sumer sovereignty: under cartelistic or monopolistic structures, remu-

neration does not reflect consumer’s appreciation: monopolists can  

set prices autonomously and preclude other competitors from market 

entry.15 even if a social order’s benefits are generally accepted, it is 

nevertheless constantly at risk, because the violation of rules and the 

achievement of power can be an attractive strategy for some members 

of the society.16 Without rules of law channelling individual actions, indi-

vidually rational behaviour can produce drawbacks for the society (mar-

ket failure). the well-known prisoners’ dilemma clearly depicts the dis-

crepancy between individually desired goals and the final outcome in  

the absence of general rules.17
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market failure should however not be the sufficient requirement for public 

market interventions, since there is the risk of a government failure:  

in the latter case, public action does not lead to welfare gains but welfare 

losses.18 therefore the need for and the advantages of public interven-

tions must be thoroughly analyzed.

if the market mechanism is accepted as an efficient means to coordinate 

individual and free actions, only the rules of competition and not its 

results can be evaluated.19 if the society has agreed on fair competition 

rules then its results can be regarded as fair under the perspective of 

performance-based justice (for: leistungsgerechtigkeit). this result does 

however not necessarily imply that the market mechanism ensures a  

life in decent conditions for all members of society. that is why market 

competition has to be complemented by social policy measures outside  

of the market.

2.4 Social Policy Without Intervening in the market

the fact that remuneration is determined by the other individuals’ will-

ingness to pay implies that without this willingness, even basic human 

needs are not taken into account by the market. an individual can there-

fore only achieve a decent standard of living if the other individuals have 

a sufficient willingness to pay for her performance. furthermore, neither 

prestige nor social status determines the level of remuneration.20

there is a general social consensus that each individual should be offered 

a decent minimum living standard. Without the guarantee of a minimum 

income, a competitive market order would probably be less accepted by 

society. if an individual can not accomplish enough to satisfy her basic 

needs, solidarity requires helping her to live a decent life. this is not to 

say that there is an entitlement to keep a certain social status. the risk 

associated with competition to lose one’s social position cannot be com-

pensated for by society, since this would imply privileges for some at the 

expense of others. What the society can guarantee is a minimum income, 

the amount of which is defined in the political process. its amount is 

therefore theoretically indeterminate, what matters is the guarantee for 

every citizen in need that she will not be forced to live below a decent 

living standard. the provision of this minimum standard is however no 

unilaterally binding contract: even people in need do have to help them-

selves as far as possible, thus avoiding overburdening the society.21
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protectionist measures, such as maximum prices or minimum wages are 

to be avoided. prices lose their signalling function when they simultane-

ously have to serve distributional goals. curtailing the signalling function 

leads to a waste of social resources. the conservation of scarce resources 

however works especially to the advantage of people in need since it 

increases the margin of distribution. likewise, price interventions do not 

take into account social status. price interventions affect every citizen 

regardless of her income and wealth with exception of the most needy: 

Without any market income, they cannot take part in the market and 

thus not profit from “social” prices. means-tested transfer payments by 

contrast are a targeted and resource-protecting means to achieve social 

security outside of the market.22

2.5  Justice of rules and Procedures Instead of Protection of  

Vested rights

the overview of fundamental principles of the social market economy  

has shown that a liberal order does not preclude solidarity, that is, help-

ing people in need. on the contrary: guaranteeing a minimum income is 

essential for the functioning of a liberal society. the liberal order can 

however not guarantee absolute security. the freedom to choose one’s 

activity and to reap the fruits of one’s labour always goes along with the 

risk to fail. the society cannot avert all individual risks: individual losses 

have to be answered individually and are not to be socialized. otherwise 

there would be no incentive to assume responsibility for one’s actions.

guaranteeing social status for some would go at the expense of others: 

if for example certain jobs are preserved by subsidies the latter have to 

be financed by taxes. thus, citizens are forced to pay for the preserva-

tion of a company for the products of which they did not have enough 

willingness to pay in the first place. likewise, the tax burden leads to job 

cuts in other companies and/or hinders the creation of new jobs.

Justice can only be understood as justice of rules and procedures if all 

individuals should be treated equally and if their liberties should be 

respected. if these general rules are accepted, the only important action 

is to guarantee a minimum standard of living for the needy. this mini-

mum living standard is financed by taxes which are paid in accordance 

to the respective individual ability-to-pay. further redistribution would 

create privileges for some groups of society at the expense of others 

without justification.
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as discussed in the following chapters, there are good reasons for sup-

plying the needy not only with subsistence aids but also with access to 

medical treatment. Both have to be financed by society. it is however 

important to bear in mind that this can only mean equal access to a mini-

mum health benefits basket defined by society. equalizing all health 

status is neither possible nor desirable in a world of scarce resources.23

solidarity with the needy should however not imply governmental inter-

vention in the health care sector at the expense of market forces. on the 

contrary, relying on market forces with the resulting improvement in 

efficiency can lead to more justice in the health sector.

3.  SoCIAL mArKEt EConomy In PrACtICE:  

StAtutory hEALth InSurAnCE

in reality, many principles of the market economy are violated, not only 

in the health care sector. the breach of fundamental principles generates 

feelings of injustice. therefore many citizens lose their trust in this 

economic order. the question is if this opposition is directed against the 

ideal form of social market economy or against its flawed implementa-

tion. especially in the emotionally-charged realm of social security, the 

unsystematic implementation of social market economy principles results 

in an inexplicable redistribution which in turn leads to problems of ac-

ceptance of the whole economic order.

germany has a long tradition of Bismarckian social security systems  

by which over time, more and more risks have been shifted from the 

individual’s area of responsibility to the society’s area.24 the willingness 

to assume responsibility for individual risks has declined substantially 

during the last decades because the state assumes more and more risks 

by forcing its citizens in public insurances against unemployment, illness 

etc. With statutory insurance, the freedom to choose is curtailed in 

favour of an alleged security, without ensuring “social justice” in these 

insurance systems. this leads to an erosion of trust in the social part of 

the market economy.

the seeming contradiction between freedom and security – or rather 

between freedom and social justice – is cited as the reason why “special 

goods” cannot be traded in the market but have to be supplied by gov-

ernment interventions or at “social” prices. health services are regarded 
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as special so that many do not trust anonymous market forces for their 

supply. if health services are special, it is however important – given the 

scarce resources – to produce these “goods” in an efficient way, that is, 

using market forces as far as possible.25

as shown in the following sections, the problems of the current institu-

tional setting in health care can be analyzed by reference to the princi-

ples of the social market economy. Within this framework, approaches 

for an efficient and systematic implementation of social security systems 

can be found, which take into account the interaction between social 

security and market mechanism.26

3.1 Compulsory Insurance

following the principle of consumer sovereignty, citizens should princi- consumer sovereignty, citizens should princi-

pally be free to choose which risks to insure and in which way. however 

one can find reasons for a compulsory insurance in the health care sec-

tor. compulsory insurance is a means against unjustified utilization of 

minimum benefits. otherwise citizens could have the incentive not to 

provide for illness, despite having sufficient financial means for insur-

ance. they count on help from society in case of emergency.27

compulsory insurance requires no government intervention in form of a 

statutory insurance. it can be left to the individuals which insurance to 

choose. governmental action is only needed for the definition of the mini-

mum health basket which has to be insured to prevent underinsurance. 

citizens who are not able to pay their insurance premium receive finan-

cial support..28 thereby they are able to act independently in the market.thereby they are able to act independently in the market. 

renouncing totally to individual freedom to choose or to a market solu-

tion is therefore not necessary. Within this order, citizens can still choose 

the insurance which fits best their needs.

this is not the case in the current public health insurance in germany.  

it is a statutory insurance for the major part of population; only 10 per 

cent of the citizens can opt for full coverage in a private insurance. By a 

statutory insurance, the state substantially curtails the citizens’ freedom 

to choose without compelling reasons. there are no such serious market 

failures in the health care sector that health insurance could not be 

supplied by private providers.29
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the current public health care scheme however has to be obligatory for 

the major part of society because it is organized as a pay-as-you-go 

system which needs sufficient net-contributors to cover the older people’s 

expenses.

3.2 Competition on health Insurance markets30

especially in the health care sector, the merits of a competitive setting 

have to be taken advantage of since resources are particularly scarce. 

that is why an order has to be found which allows competition for ef-

ficient health care provision.

the principle of actuarial fairness is fundamental to (health) insurance: 

insurers provide individuals with insurance against financial losses due to 

illness and demand a premium in turn which allows them to break even.

competition can only be achieved by adhering to this principle. if insur-

ers cannot demand risk-equivalent premiums, they have the incentive  

to enter in competition for good risks, that is, for individuals whose ex-

pected present value of premiums exceeds the expected present value of 

expenses.

risk-equivalent premiums correspond to the average risk of a cohort 

when insured from birth on because risk differences are not known at 

this point of time (genetic tests precluded). By accumulating ageing 

provisions and individualising them by adapting to age and illness of 

insurants, the premium is smoothed over life-time and a (real) increase 

in premium is avoided. at a given premium, insurants with illnesses or 

higher risks have to be provided with higher ageing provisions than 

relatively healthy individuals. hence, there is no incentive for insurers to 

choose only young and healthy insurants and to refuse elderly or sick 

people. thus a risk-equivalent calculation does not imply higher premi-

ums for sick or elderly people.

switching insurers is possible by transferring individual ageing provi-

sions.31 ageing provisions ensure that even sick people can change 

insurers without suffering disadvantages because ageing provisions  

serve to level the cost risk for the new insurance. the possibility to 

change insurers leads to a competition on the merits and in efficiency, 

because it creates incentives for insurers to provide all insurants with the 

best possible health care provision.
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in the current social security scheme, competition has been most widely 

curtailed to the advantage of distributional goals, so that “the principle 

of actuarial fairness been given up in favour of the principle of solidarity32 

[...]”. the breach of the principle of actuarial fairness leads to massive 

inefficiencies in the system. these inefficiencies are accepted because 

public opinion holds that health insurance should be financed in a “soli-

dary way”. in the german statutory insurance, the financial means for 

this purpose are to be raised according to the ability to pay of its insur-

ants. this ability to pay is measured by wage income (income related 

contributions).

income related contributions prevent efficient competition in the health 

insurance sector. contributions based on wage income are only acciden-

tally equivalent to the risk of the insurant and therefore to the expenses 

caused. Without equivalence between premiums/contributions and in-

surance benefits, insurants are regarded as low, respectively high risk 

individuals. therefore, insurers have incentives to only attract insurants 

whose expected premiums exceed their expected expenses. this cream-

skimming leads to a massive waste of resources because insurers do not 

strive to provide their insurants with efficient health benefits but to 

develop mechanisms for avoiding high risk individuals. the missing price 

signals thus prevent an efficient competition.

governments try to circumvent the problem of cream-skimming and 

missing competition by obligation to contract for insurers and (morbidity-

oriented) risk-adjustment schemes. these assign the insurers with a 

lump-sum and surcharges or deductions which depend on an insurant’s 

morbidity, age and gender as well as disabilities. apart from administra-

tional costs, these risk-adjustment schemes create the incentive for 

insurers to claim that the health status of their insurants is worse than  

in reality in order to get higher surcharges.33 insurers can also circum-

vent obligation to contract by concentrating their marketing activities on 

young people or by delaying health insurance membership applications 

from the elderly.34

these facts mirror the fundamental problems of administrated “markets”. 

as soon as the signalling function of prices is weakened or suspended by 

“solidary” prices, there will be evasionary reactions from suppliers and 

demanders. the insurers try to attract only insurants who are net payers, 

while the insurants will try to get as much benefits as they can out of the 
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system. Both reactions lead to a false allocation and a waste of re-

sources. the redistribution margin shrinks, because inefficiently allocated 

means in the health sector lack for other purposes.

3.3 Insurance markets and Social Policy

the advantages of competition can also be reaped in the health care 

sector without abandoning generally acceptable redistribution to the 

needy. redistribution is conducted outside of the market by giving finan-

cial support to people who cannot afford their insurance premiums.

redistribution is based on the ability-to-pay, which can be most effec-

tively accounted for in the tax-transfer-system. the latter includes all 

sources of income in the tax base without contribution assessment ceil-

ing.35

the redistribution within the statutory health insurance in germany is not 

only an impediment to competition. Due to the contributions levied on 

wage-income, the resulting redistribution is neither systematic nor based 

on the actual neediness. proponents of wage-income related contribu-

tions are convinced that levying contributions on income reflects solidar-

ity of the rich with the poor. this might have been the case in the past: 

With the introduction of a statutory health insurance in the 19th century, 

wage income was an appropriate indicator for the citizen’s ability-to-pay. 

nowadays, the ability-to-pay is not sufficiently defined by wage-income, 

because other sources of wealth, such as capital income are neglected. 

that is why asset rich people are regarded as needy in the statutory 

health insurance in germany, if they have low income from wages.  

their contributions to the system will automatically be lower than those 

of people with high income from wages but no assets, although both  

can have the same total amount of income.36 additionally, there are 

contribution assessment ceilings, that is, contributions are only levied  

on a certain amount of income. furthermore, individuals can opt out  

of the statutory system for health insurance (including long term care 

insurance) when earning more than a defined amount per year. this 

amount is fixed by the german government on a yearly basis and is set 

at 49,950 euro for the year 2010.37 consequently, a part of the society 

can evade solidarity, whereas the most needy are actually excluded from 

the redistribution mechanism within the statutory health insurance: their 

contributions are actually paid by the taxpayer.38
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With the current design of the statutory health insurance, competition 

resulting from market mechanism is repressed in favour of allegedly 

social aspects. as shown in the previous sections, unjustified redistribu-

tion is accepted on top of the serious disadvantages that result from 

dirigiste market planning.39 additionally, the current system is highly 

vulnerable to demographic changes and to cost increases due to medical-

technological progress. cost increases are economically uncritical if these 

date from modified preferences and the respective willingness-to-pay. 

problems arise when these cost increases can be traced back to an 

unsystematic and inadequate design of the health insurance system.

it is imperative to first exploit all potentials of rationalisation in the 

health care sector, not only for economical but also for ethical reasons. 

that is why market forces should be strengthened. it is important to 

stress that this does not preclude generally accepted redistribution.

4. ConCLuSIon

a social market economy needs compatible social security systems. in a 

first step, we have presented the relevant principles of an social market 

economy to show approaches for a system-compatible health insurance. 

reaping the advantages of competition in the health care sector does not 

imply precluding the needy from health insurance. our critique of the 

statutory health insurance scheme in germany is not based on the redis-

tribution itself, but on its unsystematic integration in the health care 

system, thus undermining efficient competition.

the morbidity-oriented risk-adjustment scheme tries to combine compe-

tition and redistribution. the goal of providing every citizen with efficient 

health care can however not be achieved herewith. it rather creates 

incentives for insurers to gain profits which have not been generated by 

the provision of efficient health care.

a systematically designed health insurance can offer both “goods”, secu-

rity and health, without wasting scarce resources. the needy who cannot 

afford to buy this “security” in the market, are supported by the society 

outside of the health insurance system.

that means that governmental actions have to be complementary to the 

market systems. the fundamental principles of a market economy do not 
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only separate governmental actions from the market sphere, that is the 

market for health insurance, but they simultaneously legitimate publicly 

supplied and accurate support of the needy.

the demand for security rises in times of crisis. above a given point, 

however, this security can only be publicly guaranteed at the expense of 

the citizens’ freedom. Justice of rules and procedures cannot guarantee 

comprehensive economic security, but the certainty to be treated equally 

and to be able to act under non-arbitrary conditions.

We expect the acceptance of the social market economy to rise when its 

fundamental principles are not only adhered to in theoretical discourses, 

but applied in the everyday political process.

The authors thank Oliver Arentz and Vera Bünnagel for their valuable 

comments.
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olD Wine in neW skins?
economic policy challenges for the social market economy 

in a gloBalizeD WorlD

Bodo Herzog

1. AbStrACt

the growing interactions of the real and financial economy – 

one of the main features of trade and financial globalization 

– is increasingly alarming, since the aftermath of the finan-

cial crisis of 2007 and 2008. this paper analyzes the lessons 

and challenges of germany’s unique model: the “social 

market economy”. more and more countries notice that 

germany has an interesting alternative due to its distinctive 

balance between the idea of free and competitive markets, 

combined with social systems and justice. the potential 

benefits are illustrated by the historical growth performance 

after World War ii and the current employment policy free 

from increasing unemployment rates despite the recession. 

achieving the primary goals within the social market econo-

my requires a strong government and a distinct economic 

framework including a property rights scheme. however, 

globalization limits the domestic effectiveness of national 

policy decisions and thus the positive implications of govern-

ment decisions in the social market economy are not real-

ized. additionally, in a globalized world there is more compe-

tition, even between the different economic systems. to 

close the gap between the old german model and the chal-
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lenges of globalization, we develop some necessary extensions. in par-

ticular, we take into consideration a so-called threefold sustainability 

model, including economy, ecology and demography. this triad fully 

encases the historical idea of the social market economy and is in line 

with the needs of globalization. finally, the paper analyzes the current 

conflict areas, and develops guidelines for the future challenges in a 

globalized world.

2. IntroDuCtIon

in recent years and since the onset of the financial crisis, concerns have 

grown about the negative aspects of globalization and especially financial 

globalization. the belief that free trade and free markets favor only rich 

countries and rich persons is discussed all around the globe. the current 

crisis showed how volatile capital markets and frozen interbank markets 

hurt the country’s economic growth performance and the citizen’s well-

being. the “anti-globalization” movement highlights the social costs of 

the crisis, the loss of local control over economic policy instruments and 

developments, and the disappearance of jobs. they also criticize the 

governments for moving too slowly in tackling these concerns. With the 

current financial crisis in mind, we would argue partly right.1

however, in recent years both sides began to realize that the debate 

should center on how best to manage the process of globalization – at 

the national and international level – so that the benefits are widely 

shared and the costs kept to a minimum. there is no question about  

the challenges ahead, and that greater integration and coordination 

efforts in the world economy are needed. moreover, the offering of a 

brighter future for all, provides perhaps the surest path to greater global 

security and world peace. this understanding should attract support for 

the work needed to address the remaining challenges of globalization,  

as it is necessary for the future development and diffusion of the social 

market economy.

the rigorous economic theory represented by the old heckscher-ohlin  

or the stolper-samuelson model of trade suggests that a fully integrated 

world economy provides the greatest scope for maximizing human wel-

fare. however, this proposition is based on strong assumptions. in the 

real world, we all know that there are still many barriers and market 

imperfections. recent developments of increasing inequality and volatility 
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showed that model implications are only one side of the coin. therefore 

to a greater extent people are skeptical and even critical to the globaliza-

tion process. in addition, people have the same attitude towards germa-

ny’s social market economy. in the last decade, there has been a dra-

matic decline in the acceptance of the social market economy, despite 

the historical and current success: catch-up process after World War ii 

and the unique approach of short-term working hours during the current 

recession.

the following paper is organized as follows. the next section compares 

the historical and the recent process of trade globalization and indentifies 

the driving forces. section 3, analyzes the impact of financial globaliza-

tion and the challenges of financial market stability. Basically the weak 

point during the current financial turmoil. in section 4, we derive policy 

conclusions to tackle the immense problems of – in particular – financial 

globalization. however, the current challenges and problems arise due to 

the fact that income-inequality and financial-stability are more interna-

tional policy issues than domestic. hence, we argue to extend the model 

of the social market economy towards these international dimensions. 

the last section 5 concludes the main body of the paper.

3.  ExPErIEnCE oF GLobALIzAtIon From A hIStorICAL 

PErSPECtIVE

it is instructive to start and compare the post-1950 period of globaliza-

tion with the previous phase of strong globalization that occurred in the 

late 19th to early 20th century, as they are probably the two periods of 

strongest sustained output growth in world history. the turn of the 

century also exhibited rapid growth in particular in world trade. the 

share of exports in world output reached a peak in 1913 that was not 

surpassed in 1970. growth in trade occurred partly as a result of reduced 

tariffs, but more importantly due to sharply falling transaction and trans-

port costs and the technological process in this time period (table 1). 
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Table 1: Comparison of Transport/Communication Costs,  

1920-1990 and 1960-2000

years ocean Freight
Cost of a 3-minute telephone Call in uS $ 

(new york to London)

1920 100,00

1930 65,00

1940 67,00

1950 38,00

1960 28,00 60,42

1970 29,00 41,61

1980 25,00 6,32

1990 30,00 4,37

2000 0,40
 
source: Baldwin and martin (1999)

in the 50 years before World War i, there was a massive flow of capital 

from Western europe to the rapidly developing countries. at its peak,  

the capital flow from Britain reached nine per cent of gnp, and was 

almost as high in france, germany, and the netherlands. capital import-

ing countries, such as canada, had current account deficits that reached 

10 per cent of gDp. these levels of net capital flows were favored by the 

fact that the world was on the gold standard which ensured convertibility 

and stable exchange rates. moreover, migration was also very large 

during this time period and equaling five to seven per cent of the popula-

tion in several of the european countries sending emigrants, four to nine 

per cent in the united states, and much higher figures for other “new 

world” countries receiving immigrants.2

the late 19th century to the early 20th century period of globalization 

came to an immediate end with the outbreak of World War i. additionally, 

the unsuccessful attempt to revive the gold standard, and the onset of 

the great depression nearly stopped globalization. governments mistak-

enly thought that they could protect their citizens from an economic 

downturn abroad by raising tariffs and restricting imports. in fact, this 

just worsened the global depression and led to dramatic decline in trade, 

plunging output, and pervasive unemployment. the post-1950 years of 

globalization and prosperity in particular in destroyed countries as ger-

many has been driven by the lowering of the barriers to trade and capital 
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flows erected in the 1930s, as well as continued decline in transportation 

costs and, especially recently, communication costs due to it-revolution.

the current period of globalization is in several respects less pronounced 

than the pre-World-War-i period; maybe with some exception of the 

financial booms and busts in the past years. While the nature of techno-

logical innovations that characterize the recent period (such as comput-

ers, internet and mobile-communication) is no doubt unique, the earlier 

period was also characterized by major inventions (steamship and trains, 

telephone) that decreased communication and transportation costs.  

even then technology change was a major force for increasing the inter-

dependence among countries, thus catalyzing globalization.3 conversely, 

globalization, in the form of the spread of information across borders, 

has allowed a far greater number of people to share in the benefits of 

those innovations.

clearly, real gDp growth between 1950 and 1970 creates the means 

necessary for sharing the benefits of globalization among the population: 

only with growth are the poor able to lift themselves from poverty. cross 

country evidence suggests that incomes of the poorest 20 per cent of 

the population increases roughly one-for-one with average per capita 

income: growth is good for jobs and the poor.4 the evidence is strong 

that openness in international goods trade is a key ingredient of more 

rapid growth and world wealth.5 however, it is a huge fallacy to believe 

that openness in financial trade and free financial markets – in other 

words financial globalization – have the same positive implications as 

trade globalization.6 not surprisingly, recent economic studies and the 

recent experience of the financial bubbles and financial crises teach us 

the opposite.

4. FInAnCIAL GLobALIzAtIon AnD FInAnCIAL StAbILIty

financial globalization is just one dimension of the complex process  

of globalization. Without doubt, this process has changed the economic 

landscape worldwide in recent decades, and not only the economic 

landscape. the main changes brought by financial globalization are 

trends towards intensive cross-border financial and payment flows, 

greater risk-share of cross-border activities through a broader array  

of financial instruments, an increasing share of cross-border holdings  

of assets and an increasing international profile of financial markets, 
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market players and institutions.7 these developments in the global finan-

cial system are, to some extent, the source of the current crises due to 

the lack of regulation and rules. in this sense, we are now ready for a 

“second wave” of financial globalization – hopefully in a more sustainable 

manner and a framework embedded in the social market economy.

the well-known driving forces of this process are technological advances 

in transmission of information, the decreasing cost of communication  

and the quickening pace of financial innovations – names as aBs cDo, 

mBs cDo, cDs and so on.8 these developments lead to a gradual shift 

from the government-dominated system to a market-dominated system. 

market-based financing has taken place as the standard tool and hence 

the banking core business has forced them to search for other opportuni-

ties both at home and abroad.i

undeniably there are several positive effects. for instance, fDi has clear 

benefits for host countries because it is often associated with transfer 

of technology as well as financing, and it tends to be more stable than 

other countries flows. recent crises have pointed to the need to provide 

appropriate incentives for capital to stay in a country and not flee at  

the first sign of trouble. generally countries with open capital accounts 

tended to grow faster. in the 1980s and 1990s some papers9 found that 

financial openness – i.e. not financial markets without appropriate rules 

and oversight over the institutions and financial market – brings signifi-

cant more stability, efficacy, competition and improved diversification of 

domestic risks and lower moral hazard.10 Despite several positive effects 

the current crises illustrated the big negative points.

the trade-off of costs and risks were not accompanied by frequent super-

vision or regulation. hence, the trade-off was imbalanced and increased 

the risks for financial instability. there is a definitive lack of institution-

building, a lack in control and no appropriate regulation for some finan-

cial innovations. financial instability implies that due to some shocks the 

financial markets are not properly performing their standard functions,  

i.e. effective mediation between creditors and debtors, spreading of risks 

and efficient allocation of resources over time.
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4.1. Policy responses: how to preserve financial stability?

the main avenues for coping with the impact of financial globalization on 

financial stability which have not developed properly in recent decades 

are:

(a)  the departure from the pegged exchange rate regime of the Bretton 

Woods tradition and the shift to flexible exchange rates;

(B)  the problem of global imbalances and the massive development of 

currency reserves in particular in asian countries;

(c)  the implementation of an extensive system of prudential regulation 

and supervision as well as a financial product control body;

(D)  the proper sequencing of liberalization and institution-building, an 

issue of particular importance to all economies as the current crises 

show.

each of these approaches has its merits, but also its limits. their contri-

bution to the preservation of financial stability has proved to be only 

partial reality and, consequently, the search for further solutions inevita-

bly goes on. in this respect, one issue of reasoning appears to open up 

for discussion: should monetary policy also address financial stability?

the ultimate goal of price stability and financial stability are in principle 

mutually reinforcing. Data show that central banks and their monetary 

policies have been quite successful in keeping inflation in check in recent 

decades. a low-inflation environment has been sustained in most national 

economies, including transition economies and emerging markets. how-

ever, the frequent occurrence of financial imbalances, asset and house 

price bubbles and overt financial, banking and currency crises has proved 

that low inflation does not guarantee financial stability. in fact, several 

financial crises and asset price bubbles have developed in an environ-

ment of low and stable inflation. the us economy is the best example.

the ongoing debate on what role financial imbalances and asset prices 

should play in monetary policymaking can be classified into two opposing 

approaches. according to the first one, central banks should take into 

account information from asset price movements and financial imbal-

ances if and insofar as they have an impact on the inflation figures and 

the goals of monetary policy. this seems to be subject to little disagree-

ment.
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the other approach suggest that central banks should respond to imbal-

ances as they build up, even when the (short-term) outlook for inflation 

and growth does not seem to be affected and remains favorable. the 

argument is that growing imbalances will have adverse consequences 

if left unchecked. this will become true if and when these imbalances 

develop too far and prove to be out of line with fundamentals. the un-

winding of such imbalances can be rather costly to the real economy as 

the current crises shows.

therefore, many international economic institutions and advisory body’s 

in particular the “german council of economic experts” (for: Sachver-

ständigenrat zur Begutachtung der gesamtwirtschaftlichen Entwicklung), 

an institution that supports the idea of the social market economy, 

suggested the implementation of the financial stability target into the 

“two-pillar-strategy” by the european central Bank. the so-called pre-

emptive or proactive approach should be used not only to cushion the 

consequences of financial imbalances, it should be used to decrease  

ex ante the probability of such imbalances and decreasing their potential 

magnitude, having a negative impact. Despite some disagreement 

among experts, even the international monetary fund (imf) and the 

Bank of international settlements (Bis) discusses this idea right now.

regarding the issues listed from (a) to (D) above, we have an ongoing 

discussion on the national, the european and the international level – 

for instance during the last g20 meetings. the current and past crises 

illustrate the necessity of new international institutions in the field of 

financial markets. each market needs an appropriate institutional frame-

work – that is one key message of the social market economy. the 

current national and international regulatory and institutional framework 

in financial markets is an absolute structural weakness for the globe.

according to the social market economy model each free and competitive 

market needs certain rules of working to be in line with the principles.12 

however, due to the international aspects of financial markets all domes-

tic policy solutions are neither possible and in most cases not appropri-

ate. the german model does not offer any answer to the past financial 

dynamics. the key question based on an extended version of the social 

market economy is: Who controls international financial markets?
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the implementation of the social market economy on the international 

level will provide an adequate analytical tool to detect such weaknesses 

along with timely possible solutions. hence, prior to liberalization of 

(financial) markets we need sound macroeconomic policies, effective 

supervisory and new regulatory institutions like the german cartel office 

in the 1950s. these are the key lessons for policymakers at home and 

abroad.

moreover, liberalized financial systems appear to be “inherently procy-

clical”, as Borio13 shows. credit spreads, asset prices, internal bank 

ratings and loan loss provisions all move procyclically. keeping this in 

mind, the regulation applied has also proved to be procyclical in nature, 

exacerbating cyclical developments in individual economies.14 to correct 

for this, a more systematic response to the expansionary and contrac-

tionary phases of the business cycle has been sought when devising 

prudential regulation instruments. the current financial turmoil shows 

the importance and necessity of a macro-prudential regulatory frame-

work that putting more emphasis on the health of financial system as  

a whole, rather than the state of individual institutions, as was the case 

in the past.

to contrast these findings with the model of the social market economy, 

we learn that the old social market economy model is in the present 

period not entirely appropriate. therefore, we argue, that we need an 

extension of the social market economy in a globalized world. We identify 

two dimensions: sustainability and international aspects. in the next 

section, we develop the modern version of the social market economy 

that is ready to tackle the challenges of globalization.

5.  PoLICy ChALLEnGES For thE SoCIAL mArKEt  

EConomy ACComPAnyInG GLobALIzAtIon

While globalization generally brings benefits, it is also associated with 

problems which have raised legitimate concerns.15 apart from cultural, 

environmental, and political issues, which are not discussed here, the 

two principal areas of concern are both essential fields in the concept  

of the social market economy: firstly, inequality both within and across 

countries and secondly, stability and volatility in economic and financial 

markets. in particular, there has not been a narrowing of global income 

inequalities in recent years. this is proven by the large number of de-
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bates in germany, in the usa and many countries around the globe. 

moreover, in the recent period volatility has increased dramatically as 

the large number of financial crises and stock market crashes illustrates. 

in both areas, there is lots of room for improving government policies 

and the operation of the international institutions in order to widen the 

access and acceptance to globalization, and in particular the acceptance 

to the concept of the social market economy.

5.1 Inequality

World trade has grown five times in real terms since 1980, and its share 

of world gDp has risen from 36 per cent to 55 per cent over this period 

(figure 1).

Figure 1: Trade Globalization

source: Weo (2007)
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trade integration accelerated in the 1990s, as past eastern bloc countries 

integrated into the world trade system and as emerging asia – one of the 

most closed regions to trade in 1980 – progressively dismantled barriers 

to trade. however, it is remarkable that all groups of emerging market 

and developing countries, when aggregated by income group or by 

region, have been catching up with or surpassing high-income countries 

in their trade openness, reflecting the widespread convergence of low- 

and middle-income countries’ trade systems toward the traditionally 

more open trading regimes in place in advanced economies.

financial globalization has also proceeded at a very fast pace over the 

last two decades. total cross-border financial assets have more than 

doubled, from 58 per cent of global gDp in 1990 to 131 per cent in 2004. 

the advanced economies continue to be the most financially integrated, 

but other regions of the world have progressively increased their cross-

border asset and liability positions (figure 2).

however, de jure measures of capital account openness present a mixed 

picture, with the newly industrialized asian economies (nies) and devel-

oping economies showing little evidence of convergence to the more 

open capital account regimes in advanced economies, which have con-

tinued to liberalize further. the share of fDi in total liabilities has notably 

risen across all emerging markets – from 17 per cent of their total  

liabilities in 1990 to 38 per cent in 2004 – and far exceeds the share  

of portfolio equity liabilities, which rose from two per cent to 11 per cent 

of total liabilities over the same period. reduced government borrowing 

needs have also contributed to the changing of liability structures, with 

the share of debt in total liabilities falling across all emerging market and 

developing country regions. not surprisingly, the share of international 

reserves in cross-border assets has also risen, reflecting the accumula-

tion of reserves among many emerging market and developing countries 

in recent years.
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source: Weo, 2007

Based on observed movements in gini coefficients (the most widely  

used summary measure of inequality), inequality has risen in all regions 

except the low-income country aggregates over the past two decades, 

although there are significant regional and country differences (figure 3).

Figure 2: Financial Globalization
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Figure 3: Inequality
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the channels through which globalization affects inequality are complex. 

the principal analytical link between trade liberalization and income 

inequality provided by economic theory is derived from the stolper-

samuelson theorem: it implies that in a two country two-factor frame-

work, increased trade openness in a developing country where low-skilled 

labor is abundant would result in an increase in the wages of low-skilled 

workers and a reduction in the compensation of high-skilled workers, 

leading to a reduction in income inequality.16 after tariffs on imports  

are reduced, the price of the (importable) high skill-intensive product 

declines and so does the compensation of the scarce high-skilled work-

ers, whereas the price of the (exportable) low skill-intensive good for 

which the country has relatively abundant factors increases and so does 

the compensation of low-skilled workers. for an advanced economy in 

which high-skill factors are relatively abundant, the reverse would occur, 

with an increase in openness leading to higher inequality.

an important extension of the basic model that weakens the dichotomy 

between advanced and developing economies in terms of distributional 

effects is the inclusion of “non-competing” traded goods, that is, goods 

that are not produced in a country and are imported only as a result,  

for example, of very large differences in endowments across countries. 

tariff reductions would reduce the prices of these goods – and therefore 

increase the effective real income of households – without affecting 

wages and prices of other traded goods. if this non-competing good is 

a large share of the consumption basket of poorer segments of society, 

a drop in the tariff on the non-competing good would diminish inequality 

in that country. in general, in both advanced and developing economies, 

if tariffs are reduced for non-competing goods that are not produced  

in a country but are consumed particularly by the poor, it would lead  

to lower inequality in both advanced and developing economies. the 

implications of the stolper-samuelson theorem, in particular the amelio-

rating effects of trade liberalization on income inequality in developing 

countries, have generally not been verified in economy-wide studies.

a particular challenge has been to explain the increase in skill premium 

between skilled and unskilled labor observed in most developing coun-

tries. this has led to a range of alternative approaches, including the 

introduction of (1) multiple countries where poor countries may also 

import low skill-intensive goods from other poor countries and rich coun-

tries may similarly import high skill-intensive goods from other rich 

countries; (2) a continuum of goods, implying that what is low skill-
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intensive in the advanced economy will be relatively high-skill intensive 

in a less-developed country17; and (3) intermediate imported goods used 

for the skill-intensive product. however, these extensions have presented 

additional challenges for empirical testing, and none of them has been 

consistently established.

this has led to explanations for rising skill premiums based on the notion 

that technological change is inherently skill biased, attributing to the 

observed increases in inequality (including in advanced economies) to 

exogenous technology shocks. any empirical estimation of the overall 

effects of globalization therefore needs to account explicitly for changes 

in technology in countries, in addition to standard trade-related variables. 

an additional important qualification to the implications deriving from 

the stolper-samuelson theorem relates to its assumption that labor and 

capital are mobile within a country but not internationally. if capital can 

travel across borders, the implications of the theorem weaken substan-

tially. this channel would appear to be most evident for fDi, which is 

often directed at high-skill sectors in the host economy. moreover, what 

appears to be relatively high skill-intensive inward fDi for a less-devel-

oped country may appear to be relatively low skill-intensive outward fDi 

for the advanced economy. an increase in fDi from advanced economies 

to developing economies could thus increase the relative demand for 

skilled labor in both countries, increasing inequality in both the advanced 

and the developing economy.

the empirical evidence on these channels has provided mixed support  

for this view, with the impact of fDi seen as either negative, at least in 

the short run, or inconclusive. in addition to foreign direct investment, 

there are other important channels through which capital flows across 

borders, including cross border bank lending, portfolio debt, and equity 

flows. Within this broader context, some have argued that greater capital 

account liberalization may increase access to financial resources for the 

poor, whereas others have suggested that by increasing the likelihood of 

a financial crisis, greater financial openness may disproportionately hurt 

the poor. some recent research has found that the strength of institu-

tions plays a crucial role: in the context of strong institutions, financial 

globalization may allow better consumption smoothing and lower volatil-

ity for the poor, but where institutions are weak, financial access is 

biased in favor of those with higher incomes and assets and the increase 

in finance from tapping global rather than just domestic savings may 

further exacerbate inequality.18
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thus, the composition of financial flows may matter, and the net impact 

may also be influenced by other factors, such as the quality of financial 

sector institutions. in summary, analytical considerations suggest that 

any empirical analysis of the distributional consequences of globalization 

must take into account both trade and the various channels through 

which financial globalization operates, and also account for the separate 

impact of technological change.

5.2 Volatility

the second major problem in financial markets concerns the volatility 

that openness to global capital markets seems to bring, and more gener-

ally the volatility of economic activity. since 1970, we have seen a series 

of financial crises affecting individual countries, regions, and even global 

financial markets. recent international financial crises seem to be the 

result of home-grown vulnerabilities related to financial sector weak-

nesses, overvalued exchanged rates, huge current account deficits,  

and unsustainable fiscal positions. all of which are often accompanied  

by volatile market sentiments and contagion effects from other countries. 

But the experience of these crises has been that they brought dramatic 

movements in stock markets, exchange rates and current account bal-

ances that far exceeded any initial disequilibrium, and were associated 

with severe economic downturns. in fact, we have to realize that over 

the recent period the economic system was more in disequilibrium than 

in equilibrium which is not appropriately modeled within the “dynamic 

stochastic general equilibrium” (Dsge) models.

another aspect of globalization is that the spread of the information 

technology (it) revolution has strengthened real and financial linkages 

across countries.19 the prices of it goods have gone through large 

swings in recent years, and as a result a number of asian countries  

and others have been exposed to high volatility in their export earnings. 

in addition, business cycles, flows of foreign direct investment, and  

stock prices indices have become more synchronized as a result of  

the increasing importance of it goods for many countries.20 volatility 

derived from exposure to the global market for it goods, combined  

with the uncertainty concerning underlying productivity growth, call  

for greater prudence in setting macroeconomic policies.
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5.3 new Policy response

governments, with the help of the international institutions, need to 

address both problems boldly and swiftly. however, the political credibil-

ity to change both problem fields is of equal importance because nobody 

can easily change these issues alone. moreover, it needs a longer time 

horizon and a sustainable approach.

the persistence of poverty requires adequate social safety nets to miti-

gate negative effects on the most disadvantaged, as well as government 

spending on public education, health, and security, which helps to equal-

ize opportunities. tax competition and the growing debt level, however, 

limit the scope for governments to raise revenue. hence, international 

coordination is necessary not only to tackle the current financial crisis, it 

is also necessary to solve the big problems in a globalized world. policies 

aimed at maintaining macroeconomic stability can help moderate the 

unemployment and wage losses associated with economic contractions, 

as well as the unfavorable effects of inflation, which has a disproportion-

ally heavy impact on the poor.

another important step is the further opening by rich countries of their 

markets to exports from developing countries by reducing tariff and non-

tariff barriers and domestic subsidies so that the less developed countries 

can get the full benefits of the global trading system. calls in rich coun-

tries for environmental and labor standards in developing countries are 

often presented as being motivated by a concern for limiting the adverse 

impact of globalization on poor countries. in fact, their effect would be to 

create barriers to the growth-creating trade that permits poor countries 

to narrow the gap with the rich countries.

currently, improvements in the international financial architecture are of 

highest priority. the ultimate goal is a decreasing likelihood of crises  

and mitigation of their costs. We need appropriate regulatory institutions 

for the financial markets (at least at the european level), enhanced  

early warning systems and improved rating schemes, transparency, and 

appropriate equity insurance schemes in particular for systemic institu-

tions.21 in a public survey in 2008, the Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach 

asked german citizens to assess the perception towards the social mar-

ket economy and to evaluate a solution concept to tackle the current 

financial turmoil in line with the social market economy (figure 4). 
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surprisingly, more than 40 per cent are in favor of more european (or 

international) institutions regarding the financial markets. however,  

at the same time roughly 30 per cent are in favor of the social market 

economy and have a positive opinion about europe. moreover, older 

people with more historical experience have even a higher support for 

european institutions. Without doubt, the german citizens see the neces-

sity to extend the old social market economy for a globalized world. it’s 

now time for politics to support this positive judgment and to change the 

social market economy towards globalization.

Figure 4: Public opinion in Germany about the international dimension
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Public survey in Germany in 2008: Should the EU 
focus more on supervising the financial markets? 

source: Institute für Demoskopie in Allensbach (2008)

firstly, besides finding solutions to the above mentioned problems, we 

need to find ways to effectively implement all of these solutions. this 

means keeping in mind that issues formerly seen as national – including 

financial markets, the environment, labor standards, and economic 

accountability – are now seen to have international aspects. the ripple 

effects of actions taken in one country tend to be far greater and to 

travel faster than ever before. a purely national approach to solving 

some problems risks merely pushing the problem across the frontier 

without providing a lasting solution even at the national level. secondly, 

we need to ensure that measures are taken to meet internationally 

agreed explicit targets. failing to reach the targets should have an im-

mediate impact to politics. thirdly, we need to revisit the institutions of 

global governance, to establish mechanisms to implement global sustain-
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able solutions to global problems, and to ensure that governments be-

come responsible and more accountable. the fact that countries usually 

participate in open and cooperative multilateral systems when it comes 

to economic issues is reflected by the now virtually universal membership 

of imf, World Bank and g20. these lessons add up to a heavy agenda  

for the international and european community. globalization holds the 

promise of enormous benefits for all citizens of the world. to make this 

promise a reality, however, we must find a way to carefully manage the 

process. Better attention must be paid to reducing the negative effects 

and ensuring that the benefits are widely and fairly distributed. the 

revitalized and extended german model of the social market economy  

is one of the best alternatives to capture the future challenges of globali-

zation even on the international level due to the predictable structure 

and universal values and the success during both periods of globalization.

6. ConCLuSIonS

in a nutshell, the first step is to strengthen the macroeconomic and 

financial stability in a sustainable way. indeed, globalization that is 

managed properly has widespread benefits and is in line with the social 

market economy. however, politicians must become aware of dramatic 

global changes – huge financial integration without any regulatory and 

supervising framework at the international level. hence, we have to 

include the new globalized dimension into the concept of the social 

market economy. an excellent way to grip the extension of the old  

social market economy model is straightforward: (a) economical, eco-

logical and demographical sustainability and (B) higher degree of inter-

nationality in respect of the solution concepts.22 these newly designed 

policies, can be harnessed to reduce the negative aspects of globalization 

while at the same time keeping financial markets in check. moreover,  

it strengthened the credibility of the “sustainable-international social 

market economy” in a responsible manner. the alternative, to do nothing 

and keep the old social market economy model wouldn’t solve the cur-

rent national and international problems and challenges. in fact, it will 

more likely reduce prosperity and stability with unfavorable effects on 

both the rich and poor alike.
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aDDressing the marketing  
proBlem of the social market 
economy

Marcus Marktanner

1. AbStrACt

although the model of the social market economy increas-

ingly enjoys interest from other countries, it has a marketing 

problem. first, the term social is still too easily confused 

with socialist. second, the meaning of order, which is so 

crucial to german speaking economists having grown up  

in the tradition of the german historical school, could never  

be successfully popularized among colleagues educated in 

the tradition of anglo-saxon economics. third, the idea that 

the combination of the efficiency of the market is possible 

with equitable social development, which defines the idea of 

the social market economy, has never been seriously explor-

ed from an empirical perspective. fourth, neither have there 

been efforts to conceptualize social market economics in a 

formal method, which could have helped it to gain academic 

interest from economists in the anglo-saxon tradition as 

well. the objective of this paper is to explore avenues to 

ameliorate this marketing problem.
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2. IntroDuCtIon

the social market economy has a marketing problem. the attribute social 

is too easily confused with socialist. the meaning of ordoliberalism could 

never be successfully placed in mainstream economics. empirical studies 

have been neglected. not trying to formalize social market economics 

has kept it marginalized. english publications are scarce. social market 

economics does not even have a separate Journal of economic literature 

classification. there is no major textbook for social market economics, 

not even in german. neither are there any major international social 

market economics conferences or academic journals.

the food, fuel, financial, and economic crises, which have begun in 2007, 

have led to an ideological crisis as well. some lament the hegemony of 

unfettered market liberalism, others governmental interferences such as 

subsidies to agriculture and biofuel, or the lack of equality of economic 

opportunities, or the resort to hyperactive keynesianism. again the 

question is asked: What is the role of the state and the market? it is  

a question to which social market economists have positioned them-

selves already beginning in the 1930s, but failed to make them clearly 

heard, although these early positions are as timely today as they were 

back then. this is therefore a good time for social market economists 

to address its marketing problem, clarify again some misunderstandings, 

re-highlight important concepts, explore new avenues of research,  

and launch efforts to make social market economics a louder voice in 

academia and politics. in this marketing campaign, five aspects deserve 

particular attention:

social market economy – social, not socialist!

ordoliberalism – law and order for economic freedom and equitable 

social Development

social market economics – microeconomic foundations and limits

social market economics – macroeconomic sympathies and limits

social market economics – is there empirical evidence?

3. SoCIAL mArKEt EConomy – SoCIAL, not SoCIALISt!

social market economics was developed as a third way1 to socialism and 

unfettered market liberalism in germany. the social question of industri-

alization, the rise of socialism, and cartelization during the republic of 
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Weimar caused the intellectual fathers of the social market economy to 

search for such a third way. social market economics was meant to put 

post World War ii germany on a path that avoids the pitfalls of either 

alternative. it is not a combination of both.

What is the difference? socialism is a normative theory of distribution 

that cannot be linked to a positive theory of efficient allocation while 

non-constrained market liberalism is a positive theory of efficient alloca-

tion that cannot be linked to a normative theory of distribution. social 

market economics is a positive theory of allocation that is embedded in 

a normative theory of distribution.

mueller-armack (1956) defined social market economics as the combi-

nation of the efficiency of the market with equitable social development. 

how to accomplish equitable social development is a normative question. 

socialists believe that capital is concentrated in the hands of few industri-

alists who in the production process skim off the value added created  

by workers. in the words of marx: “capital is dead labor, which, vampire-

like, lives only by sucking living labor, and lives the more, the more 

labor it sucks”.2 the presumably natural tendency of capitalism to create 

unequal societies could only be stopped by the nationalization of the 

means of production and central planning. or, in the words of marx and 

engels: “the theory of communism may be summed up in the single 

sentence: abolition of private property”.3 classical market economists, on 

the other hand, were much more optimistic. infinite opportunities for the 

division of labor and market exchange would empower everyone.  

“it is the great multiplication of the productions of all the different arts, 

in consequence of the division of labour, which occasions, in a well-

governed society, that universal opulence which extends itself to the 

lowest ranks of the people”.4 social market economics rejects the socialist 

idea that states can replace markets and the market liberal prediction 

of markets empowering everyone. in line with smith, social market 

economists note with delight his emphasis on a “well-governed society,” 

although social market economists may have preferred the term well-

ordered society. figure 1 positions social market economics relative to 

socialism and liberalism in terms of theoretical foundations and norma-

tive orientations.
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Figure 1: Social Market Economics – Theoretical Foundations and  

Normative Orientation

according to social market economics, neither the state nor the uncon-

strained market solves the scarcity problem. the socialist economy fails 

fully because it cannot assign scarce resources a scarcity indicator.6 

market economies fail partially, because individual markets may fail. 

social market economics is about limiting market failures without distort-

ing the functionality of the price mechanism. to accomplish this objec-

tive, social market economics has adopted certain principles of economic 

policy, which mostly go back to the work of eucken (1952).7

social market economics disagrees moreover with the normative assum-

ptions underlying the just distribution of income. in socialism, equality of 

consumption is considered just, and in pure market liberalism whatever 

the market distributes. for social market economists, socialism leads to 

ever more equal consumption with ever less production, beautifully 

analyzed by Buchanan (1993), while liberalism without equal opportunity 

leads to ever more production with ever less competition, as is implicit  

to schumpeter’s (1942) theory of creative destruction. in social market 

economics, just is whatever the market distributes, provided that equal 

opportunities persist.

equal opportunity justice, as opposed to socialist distributive justice and 

neoliberal efficiency justice, mirrors the principles of individuality, solidar-

ity, and subsidiarity, which in turn have strong roots in the social ethics 

teachings of the catholic church.7 the economic freedom of the indi-

vidual is in the heart of social market economics (individuality principle). 

yet, as individuals may not have access to economic opportunities due 

to the presence of negative or the absence of positive externalities, the 

community will assist the individual in gaining access to equal opportuni-

ties through the provision of public goods (solidarity principle). for rea-
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sons of efficiency, accountability, ownership, and capacity building, such 

public goods must be provided by the immediately affected citizens of 

these externalities (subsidiarity principle). the social in the social market 

economy is therefore the combination of an economic model to solve the 

scarcity problem with a political model that gives individuals equal op-

portunities, whereas it is believed that the more equal opportunities 

exist, the better the scarcity problem will be solved. 

4.  orDoLIbErALISm – LAW AnD orDEr For EConomIC 

FrEEDom AnD EquItAbLE SoCIAL DEVELoPmEnt

ordoliberalism describes state- and market constituting principles as  

well as principles of economic policy that lend markets the law and order 

necessary for economic freedom and equitable social development. this 

order is illustrated by answering the following five questions:

1. What is the normative value system of the social market economy?

2. What are the state-constituting principles?

3.  What are market fundamental principles that are untouchable by the 

state?

4. When is the state supposed to interfere?

5. if the state is supposed to interfere, how is it supposed to so?

the social market economy’s value system is based on market efficiency 

that rests on equal opportunity. in terms of organizing public affairs, the 

subsidiarity principle and the separation of politics from special interest 

groups constitute the main state-constituting principles. market actors 

must operate under free prices, free contracts, free trade, private prop-

erty rights, private liability, price stability, and predictability of economic 

policy (market-constituting principles). the state is supposed to interfere, 

however, when market power emerges, social costs from inequality arise, 

the labor supply behaves abnormally, and negative technological exter-

nalities occur or positive externalities are under-supplied (regulatory 

principles). if government interferes, it must avoid sectoral interventions, 

conduct social policy market-conform, use stabilization policy with mod-

eration, and prioritize rules-based over discretionary policy. figure 2 

summarizes the order of the social market economy graphically.
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Figure 2: The Order of the Social Market Economy

the rationale behind these principles is derived from both historical 

experience and economic theory. social market economics is a product of 

the german historical school, while modern market liberalism and social-

ism are the result of laboratory economic designs that have detached 

themselves from real world economics. the order of a social market 

economy goes far beyond the nature of an action plan like the Washing-

ton consensus. it is a political and economic theory of social organiza-

tion.

5.  SoCIAL mArKEt EConomICS – mICroEConomIC  

FounDAtIonS AnD LImItS

social market economics has strong microeconomic foundations in the 

market-constituting principles. little, however, is said about the social 

utility of equitable social development. this is particularly surprising as 

there are natural tendencies within the standard assumptions of micro-

economic theory that suggest that equitable social development has a 

social value.

first, assuming a typical production function of an individual i, which 

produces per capita output y with per capita capital k, of the kind

 with 0<a<1, so that y’>0 and y’’<0  akyi =

aggregate output, ∑ iy , is maximized if capital is equally distributed. 
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second, societies may derive utility out of function like 
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showing that as long as a society is not completely egalitarian (e=0), 

which is when the first order condition is always met regardless of the 

distribution of equality of opportunities (1=1), equal opportunities always 

maximize welfare (k=1-k).

complete egalitarianism towards the distribution of opportunities is 

extremely unlikely. game theoretical applications like the ultimatum 

game suggest that people have preferences against perfect inequality.  

in a review article of ultimatum games, Bearden8 summarizes their 

findings shortly as: “people do not like unfairness.” it is thus hard to 

understand why the study of market-conform policies towards the cre-

ation of more equal opportunities does not receive more attention. in 

light of this, there should be plenty of opportunities to test preferences 

for social market economic ideas in game theoretical settings.

Despite strong microeconomic foundations to motivate the study of the 

importance of the combination of market efficiency with equitable eco-

nomic development, the use of microeconomic analysis has also its 

limitations in social market economics. this is because social market 

economics is essentially a dynamic and institutional theory while modern 

economics is mostly static. the strength of social market economics is 
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not to explain allocation efficiency, but to extract its relevance to under-

stand real world economics and to support economic policy.

6.  SoCIAL mArKEt EConomICS – mACroEConomIC  

SymPAthIES AnD LImItS

the fact that social market economics calls for a proactive state, which  

is often compared to a referee in a football match, makes drawing paral-

lels to keynesian economics intuitive. there are, however, fundamental 

differences that need to be addressed. this is particularly important as 

there is a trend back to post-great Depression keynesianism that ordo-

liberalists and social market economists should strongly reject. the 

danger is that fiscal hyperactivity is gaining legitimacy as a last resort 

policy instead of ordering markets such that make fiscal last resort 

activities obsolete. the current bailouts and sectoral interventions are 

ordoliberal offenses. they are against the social market economy’s value 

system of equal opportunity, violate the principle of subsidiarity, under-

mine almost all market-constituting principles, are not justified by any 

regulatory principle, and turn supplementary principles ad absurdum.  

of course, the prelude of the crisis was already caused by spurning 

ordoliberal principles. We find ourselves in a cycle of fighting ordoliberal 

sins with ordoliberal sins. this cycle must be broken.

a word of caution on the legitimacy of drawing parallels between today’s 

crisis and the great Depression may be appropriate. it is important to 

note that already the great Depression of 1929 was caused by a deterio-

ration of a market-constituting principle, namely the rise of deflation. 

Because in the 1920s economic output grew faster than the money 

supply, deflation undermined aggregate demand. the problem was the 

gold standard, which prevented the money supply from keeping pace 

with the growth of the real sector. gold reserves could not be accumu-

lated as quickly as would have been necessary to supply the economy 

with stable money. During the three years prior to great Depression 

(1926-1928) prices fell by 1.1, 2.3, and 1.2 per cent, respectively (us 

Bureau of labor statistics). in the build-up to the depression, the stock 

market boom and investor over-confidence were only gun powder while 

deflation was the fuse. the persistence of the mentality of the gold 

standard9 was a major reason for transforming the stock market crash 

into a depression.
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Although it has become popular to compare the current crisis to the 

Great Depression, they have in fact very little in common. A comparison 

to a traffic jam may be illustrative. Both crises resemble a situation in 

which traffic comes to a standstill. Yet, during the Great Depression, the 

cars ran out of gasoline but were otherwise intact. In today’s crisis, cars 

crash because government removed traffic rules and let ever more cars 

on the road. During the Great Depression, government provided road 

assistance and jump started the cars again. In today’s crisis, government 

fixes demolished cars with tax payers’ money and sends them back on 

the streets instead of scrapping them and confiscating drivers’ licenses.

More specifically, during the Great Depression aggregate demand fell 

short of aggregate supply, so that with the onset of the Great Depression 

a sustainable stock of factor capital was underutilized. Fiscal stabilization 

policy made sense. In the current crisis, however, aggregate demand was 

pushed non-sustainably beyond aggregate supply until aggregate supply 

became non-sustainable too, so that factor capital became increasingly 

over-utilized. Reckless sectoral interventions in the US housing market, 

whose origin dates back to 1994 when the Clinton administration made 

the expansion of homeownership a policy priority, was further comple-

mented by 1999 financial market deregulations that ended the traditional 

separation of commercial and investment banking and led to the decou-

pling of the financial from the real sector, especially since 2001. This is 

illustrated in Figure 3. It shows the amounts outstanding of over-the-

counter (OTC) derivatives (blue line) from the real sector as proxied by 

the US GDP (pink line). Because most of the capital was fictitious and 

aggregate demand inflated, fiscal stabilization policy makes no sense. 

It is a difference whether stabilization policy matches two sustainable 

parameters or two non-sustainable ones.
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Figure 3: The Decoupling of the Financial Derivatives Market (Amounts 

outstanding of over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives, Blue line) from 

the Real Sector (US GDPcurrent US Dollars, pink line), Index, 01/06/99 

= 100)

source: Bank for international settlement and us Bureau of economic analysis.

prior to the application of stabilization policy, the exact history of the 

crisis must be known. the supplementary principles of the social market 

economy are not per se against keynesian stabilization policy, but they 

warn of its excessive use. excessive stabilization policy is more likely 

after excessive market interactions. interactions that occur in markets 

that are ordered according to social market economic principles are less 

likely to require excessive stabilization policy. the current crises have 

shown that it is not always daring more markets. it is not always daring 

more state. it is daring more order.

7.  SoCIAL mArKEt EConomICS – IS thErE EmPIrICAL 

EVIDEnCE? 

the social market economic literature is predominantly qualitative. it  

has also a strong focus on germany and europe. many countries, how-

ever, are committed to the combination of the efficiency of the market 

with equitable social development, especially developing countries. the 
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east asian experience would be a case in point. other developing coun-

tries articulate great interest in the concept of the social market econo-

my. syria, for example, has officially adopted the social market economy 

as its political-economic model. in order to further support the case for 

social market economics, empirical evidence backing its philosophy 

would be clearly welcomed. But how can one test empirically the concept 

of the combination of the efficiency of the market with equitable social 

development?

ideal would be a social market economy index, which takes into account 

all the order aspects of social market economics. these could then be 

related to performance indicators such as market efficiency and equality 

of opportunities. however, the required amount of research to construct 

a social market economy index is far beyond the scope of this paper. yet, 

what can be done here is to work with a very few variable that are read-

ily available and may point towards a social market performance index, 

which looks at market efficiency combined with equitable social develop-

ment.

the following is just a simple proposal for a social market performance 

index. it may be easily expanded or modified. as the concept of market 

efficiency must involve an indicator that represents a country’s ability to 

pass the selection test of markets, a country’s manufacturing and ser-

vices export share may serve as a proxy for market efficiency. the in-

equality component can be added by dividing the manufacturing and 

service export share by an indicator of inequality. therefore, a given 

manufacturing and service export share is more social market conform 

when the level of inequality is low. this social market performance indi-

cator is formally written as

Inequality
ShareExport  Services and ingManufacturIndex ePerformancMarket  Social =

how does this social market performance index perform? in order to test 

it, the manufacturing and service export share data was calculated from 

the 2008 World Bank Development indicator Database as an average for 

the period 1960-1990. for the same period, the average inequality, using 

data from the university of texas income inequality Data project, was 

calculated. the period was chosen in order to have a sample of countries 

that includes socialist and market oriented economies. the dataset is 
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summarized in appendix table 1. generally, this index ranks east asian 

economies and european countries high, latin american, arab, and sub 

saharan african economies low.

countries that rank strong in market efficiency (as measured by manu-

facturing and service outward orientation) and have low values of in-

equality were also the countries that had the highest average growth 

rates. figure 4 shows three scatter plots. scatter plot 4a, 4b, and 4c 

show the relationships of average per capita income growth (y-axis)  

with manufacturing and services export shares, inequality, and the social 

market performance index, respectively.

Figure 4: Approaching the Combination of Market Efficiency with  

Equitable Social Development

Fig. 4a: Growth vs. Manufacturing and Services Export Shares
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Fig. 4b: Growth vs. Manufacturing and Services Export Shares

Fig. 4c: Growth vs. Social Market Economy Performance Index
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the hypothesis that market efficiency and equality of equitable social 

development interact favourably with economic growth can be further 

corroborated using simple regression analysis. for this, the following 

equation is tested:

Per capita income growth =  

β0+β1Manufacturing and Services Export Sharesi + β2Inequalityi + 

β3Social Market Economy Performance Indexi+ β4Per Capita Incomei+εi

Table 1: Regression Results (N=115)

model i model ii model iii model iv model v

intercept
-0.30 
(0.42)

79.6*** 

(4.2) ***

9.7** 

(4.5)
1.0*** 

(0.23)
0.76 
(0.93)

manufacturing and  
services export share (ln)

1.1*** 
(0.19)

0.9*** 

(0.2)

inequality (ln)
-4.8*** 

(1.1)
-2.6** 

(1.1)

social market  
performance index

4.2*** 

(0.7)
4.0*** 

(0.7)

per capita income (ln)
0.04 
(0.7)

adj. r2 0.23 0.13 0.25 0.23 0.23

standard errors in parenthese, *** significant at 1%, ** significant at 5%.

table 1 shows that the market efficiency indicator “manufacturing and 

services export shares” as well as the equitable social development proxy 

“inequality” have considerable statistical significance and explanatory 

power with regards to real per capita income growth, and so has their 

interaction as the “social market performance index.” the social market 

performance index is also robust when controlling for, for example, per 

capita income.
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7. ConCLuSIonS

the objective of this paper is to create awareness for the various  

problems that one faces when working as a social market economist.  

in essence, social market economics has a marketing problem.

this marketing problem begins with the term social, which is still too 

easily confused with socialist. the term social in social market economics 

is to be understood as “equal opportunity market economics.” it has a 

normative orientation in terms of empowering the individual to gain 

access to market opportunities. unlike in socialism, the individual in  

the social market economy is not supposed to subordinate itself to the 

state, but the state to subordinate itself to the individual. although social 

market economics is closely related to classical liberal economics, it does 

not stop at the question of market efficiency. Whereas classical liberal 

economics is exclusively a positive science, social market economics 

embeds the positive science of economics into a normative framework. 

this may be criticized from a purely scientific perspective, but is impera-

tive from a practical. eventually, the neglect of normative values in 

economics has led to the collapse of socialism and popular opposition  

to economic liberalization programs in many developing countries.

a distinct feature of social market economics is the thinking in terms of 

order, which reflects an interdependence of normative values, state-

constituting guidelines, and principles of economic policy. social market 

economics is much more than an economic science. it is also a political 

science, the study of history, and sociology. 

the interdisciplinary nature of social market economics is both a blessing 

and a curse. the blessing is that social market economics has an intel-

lectual appeal that goes beyond mainstream economics. its interdiscipli-

nary nature is a curse though in the sense that it dilutes social market 

economics, which prevents it from becoming established in mainstream 

economics. however, for this problem social market economists are  

to blame, not mainstream economics. standard microeconomic theory 

provides many avenues for social market economic thought to establish 

itself in a formalized method, which have not been tapped yet. market 

efficiency and equality of opportunities are not mutually exclusive con-

cepts within the standard assumptions of microeconomic theory, but 

complements.
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social market economics has more friendly relationships to classical 

economics than macroeconomics, although social market economics  

is not completely against the spirit of keynesian stabilization policy. in 

principle, whether stabilization policy is justified or not depends on the 

nature of excess capacity of which aggregate demand fell short of. is 

excess capacity the result of a non-discretionary event like a decrease 

of money supply or a natural disaster, or is it the result of discretionary 

market manipulation like the housing bubble? if anything, only non-dis-

cretionary events that lead to an excess supply qualify for stabilization 

policy.

lastly, social market economics has a marketing problem, because the 

hypotheses that are implicit to its theory are barely subjected to empiri-

cal research. similar to the fact that social market economics is to blame 

for not having itself opened up much yet to microeconomic analysis, 

social market economics must be blamed for not having made much use 

of empirical analysis, although opportunities do exist.

of course, old habits die hard. this is particularly true for social market 

economics, which has cultivated a particularly strong resistance to mar-

ket itself more aggressively. after sixty years of social market economics, 

it celebrates its birthday mostly on the academic fringe. if it does not 

solve its marketing problem, it may become forgotten by its 100th birth-

day.
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the social market economy  
in eastern europe –  
an unDerestimateD option?

Marc Stegherr

1. AbStrACt

after the fall of the Berlin wall, the former communist-ruled 

eastern european countries did not set up a social market 

economy according to the successful german model, but  

one which was “without attributes”, according to the current 

czech president, václav klaus. as the victor of the cold War, 

the united states and their unregulated market economy 

model were seen as a role model for the new rulers in cen-

tral and eastern europe, and also in the former yugoslavia. 

for ideological reasons, russia could not acknowledge the 

usa as a role model. however it moved towards an exten-

sive free market economy with the considerable restriction 

that its laws placed on the small social stratum of the so-

called oligarchs, while the middle stratum was left empty-

handed. on the one hand the excessive social state influ-

enced by germany is a deterrent, on the other hand the 

social problems of an unregulated economic system are 

becoming increasingly clear, especially in the light of the 

financial crisis. the only way out is through reflection upon 

the actual nature of the social market economy. this is 

currently on the agenda in germany.
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2. IntroDuCtIon

critics of the social market economy, whether in their own countries or  

in other eastern european countries, see this as an outmoded model. 

after the collapse of communism and the end of the system debate, it 

was not german ordoliberalism which succeeded, but “liberalism without 

a prefix” and the “market economy without an adjective”, as the current 

president of the czech republic, václav klaus, called it. as klaus had so 

passionately fought against the dictatorship of the czech communists, 

any meddling of the state in things which in his opinion should regulate 

themselves was suspect. this definitely applied to the economy. in this 

respect it is not insignificant that the radically free-market klaus com-

pleted his economic education at the university of chicago; from a euro-

pean point of view a mecca for conservative, free market economics.  

Due to his experience under the communist dictatorship – which painted 

a picture of social security and equality through accumulating enormous 

national debt – and his schooling in economics, to him the social market 

economy way of thinking which underpins the economies of germany, 

austria, and also france is highly suspect, and he is working with all his 

might against the extension of the power of the “regulation-mad” eu,  

as he sees it. the failure of the social market economy in eastern euro-

pean history would appear to prove klaus right. after the collapse of the 

communist regime in eastern europe, german and french politicians 

expected the social market economy to conquer eastern europe, which 

unfortunately proved to be a misjudgement. Jacques attali, adviser to 

mitterand and president of the european Bank for reconstruction and 

Development, saw exporting the values of old europe to eastern europe 

as his bank’s task. he was a fierce opponent of radical reforms, like  

those being attempted in russia at the time and popular elsewhere too. 

When attali visited prague in the early 1990s and met with the heads  

of government, he found the pro-american attitude of the then still 

czechoslovakian government in economic matters as vulgar and above 

all wrong. the french president Jacques chirac thought the same and 

complained about the eastern european support for the us-led iraq war.

germany and france simply underestimated the reputation that the 

united states had politically and economically in the transition states 

in central and eastern europe. in the late phase of the soviet union, 

later russian reformers such as yegor gaidar or anatoly chubais were 

especially interested in the classic american national economy as they 
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believed that the secret to the success of their ideological opponent was 

to be found there. this moment is important if one wishes to understand 

why almost all communist nations opted for a pure market economy. as 

early as 1990, the current czech president and then finance minister, 

václav klaus predicted that the majority of the eastern european coun-

tries would reject the german-style social market economy and instead 

opt for a pure market economy. it is of note that left-wing intellectuals  

in the czech republic as well as in other eastern european countries 

thought this. václav havel, klaus’ presidential predecessor in the czech 

republic and certainly not a radically free-market thinker, wrote in 1992 

that “though my heart may be left of center, i have always known that 

the only economic system that works is a market economy… it is the only 

one that leads to prosperity, because it is the only one that reflects the 

nature of life itself.” although it is the commitment of a left-wing politi-

cian to the market economy, it is not commitment to an absolutely free 

market, as Wolfgang münchau writes in his book, Das Ende der sozialen 

Marktwirtschaft.1 it is the commitment to an end to the nannying which 

led to the bankruptcy of both the economy and society and whose effects 

have still not been overcome today, as Ondřej Matějka from the Prague 

network, “anti-komplex” notes – the main problem of the post com-

munist nations is that society still hasn’t entered into real dialogue  

with those in power. if parties in poland such as the kaczýnski brothers’ 

“law and Justice” party are depicted as universal providers, while at the 

same time those democrats who were in power before them are seen as 

corrupt, then they are simply exemplifying the old, undemocratic world 

view: those communists were bad, but at least they could provide for us. 

instead of the provision mentality, havel put his hopes in the independ-

ence of the individual, without forgetting the interests of society. klaus 

took a huge step forwards and left it to its own devices. the fact that 

something fundamental was neglected is criticized not only by Matějka. 

the czechs did not accept any responsibility for the common good.  

the promotion of education was not seen as a public issue for example. 

society seemed to be split, and the individual left to his/her own devices. 

According to Matějka’s conclusion, “Marxist materialism was simply 

transferred to capitalist materialism.”2

as both czech politicians pronounced themselves in favour of the market 

economy, they had the example of the counter model of a planned econ-

omy before them as a deterrent, which is why klaus labelled the social 

market economy as “soft socialism”. less dirigisme, a lower public spend-
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ing ratio, flaws which brought the eastern european social market econo-

my into disrepute, would certainly increase market dynamism, reminds 

münchau. But outside the successful eastern european economic circles 

there are clear doubts that the free market is the solution for everything, 

as Matějka’s quote highlights. In Russia, too, the “market radicals” were 

victorious, dividing the raw material market up amongst themselves with 

the blessing of the kremlin, and taking away society’s responsibility.  

they made light of the critics of the “Westernisation” and the uncritical 

takeover of the Western free society and economic model. the same 

criticisms by Matějka on the transition of Marxist to Capitalist materialism 

are formulated by representatives of the national orthodox churches. 

astonishingly, they refer to the patron of the social market economy, 

alfred müller-armack, who perceived nazi totalitarianism to be a replace-

ment religion at a time of a drop in religious belief. today russian and 

serbian orthodox bishops and theologists suspect that neoliberalism  

and limitless capitalism are the replacement religions of today. With the 

help of müller-armack, one could interpret the radical about-face of the 

absolute dirigisme of the former planned-economy nations to market 

liberalism. müller-armack studied the repercussions of cultural concepts 

on the economy alongside many others. in his opinion, religious legacies 

proved to have left a deep impression on culture which could also have  

a large influence in a largely secular society on fundamental values and 

world views.3 one might ask müller-armack whether it is a coincidence4 

that the cultural border which runs between the orthodox countries on 

the one side and the protestant and catholic countries on the other are 

almost identical to the eu’s eastern border today.5 it also marks the 

dividing line between a group of largely successful and another less 

successful group of transition countries up to now. looking at the econo-

my, but also the politics of the orthodox countries, it is a decisive mo-

ment for pronounced holism.6 the organic integrated feature of the 

orthodox view of the world was not unknown to the western catholic 

world either, until the age of industrialization. an organic interdepend-

ence of the economy and society was aimed at.7 While the secular  

model gained acceptance throughout Western europe, russia above all 

maintained a close interconnection not only between the church and 

society, but also in all areas of society which held common interest.  

this carried on after the 1917 revolution. communism used the tradi-

tional leaning towards holism to prevent the economy working freely 

(and not only this). so it comes as no great surprise that the pendulum 

swung to the exact opposite direction after the collapse of the dictator-
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ship in russia. the “unexpected” free market economy, as its critics label 

it, was a holistic, whole, closed model, whereas the social market econo-

my presents a compromise, a “soft socialism”, to borrow václav klaus’ 

exaggerated term. this compromise, which attempted to keep the inter-

pretation of the economy by society, just as the emancipation of society 

itself far away, is closest to catholic social doctrine and was also accepted 

by orthodoxy. according to müller-armack, the trend-setting sense of  

the social market economy is “to join the principle of market freedom 

with the principle of social balance”.8 the remarks by patriarch kirill of 

moscow and the whole of russia on the outgrowth of market liberalism in 

his country could fall under this compromise formula, with a pinch of salt. 

also those of his predecessor alexij ii, who when asked in 1991 what the 

church thought of the market economy said, “he market economy is not 

so new for us. But when we return to market conditions, we must make 

sure that souls and fates are not flattened. We will work for more social 

protection, but that too is still overtaxing us.”

3. ruSSIA AnD thE mArKEt EConomy

Behind this are the experiences of renowned perestroika reformers such 

as gaidar or chubais, who adhered to the radical liberal american model. 

free prices, free external trade, guaranteed property rights and mon-

etary equilibrium – the rest was taken care of by the market. Distribution 

of income or policies for medium-sized businesses did not form part  

of this model. the situation of medium-sized businesses in russia is a 

classic example of the liberalisation of the russian market, which was 

only shared by a very few super and mega rich, politically reliable people 

on the wishes of the government. the problems that enterprising small 

and medium-sized businesses need to deal with have not changed a 

great deal in recent years. in 2006 the russian government actually 

declared that they wanted to promote medium-sized businesses and to 

increase their share of business, and they offered some help in the firm 

of low-interest loans, micro-credit and venture capital. critics believed, 

however, that this would not change the biggest problems, i.e. bureauc-

racy, corruption and abuse of authority. russian medium-sized enter-

prises are still a long way from being in a strong position. growth and 

innovation are only seen in large companies. large companies such as 

gazprom, lukoil, rusal, sual, evraz holding and severstal dominate the 

russian economy. russian politics, which equates diversification with lack 

of control, is consciously leaning increasingly towards large companies or 
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industry conglomerates, especially in strategically important sectors such 

as aircraft construction or in areas of engineering9 – which obviously 

fundamentally contradicts the basis of the social market economy.

this and similar flaws have provoked not only religious and cultural 

criticism, but has also drawn criticism from economists, even when they 

initially appear to be champions of the free market economy. the critics’ 

voices became louder after klaus lost parliamentary majority in the 

czech republic. his radical “crash model” transition from the planned 

to market economy swiftly led to unemployment and created social 

problems. in russia, liberalization of prices and privatization of state-run 

businesses did breed entrepreneurial talent who were able to support  

the market economy, although many had strong doubts about this. the 

concentration of market powers, which neither yeltsin nor his successor 

putin promoted, worsened the social problems. however there were no 

political remonstrations. according to commentators, what was responsi-

ble was the fact that civil participation and social partnerships were 

things which after decades of communism were yet to be accepted. 

something which was not particularly easy in a political landscape which 

was often labeled a “controlled democracy”. it would only be then that 

the concept of a russian social market economy would stand a chance. 

as previously stated, at the end of the soviet union, russia aligned itself 

with its predominant economic and political main rival, rather than with 

its small neighbor germany, and with its social and economic order. the 

social market economy of the united states and that of the anglo-saxon 

countries in general was and is considered a serious economic and politi-

cal concept, much more than the german post-war situation. 

as a consequence, the soviet union successor states – an irony of history 

in itself – did not assume the Western european compromise model of 

the social market economy, but instead the free market model of their 

ideological opponent which had won the cold War, had been vilified for 

decades, and which was by no means problem-free. this schizophrenia, 

which is even more distinctive when one looks at the failures of russian 

patriots compared with the degenerate Western social structure has its 

critics, not only in russia. serbia feels joined to russia through its  

history and culture and has already become closer to russia economically 

through cooperation agreements. the serbian orthodox bishop irinej 

(Dobrijević), who grew up in America, gave a speech during a seminar  

on “orthodox ethics and the spirit of capitalism” in april 2009 which one 
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would not have expected from a Western bishop. he said that orthodox 

christianity could not approve of an economic system which rewarded 

laziness and gave the poor the alms of the state to live on, and that 

productive work was an essential part of human life. While orthodoxy 

condemned the unbridled, unregulated capitalist (laissez-faire) system, 

they approved of a “socially responsible free market system.”10 this could 

be seen as a criticism of both the western-influenced excessive social 

state, and of the unbridled free market liberalism which had entered 

eastern europe.

But the discussion in serbia also shows that the situation is closer to a 

“watered down” version today, than to müller-armack and erhard’s social 

market model. The Serbian economist, Miroslav Prokopijević is critical  

of the social market economy in germany. however less so in its begin-

nings in the 1950’s and 1960’s when the concept was still balanced and 

the needs of companies as well as employees were satisfied, than in  

its later phase. the changes in the 1980’s and 1990’s watered down the 

concept and transformed social security into a burden for the economy. 

in the light of a constantly changing population and a growing number 

of unemployed, clear limits were set by the social market economy. 

social expenditure had to be arranged using existing financial resources, 

according to the Serbian political scientist, Zoran Stojiljković.11 the 

acceptance of the social market economy would not only impede struc-

tural deficit, but also a socialist mentality, which did not want to reject 

the old system outright, or which reacted allergically to every new sup-

posed leaning towards new state intervention, popular “socialism” –  

see václav klaus or yegor gaidar. as for structural deficit, the reformed 

nations of eastern europe were in a fundamentally different situation to 

germany in 1945. russia had over 70 years of state economy behind it, 

without private property or a free market, nor any of the characteristics 

of a civil society. in germany by the end of the war, despite all of the 

failures due to the war, there was still a market economy structure. 

in the twelve years under hitler’s dictatorship the economy was control-

led through compulsory cartels, but the companies were not nationalized. 

so the only thing missing was the monetary reform and the price ap-

proval of 1948 to get farmers, bakers, butchers, goods manufacturers 

and business people back on track. in contrast, in the eastern european 

reform countries, and especially in russia, there were no companies still 

intact. first the central planning authorities had to be broken up and 
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made independent economic entities through privatisation. in post-war 

germany, the allies made sure that the old ruling class was repressed. 

on the other hand in russia and other eastern european reform coun-

tries, the old monopoly structures still ruled and obstructed market 

economy newcomers. as an economic area, russia was not a blank slate 

to be revitalized by owners with guaranteed property rights à la chicago 

under the motto, “the market will regulate itself!” as a commentator  

in the russian financial paper “kommersant” wrote. the military-indus-

trial complex was weakened, but above all the raw material monopoly 

maintained its position and influence over politics so that market econo-

my innovation was practically closed off. in such circumstances, a social 

market economy was almost unthinkable.

the “large-scale” privatisation which began on october 1, 1992 expressly 

excluded natural resources, power generation plants, the aerospace  

and nuclear power industries. so these were the natural resources  

which were to later form the basis of the raw material monopoly of the 

“oligarch system”. state-owned enterprises were transformed into stock 

corporations by presidential decree. every russian citizen received a free 

stock certificate for national property to the value of 10,000 rubles. the 

people were supposed to have the possibility to buy privatised national 

property such as stocks, accommodation or pieces of land. the stock 

certificate could be sold, exchanged, given away or traded on the stock 

market. the stock certificate could also be taken over by investment 

funds. the basis of the russian economic reform was the floating of  

most consumer and capital goods prices from January 1, 1992. this 

decision by the russian government under gaidar was as courageous 

as it was risky. Because there was no appropriate range of goods at this 

time, the reformers had to estimate that prices would rocket and inflation 

would escalate. Between July 1, 1992 and november 30, 1994 the ruble/

dollar exchange rate on the moscow currency exchange rose from 125 

ruble/dollar to 3,200 ruble/dollar. gaidar was ejected from the govern-

ment as early as December 1992, as a scapegoat for the price rises.  

he was replaced by viktor chernomyrdin. nevertheless, the price liberali-

zation was necessary. Without this there would have been no chance to 

increase the offer of consumer goods through imports from the West.  

in addition, this decision gave the reform process in the west credibility 

and made it irreversible for russia. alongside the price liberalization,  

the rapid start of privatization was the core of the russian way from a 

planned to a market economy.
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4. CroAtIA AnD thE trAnSItIon to mArKEt EConomy

after the end of socialism the conditions for entry into the social market 

economy were more advantageous for the transition nations of south 

eastern europe than for russia. although yugoslavia was centrally  

governed, it was a non-aligned nation, which had freed itself from the 

comintern and it had elements of self-governance, especially in the 

economy. upon its independence, croatia introduced an economic model 

which the european union recognized in the light of the accession proc-

ess. the transformation of the economic system in croatia from “real 

socialism” to a social market economy with a private structure was 

relatively successful. Before this there were however great upheavals. 

the first state president of croatia after independence was franjo tudj-

man, who still thought in the outdated national and national economic 

categories. his time in government was plagued by pronounced clien-

telism and considerably reduced freedom of opinion and press. 

he ratcheted up the state share in companies, which meant that the 

successive government under prime minister ivo sanader was forced  

to press ahead with privatisation of the companies the national share  

of which was 40 per cent at the time. structural reforms such as the 

improvement of financial administration, monitoring of banks, develop-

ment of the financial market and the reduction of tax burdens followed. 

income tax was set at 15 per cent and tax on profits at 20 per cent.  

With the reform of croatian procurement, the government challenged  

the black economy, by trying to limit the “uncontrolled public contracts”. 

thanks to restrictive credit, finance and income policies, the inflation 

mentality which had prevailed for years was successfully destroyed, 

which could be seen through the stability of the croatian currency,  

the kuna, whose inflation rate in the 1990’s was between four to six  

per cent. however, the reform policies were less successful on a micro-

economic level, especially in strengthening the private sector. political 

power struggles meant that there was no constant line which was fol-

lowed. the process of property transformation was not transparent, 

favoured insiders and impeded the influx of foreign capital. companies 

were rarely pressed to modernise, which damaged the competitiveness 

of the croatian export economy and led to a growing trade balance 

deficit. however the croatian government under prime minister ivo 

sanader did manage to move the country towards stability in the follow-

ing years, with accession to the european union already in mind, which 
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will not be until after the slump due to the financial crisis has come to  

an end. the croatian economy sank by 6.7 per cent in the first quarter 

of 2009. the croatian central Bank predicted a decrease in the gross 

Domestic product of four per cent for the whole year. as a consequence 

there were mass demonstrations and several calls for a stronger state 

engagement against the self-importance and egoism of individual mar-

ket participants. prime minister sanader stepped down, officially for 

personal reasons and Jadranka kosor (like sanader a member of the 

croatian Democratic union – hDz) took over the post with the promise 

to even out social inequalities in croatia, which had become more appar-

ent during the crisis. in serbia, too, there were many victims of the 

transition, the fast changeover to the market economy and not least the 

financial crisis.12 President Boris Tadić as well as the new Prime Minister 

Mirko Cvetković said that the interests of individual participants should 

not be put before those of society as a whole.

5. moDEL ExAmPLE oF SLoVEnIA

unlike the czech republic and hungary and like croatia, slovenia did 

not opt for shock therapy to transform the centrally planned system  

into a market economy. slovenia proved to be a champion of gradual-

ism,13 which was especially apparent in the privatization of state compa-

nies. the privatization concept was shared out among employees and 

management, which however virtually shut out shareholders from 

abroad. slovenia thus proved that although privatization of banks and 

infrastructure is still ongoing today, it is the only new eu member state 

which still has an astonishingly high government share of gDp. through 

direct and indirect shares the state holds around 40 per cent of the 

companies in the country. after the attempt to privatise the second 

largest bank in slovenia “nova kreditna Banka maribor (nkBm)”, with 

foreign shareholders failed, a 49 per cent share was floated on the stock 

exchange in 2007.

When slovenia declared its independence in 1991, the question was  

often asked as to whether the small country with only two million inhab-

itants could even survive economically – fears which soon proved to be 

unfounded. today slovenia is the most economically successful country 

among the central and eastern european countries which joined the 

european union (eu) in 2004 and 2007. if you look at the gross Domes-

tic product (gDp) per head, the country has reached an economic level 
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which is higher than that of greece and portugal. unemployment is 

around five per cent under the eu average and the budget deficit 

amounts to less than one per cent of the gDp. already at the beginning 

of 2007 slovenia became the first new eu member state to join the 

eurozone. slovenia was aided by its more auspicious starting position 

which differentiated it from those of the other transition nations. on the 

one hand, the economy was significantly higher and on the other hand it 

already had well-developed business relationships in Western europe. 

While it was still part of the former yugoslavia, slovenia benefited from a 

trade and cooperation agreement with the european community (ec) 

which came into force in 1980. one thing which was significant for the 

economic power of the small constituent republic was that in 1990, with 

only eight per cent of the entire yugoslav population, almost 30 per cent 

yugoslav exports came from slovenia. for foreign investors it was pos-

sible to invest early on in the former yugoslavia. the constituent republic 

slovenia, which specialized in the manufacturing industry above all and 

had an industrial structure similar to that in Western europe, which was 

closely interlinked with the other constituent republics. after the breakup 

of yugoslavia these trade relationships were largely ruptured. many large 

companies which had previously been yugoslav market leaders went 

bankrupt. the collapse of the soviet union, one of its most important 

foreign trade partners led to serious changes.

the system transformation brought with it a fundamental change from 

industry, which had dominated in the 1990’s to the service sector which 

makes up two thirds of the gross value added. agriculture was also 

driven back. it shrank to around two per cent, whereas before it had 

played an important role with around nine per cent. With its employment 

share of around 55 per cent, the service sector, in particular in banking 

and finance services and tax consulting, is far below the Western euro-

pean level of 73 per cent. the influx of direct foreign investment is low  

in comparison with other new eu member states, because as already 

mentioned, the slovenian privatisation model previously almost com-

pletely shut out foreign investment. secondly, the long transformation 

process did not encourage private businesses to look for strategic part-

ners abroad. and thirdly, the slovenian authorities are very hesitant in 

privatizing financial services and infrastructure companies.14 in total only 

around one third of the slovenian banking sector is in foreign hands, 

while in other new eu member states the banking sector is majority 

controlled by foreign banks. in neighbouring croatia this is as much as 
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90 per cent. until the end of 2006, the portfolio of direct foreign invest-

ments amounted to 6.8 billion euros, where companies with shares in  

the export industry above all played an important role. although only  

five per cent of all companies fall under this category, they make up 

more than one third of all exports. until the end of 2006, slovenian 

companies invested around 3.5 billion euros abroad, especially in serbia 

and croatia, which represent almost half of all slovenian foreign invest-

ment.

a further difference between slovenia and other transition countries is 

political stability. until the 2004 elections, when the social Democrat 

Janez Janša came to power, the liberal Democrat party (lDs) was the 

most voted-for party throughout the course of politics, in coalition gov-

ernments (with the christian people’s party, the slovenian people’s party 

and the pensioner’s party). from the beginning of the legislative period, 

there were great efforts for reform, such as the introduction of a flat 

tax, the rapid privatization of infrastructure companies, banks and in-

surance, as well as reduction of social benefits. however the slovenian 

public refused most of these reforms. after a report on flat tax showed 

more disadvantages than advantages, the idea was dropped and the tax 

groups were instead reduced from five to three. the unhappiness of the 

slovenian people with the social and economic concepts of the liberal 

government were shown with the clear election of a new state president 

who was not the candidate from the government party, the former prime 

minister and later member of the european parliament, lojze peterle,  

but the left-wing politician Danilo türk. how much the discussion on the 

orientation of economic and social policy divides slovenia can be seen 

not only in the fact that the former governing liberal party has now split 

into splinter parties, but also the fact that some of the leading members, 

including the former prime minister, anton rophave now moved to the 

social Democrat party.

6. PoLAnD AnD thE SoCIAL mArKEt EConomy

in poland, the regulatory policy discussion on the correct political eco-

nomic course included many participants who consistently adopted a 

central position between the very diverse stances of, on the one side,  

the socially-oriented critics of the transformational approach and the 

liberal proponents thereof on the other.15 the renowned national econo-

mist and president of the polish economic society for many years, 
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Zdzisław Sadowski, considers the transformation to be a success because 

the country managed to introduce a functioning social market economy 

and simultaneously establish democracy. however, social deficits went 

along with it, which is why he believes that the solution to existing eco-

nomic problems lies in academic discussion and in the political economic 

implementation of the constitutionally binding idea of the social market 

economy. moreover, he believes that the state, alongside its regulatory 

activities, should work to create a long-term and consistent development 

concept for the country, which would deal with poland’s economic, social, 

demographic and ecological problems. in numerous articles sadowski 

and other national economists from the “middle way” support the opinion 

that future development in poland should not be left to the laissez-faire 

principle alone. the market needs correction from the state’s regulatory 

policy as well as a developmental strategy implemented over the long-

term. Jerzy hausner’s opinions are also interesting in this context: With-

out actually speaking of ordoliberalism and the social market economy, 

he voiced support for market economy action being subject to strict rules 

which would apply to every economic agent. at the forefront he placed 

the organization of the institutional rules of the economy.

the demand for a transformation of the constitutional model of the social 

market economy, so often repeated by the most important actors in regu-

latory policy discussion, gains even more significance when the 

fact that poland’s transition was of a rather asymmetrical character is 

taken into account. the main interest of the responsible political actors 

is, first and foremost, economic growth and macroeconomic stabilization, 

which pushes a long-term regulatory policy based on the synthesis of 

economic, social and ecological goals of economic activity into the back-

ground. equally, according to academic discussion, the socio-anthropo-

logical basis of the market economy should be included in reflections  

on regulatory policy. economic theory assumes that in the process of 

economic activity free people will use their scope of activity responsibly, 

yet this is not always the case in the real world. therefore economic 

agents can and should learn and practice the responsible use of freedom, 

which is something regulatory policy can certainly promote.
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7. thE FuturE oF thE ConCEPt In EAStErn EuroPE

in view of the costs of the transformation and the financial crisis, the 

world’s leading national economists have strengthened their view that 

in the era of internationalization and globalization the market economy 

process needs a regulatory framework which meets market require-

ments. nobel prize Winner, paul a. samuelson’s sentence has become 

classic: the market has no heart, the market has no brain, it does what 

it does, which is why the market needs rules and a reliable legal system. 

it is not only in poland, where the realization of the social market econo-

my is laid down in article 20 of the constitution, but also in the czech 

republic, in croatia or in serbia, where the transformation has led to 

considerable societal distortions, that there is growing support for regula-

tory policy being given a greater importance. a synthesis of erhard’s 

concept of the social market economy and Walter eucken’s Wettbewerb-

sordnung (i.e. economic order based on competition) could be used as a 

basis for such a regulatory policy. the principles of rules on competition 

(for: Wettbewerbsordnung) not only create the best regulatory frame-

work for all market participants, but also the concept of the social market 

economy is aimed, above all, at strengthening and stabilizing the all too 

often neglected socio-anthropological basis of the market economy. With 

Wettbewerbsordnung the market economy stays within a framework 

appropriate to it, and one in which all citizens can freely and responsibly 

undertake economic activity for their own benefit and for the good of 

society. But it was difficult to discuss an economic model which seeks to 

unite growth and social equality in the countries of central and south east 

europe after the fall of the iron curtain, because the main interest of the 

transition states was a rapid re-orientation of the planned economy 

model into a free market economy system. 

the unlocking of development in the european union member states 

was supposed to be secured by strong economic growth, whereas this 

one-sided orientation, on the one hand, brought very strong liberalising 

tendencies with it and, on the other hand, plans of privatisation were in 

part implemented to only an unsatisfactory condition. in many states in 

the region the state’s role in the economic process continues to be ill-

defined. at the same time, a majority of countries in central and south 

eastern europe are struggling with social hardship and stark income 

disparities. the danger that populist tendencies in politics receive support 

is growing, and in hungary, for instance, this has already led to trust in 
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the state declining to dangerous levels. after a transformational phase  

of almost 20 years things seem to have changed: interest in possible 

alternative models, such as the social market economy, is growing. the 

readiness to engage in a regulatory policy dialogue is present, now that 

the epithet “social” is beginning to lose the bad reputation which it re-

ceived through its misuse by the communist system.

Whether the idea of the social market economy can fulfill the wish for a 

humane third way between market radicalism and destructive socialism 

for eastern europe, is not least dependent upon how we treat ludwig 

erhard’s legacy. Will we manage to preserve social partnership, solidarity, 

inner peace according to market conformity and without being part of  

a welfare state in the coming times of hard competition? economic  

efficiency must not be an end in itself, rather it should always also bear 

in mind the common good. that could also serve as a model for eastern 

europe and the european union having enlarged eastward, in order to 

prevent societal fractures and to safeguard general prosperity. the fact 

that the concept of the social market economy in eastern europe has not 

(yet) reached the desired scale is linked to political and, as mentioned, 

also with cultural circumstances. the political circumstance is quite 

simply the fact that the united states is viewed as the pioneer and 

ultimately as the victor in the struggle for freedom, while Western euro-

peans are more often seen as hesitant stragglers.
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The theological argument of the “Filioque” was the background to this. While 
the three persons of the Trinity are equal in Western Christianity, in Ortho-
doxy, the Holy Spirit only comes from God. This doctrine has political impli-
cations, against equal rights, but also towards the subordination of part of  
society such as the economy beneath everything.
Müller-Armack (1956).
This development can be seen in the figures. Small and medium-sized enter-
prises only contributed 16 percent to the Russian economic output in 2006. 
Others show them having only an 11 percent share of the Russian Gross  
Domestic Product. Only 14 percent of employees work in small and medium-
sized enterprises in comparison to 70 percent of employees and 40 percent 
turnover in Germany.
Cf. Lakičević (2009).
Cf. Stojiljković (2009).
Businessmen and -women, merchants and farmers saw their livelihoods  
destroyed and they often opted for the last resort. Small Serbia with its low 
population occupies the inglorious position of number 12 in Europe for the 
number of suicides. (Cf. Lopušina).
Cf. Vidović (2008).
Foreign investment in Slovenia has recently been around 500 million Euros per 
year. 2002, when more than one billion Euros was invested, is an exception. At 
the time the Swiss pharmaceutical company Novartis took over the Slovenian 
market leader Lek and the Belgian KBC Group acquired 34 percent of the larg-
est Slovenian bank, “Nova Ljubljanska Banka”.
Cf. Pysz (2008).
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the importance of the state for 
climate protection in a social 
market economy

Janina Jänsch | Christian Vossler

1. AbStrACt

a social market economy centers on the individual freedom 

of the society’s members. the realization of individual  

goals can be permitted by the competitive order existing 

in a social market economy because the market allows for 

voluntary acts of exchange. this leads to a rise in the wel-

fare of society. another characteristic of a social market 

economy is the provision of a minimum social security 

system, which offers support for citizens who are unable to 

earn a sufficient income on the market. there should, how-

ever, be a clear distinction between competition on the one 

side and social security on the other side. this distinction 

creates a maximum welfare effect. the state should never 

interfere in situations where an efficiency contest is feasible. 

however, state intervention may make sense in cases of 

market failure as long as the intervention results in a benefit 

for society. still, deadweight losses are caused not only by 

wrongful intervention but also by excessive intervention.

the authors use the example of climate policy to demon-

strate the role of the social market economy and the effect 
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of excessive state intervention. an intervention by a government may 

be legitimized based on negative external effects; however, many of the 

implemented measures are inefficient. this is illustrated by the example 

of the advancement of renewable energy sources. an important responsi-

bility of the state in coming years will be the creation of an international 

regulatory framework for achieving climate protection. in doing so, the 

principle of a social market economy should be followed, so that a sepa-

ration between the market in the form of global emissions trading and 

social transfers to developing nations will lead to more efficient climate 

protection policies. the importance of compensation payments will be 

highlighted separately.

2. thE IDEA bEhInD thE SoCIAL mArKEt EConomy

the natural center of all considerations regarding social coexistence is 

the individual citizen. any social order must aspire to grant individual 

citizens within the society their individual liberties and, at the same time, 

allow for a social coexistence that will benefit society as a whole. this is 

a slippery slope, because any time an individual submits to societal rules, 

this individual inevitably gives up a portion of individual freedom. even 

thomas hobbes pointed out that it can be a rational decision by citizens 

to give up some of their freedom in exchange for the benefits of social 

coexistence. the price citizens have to pay, in the form of constant fear 

living in a state of anarchy, is higher than the practical loss associated 

with giving up certain liberties.1 vice versa, this means that the benefit 

loss that results from submitting to societal rules is less than the added 

benefit of a peaceful coexistence. generally, a state is only legitimate if 

its citizens voluntarily transfer rights to the state so that they can ulti-

mately profit from the benefits. however, it is often difficult to find the 

dividing line between the responsibilities of the state on the one side and 

individual freedom of the citizens on the other.

these considerations on the concept of governance lead to the conclusion 

that the social market economy is the most appropriate social order, as 

the idea behind the social market economy guarantees personal freedom 

for all citizens while protecting them against governmental disposal.

arising directly from the central importance of individual liberties in  

the social market economy is a system of market-oriented competition, 

which is characterized by voluntary acts of exchange on the part of the 
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market players involved. competition thus is not the goal but the means 

to achieve an increase in the welfare of society.2 voluntary acts of ex-

change are of paramount importance in this regard. it may reasonably 

be assumed that both parties agree to the exchange only if at least one 

of the partners is better off after the exchange whithout the other part-

ner being worse off (Pareto criterion).3 this banal observation is followed 

by the fact that each act of exchange leads to an increase in social wel-

fare. at the same time, consumer sovereignty is taken into account, as 

the production structure caters to the preferences of the citizens. since 

companies, in contrast, are also unrestricted in the products they offer,  

it is in their own interest to satisfy the desires of consumers, which is a 

necessity in order to realize profits.4

general belief holds that citizens act rationally on the market, i.e. in 

accordance with their preferences and information.5 accordingly, these 

will consume the goods of the manufacturer who satisfies their prefer-

ences while charging the lowest price, whereas manufacturers will try  

to charge the highest possible price in order to increase their profits.6  

What results are prices, and thus price ratios on the market, that reveal 

the citizens’ subjective terms of trade based on their preferences. there-

fore, the price as a paramount signal on the market guarantees that  

the available resources are optimally allocated within the economy. in a 

functioning market, the widespread knowledge within a society is being 

used efficiently.7 this corresponds to the “invisible hand” of the market 

described by adam smith8 and constitutes the opposite of the “visible 

hand” of a planned economy.

however, the social market economy does not only comprise a free 

market economy. it also emphasizes the importance of well-defined  

state responsibilities, which places the social market economy between 

the extremes of a laissez-faire and a planned economy.9 a functioning 

competitive environment requires the provision and implementation of  

a regulatory framework by the state. the most important criterion is the 

provision of a functioning competitive market price system as a funda-

mental economic legislation principle.10 a positive economic policy can 

constitute a competitive order.11 this includes a monetary policy that is 

committed to the goal of currency stability, as both inflation and deflation 

distort the price signal. a competitive environment predicates the exist-

ence of open markets that can ensure the continuance of the dynamic 

incentives that result from the pressure of competition and that allow  
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for an efficient allocation of resources across the entire economy. in addi-

tion, private property creates a dynamic incentive for efficient economic 

activity, since effort results in the generation of income and the potential 

to acquire property. vice versa, poor performance may lead to a loss 

of existing income.12 thus, importance is also placed on the principle  

of liability within the competitive order, which ensures that the conse-

quences of poor decisions are noticeable on an individual level and that 

decisions thus be taken responsibly. in order to enable voluntary acts 

of exchange, freedom of contract must be granted and may only be 

restricted if used to conclude contracts at the expense of third parties.  

in order to ensure planning reliability for investors, which is the basis of 

long-term and sustainable investment, consistency in economic policy is 

key. ultimately, these constituting principles only develop their positive 

effect if all principles are being observed concurrently.

in the broader sense, this actively designed economic policy may already 

be considered state regulation. in addition to establishing a regulatory 

framework, further action by the state may make sense and is character-

istic of a social market economy. this manifests itself in direct interven-

tion into citizens’ individual freedom of contract and may be defined as  

a form of regulation, in a narrower sense, or as a special regulation.13 

normative considerations on the theory of regulation aid the analysis  

of the extent to which direct state intervention in the market improves 

efficiency and thus increases social welfare. as a result of these consid-

erations, competitor monitoring is to be seen as a constitutive element  

of a social market economy. it provides a basis for direct intervention in 

the event that behavior that is adversely affecting the market, such as 

the abuse of market power, is ascertained. furthermore, direct state 

intervention can also be justified in the event of market failure. a failure 

of the market exists if individual rational behavior does not lead to collec-

tive rational results. this is typically the case when public goods, external 

effects, asymmetrical information distribution and natural monopolies  

are involved. in reality, it is usually nonetheless not immediately appar-

ent whether such a failure is present and what its consequences are for 

economic policy applications. in many cases, classic welfare economics 

is used as a framework for determining market failure. however, this 

involves the risk of constantly declaring a failure of the market, since  

the perfect market, which is used as a reference standard in welfare 

economics, cannot exist in reality.14 this precludes the conclusion that  

the state should intervene in cases where market failure has been deter-
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mined in such a way, as the problem of market failure is accompanied by 

the great danger of state failure. in addition to the sufficient requirement 

that a failure of the market must in fact be present, the necessary stipu-

lation that the benefit of state intervention be greater than its associated 

cost must also be met. otherwise, the result may easily be government 

failure, as intervention by the state reduces social welfare. a relatively 

certain assumption is that the government is not systematically better 

informed than the market. this, however, would be required in order 

to better control the allocation of resources. failure of both the state  

and the market demonstrates the limits of the potential associated with 

market coordination structures on the one hand and state or political 

structure on the other hand.15 finally, the question whether and with 

what measures the state should intervene needs to be considered.  

according to the idea behind the social market economy, the advantages 

of a competitive environment should be leveraged wherever competitive 

structures are possible. consequently, the question of how far the state 

should intervene in economic life is also a matter of a society‘s level of 

freedom.16 it is precisely the freedom awarded in the system of a social 

market economy which creates responsible actions and, through the 

incentives mentioned earlier, leads to the greatest possible welfare of 

society.

in addition to the described failure of the welfare economic market, a 

market failure may be more comprehensively defined as a terminus 

technicus for the situation in which a market is unsuitable for solving 

economic problems or where better solutions exist for improving the 

situation of the citizens. for example, a failure of the market might be 

determined after considering the wealth distribution policy within the 

social order. the market only rewards efforts that are put forward by the 

market players. in the event that some citizens’ efforts are insufficient,  

it makes economic sense to guarantee a minimum level of security for 

these citizens.17 as the sole goal of the social order is to help citizens,  

the social market economy is characterized by its offer of a minimum 

level of security to all persons in need, whether the need is self-inflicted 

or occasioned through no fault of their own, which allows for a minimum 

standard of social participation.

however, despite the existence of a minimum level of security, economic 

and social policies should be separated, meaning that in a first step 

competitive advantages should be leveraged in order to increase social 
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welfare to the greatest extent possible. independent of this, the state 

may implement redistribution through a tax and transfer system. that 

way, the highest level of overall welfare is reached.18

in summary, the certain advantage of the social market economy lies in 

the fact that its highest priority is the preservation of civil liberties and 

that the benefits that result from the free actions of its citizens in the 

competitive environment are being leveraged for society as a whole. 

What counts in the market is only individual performance, independent  

of race, sex or personal status. this ensures equal treatment, as all 

citizens are equal before the law and no one is denied access to public 

institutions such as schools or agencies.19

3.  thE PrACtICAL ImPLEmEntAtIon oF thE SoCIAL  

mArKEt EConomy

the practical implementation of the idea behind the social market econo-

my clearly demonstrates the shortcomings of state intervention. in 

reality, the question of whether or not and to what extent state interven-

tion is necessary must be weighed carefully. this leads to a number  

of problems, which is evident from the fact that there are far too many 

regulations. for example, the ratio of public spending20 in germany has 

risen to nearly 50 per cent, in part because of massive state intervention 

during the economic crisis.21 

the competitive environment is certainly not popular with the players on 

the market, as the pressure of competition forces them to constantly 

come up with new products and services. resting on the performances  

of the past is not possible. for this reason, many market participants  

try to demand special regulations on the grounds of “special factors,” 

usually due to reasons of “obvious” market failure, national independ-

ence, product safety, job creation or the social importance of their indus-

try. effectively, the interest groups attempt to achieve a redistribution 

of economic rent in their favor and usually at the expense of third par-

ties. a positive analysis of the regulation shows that this behavior can 

often be accomplished by small, well-organized minorities. the surplus  

is thus distributed from the majority to a minority.22 as a matter of princi-

ple, the distribution of the surplus is not an economic problem, as the 

issue of where the social surpluses are accrued is ultimately irrelevant for 

social welfare. yet government regulations routinely lead to deadweight 
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losses for society, thus thwarting normative considerations regarding the 

role of state intervention in the economy. in addition to a direct dead-

weight loss, this results in other, not immediately visible costs, as the 

lobbying efforts of interest groups unnecessarily use up resources.23 

in addition, intervention creates social costs in the form of excessive 

restrictions of liberties.

4.  thE roLE oF thE StAtE In CLImAtE ProtECtIon  

PoLICy

climate protection policy can be used to analyze the role of the state and 

of the social market economy, both in theory and in practice, in overcom-

ing market failure.

in economic theory, the problem with climate protection lies in (negative) 

external effects. energy generation from fossil fuels is accompanied by 

the emission of greenhouse gases. the anthropogenically increasing 

amount of greenhouse gases24 in the atmosphere leads to a rise in the 

average global temperature. the negative effects for humanity, such as 

increasing desertification or rising ocean levels, are widely known.25 

Businesses do not have to include the cost of climate damage created  

by greenhouse gas emissions into their expense calculations, as the 

consumption of “clean air” doesn’t come with a price tag.26 in other 

words, the private marginal costs of energy production incurred by 

business owners are lower than the social marginal costs incurred by 

society. Businesses are able to offer their products at a lower price,  

which in turn leads to excessive consumption of these products. Due to 

the presence of negative external effects, the price ratio between prod-

ucts that are harmful to the climate and those that are neutral is dis-

torted, resulting in a disruption of the price signal function. consequently, 

it can be considered the state‘s responsibility to correct the price ratio  

by internalizing the negative external effects, which will allow resources 

to be allocated once again to their most efficient use in the competitive 

environment, thus preventing waste. this only applies if the state meas-

ures consume fewer resources than the state intervention preserves.  

as no reliable data on the amount of externalities exists, state interven-

tion can only achieve the correct price ratio by accident, if at all. state 

intervention can therefore only produce a second-best solution.
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5.  thE rESPonSIbILIty oF thE StAtE to CrEAtE A  

FrAmEWorK For ACtIon 

a competitive solution is the implementation of a charge for greenhouse 

gas emissions, which will force businesses to consider these expenses 

and create a convergence of private and social costs. in principle, this 

could be achieved through taxation or certificate trading.27 in a tax 

solution, each greenhouse gas unit is taxed, which gives it a price. the 

business is now forced to consider the cost of emissions during produc-

tion. the responsibility of the state in certificate trading consists of 

generating property rights28 for the emission of one unit of greenhouse 

gas. the number of emission rights is limited, making the emission of a 

unit of greenhouse gas a scarce right. Because these rights are market-

able, a price for emission rights emerges on the market. this scenario 

also calls for the emitting business to pay a price for each unit of green-

house gas, forcing it to consider these costs during production. the 

business now weighs up whether to buy a certificate for the emission  

of a unit of greenhouse gas or whether it is preferable to avoid the emis-

sion. as long as avoidance is cheaper than buying an emission right,  

the business will prefer the option of avoidance. thus, the price signal is 

used to create an efficient allocation of pollution rights, i.e. only those 

businesses that gain the greatest benefit from emissions produce them. 

this sounds contradictory at first; however, one must not forget that 

society benefits greatly from the production of energy, for instance. such 

an intervention changes the framework for action for society. Within this 

framework, competition may take place without further regulation.

6.  no JuStIFICAtIon For thE SubSIDIzAtIon oF 

rEnEWAbLE EnErGy SourCES

emissions trading meets the basic principles of the social market econo-

my, because the forces of the market continue to be used. climate pro-

tection is efficiently pursued. further measures are not required and 

should be avoided. the european union should take the first step here 

and subscribe to the sole goal of climate protection.

notwithstanding the european union implements other climate protection 

measures. however, its pronounced 20-20-20-goal i.e. the reduction of 

co2 emissions by 20 per cent, the increase of energy efficiency by 20 per 

cent and the increase of the share of renewable energies to 20 per cent 
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by 202029 only leads to a loss of efficiency. This shall be explained on the 

basis of subsidization of renewable energies. In addition to direct subsidi-

zation of various technologies, the main measures are the Renewable 

Energy Sources Act (for: Gesetz für den Vorrang Erneuerbarer Energien, 

in short: Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz, EEG) and the Combined Heat 

and Power Act (for: Gesetz für die Erhaltung, die Modernisierung und den 

Ausbau der Kraft-Wärme-Kopplung, in short: Kraft-Wärme-Kopplungsge-

setz, KWKG).30 The Renewable Energy Sources Act requires the operators 

to feed any energy that is available from renewable energy sources into 

their networks and to compensate it at a rate determined by the state. 

Because energy production from renewable energy sources is more 

expensive than production from fossil energy sources, the compensation 

rate exceeds the price of electricity from fossil fuels.31 These additional 

costs are apportioned to the price of electricity by the electricity com-

pany. The Combined Heat and Power Act represents the corresponding 

measure for supplying energy from combined heat and power generation 

plants. In contrast to direct subsidies, which are also widely available for 

renewable energies, the costs of the EEG and the KWKG are paid directly 

by the consumer and therefore do not appear in the household budgets 

of the federal government.

The high costs created by these subsidies have serious effects on the 

economy. Due to tax increases caused by the subsidy and rising energy 

costs caused by the apportionment of the EEG, both households and 

businesses are disadvantaged. Because of these high costs, businesses 

are unable to invest as much, if at all, and may even be forced to file 

bankruptcy in extreme cases. Overall, jobs are lost.

The subsidies also cause many resources to be misallocated. For in-

stance, if workers are only employed in the area of photovoltaics because 

of the subsidy,32 these workers could be used more productively in a 

different business or sector. An employee‘s salary reflects his or her 

opportunity cost, i.e. the amount that this employee could earn some-

where else in the economy. Hence, valuable resources are being wasted.

In addition, private commercial initiatives to develop technologies for 

eliminating emissions are seriously impeded, as it must seem futile for 

projects that are financed solely by the private sector to compete with 

highly subsidized technologies.
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ultimately, there is great danger that an intervention by the state will  

fail to advance the most efficient technologies. a direct subsidization of 

individual technologies would be beneficial only if the state was system-

atically better informed than all players on the market. however, this is 

not feasible. Direct subsidization of individual technologies or sectors is 

therefore a pretence of knowlegde33 by the state.

furthermore, subsidization of renewable energies on the electricity 

market does not affect climate protection measures, as energy produc-

tion is integrated in emissions trading. even though the subsidy helps 

eliminate emissions from electricity production in germany, this only 

means that electricity corporations have to hold fewer emission rights.  

as a result, demand decreases, which leads to a drop in carbon prices.  

at that point, other industries in germany and other european countries 

become interested in buying these emission rights and using them for 

their own production. the overall number of emission rights, and there-

fore total emissions within the european union, is not affected by the 

feed-in compensation; it merely leads to a subsidization of co2 emissions 

in other industries. for example, an individual household may conserve 

energy and electricity costs by buying an energy-efficient lamp, yet this 

does not mean that even an ounce of co2 is being saved in the european 

union. still, politicians and the media suggest to consumers that by 

buying energy-efficient lamps or conserving energy in general, they are 

contributing to climate protection. this flawed information policy has to 

come to an end and must be replaced by a broad and transparent educa-

tion effort about the opportunities and costs of climate protection.

Despite the fact that those sectors that until now have not been included 

in emissions trading are indeed registering reductions in co2 due to the 

use of renewable energy sources, subsidization is not justified in this 

case either.34 one example comes from the renewable energies heat act 

(for: Erneuerbare-Energien-Wärmegesetz, EEWärmeG), which went into 

effect at the beginning of this year in the thermal energy sector.35 the  

act requires all owners of newly built houses to generate some of their 

heat with renewable energies. as a result, the use of fossil fuels to gen-

erate heat is reduced and emissions are ultimately abated; however, 

high costs ensue because reductions are no longer made in the most 

cost-efficient areas. those affected by the regulation are burdened  

with higher than necessary costs. a more beneficial solution would be  

to expand emissions trading to other industries, which would allow all 
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consumers to use the price per ton of co2 or the higher price for heating 

oil or gas to adjust their demand in accordance with their personal pref-

erences. this allows everyone to decide on an individual basis whether  

to let a price increase keep him from building a sun room or motivate 

him to switch his heat supply to a renewable energy source. the latter 

makes economic sense if the price for heating oil, including the cost for 

emission rights, is higher than the price for the cheapest renewable 

energy source. if the price is lower, there are cheaper options for reduc-

ing co2 emissions, as the carbon price corresponds to the marginal 

abatement costs. after a comprehensive internalization of the negative 

external effects, state support or subsidization is no longer necessary. 

hence, subsidization of renewable energy sources must be stopped with 

urgency. the sole goal of an efficient climate protection policy should be 

the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. an increase in the share of 

renewable energy sources should be a consequence of climate policy 

rather than its goal.

7.  thE SoCIAL mArKEt EConomy AnD nAtIonAL CLImAtE 

ProtECtIon PoLICy

social debate is ongoing concerning the rising energy costs, which are 

usually attributed to the market power of the dominant electricity provid-

ers. however, the problems described above reveal that rising energy 

costs are economically intended in order to calculate climate damage  

into the cost of energy production and create an incentive to conserve 

energy. a significant advantage of the social market economy is undeni-

ably the ability to afford each citizen a minimum standard of social par-

ticipation, which includes a sufficient energy supply. a problem results 

from the political tendency to interfere in the pricing system for social 

reasons. this creates serious inefficiencies on the market and frequently 

puts a burden on those groups that are supposed to be getting relief.  

for instance, there was a serious discussion about the introduction of 

social tariffs on the electricity market, which rightly were not implemen-

ted in the end. in the area of welfare aid and ALG II (Arbeitslosengeld II) 

unemployment benefits, however, the state intervenes directly for social 

reasons. By absorbing energy costs, it attempts to keep poor citizens 

from feeling the effects of high energy prices. one advantage of this 

measure is that only those citizens of a society who are actually in need 

receive support, as these benefits are tied to a means test.36 still, this 

social measure lacks efficiency.
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With a view to climate protection, this measure doubtlessly leads to 

tremendous misdirected incentives, as the price ratio is further distorted 

in the wrong direction. the absorption of the heating costs of citizens 

in need results in a lack of incentives to conserve this expensive energy. 

in contrast, a greatly reduced price leads to increased consumption, thus 

thwarting the government’s climate protection efforts.

goods that are needed on a daily basis and whose prices show less 

regional differentiation, as well as energy costs, are better subsidized 

through a standard flat rate. a transfer that is at their disposal underlines 

the individual freedom of the poor to use these means according to their 

preferences and to increase their personal benefit. therefore, the benefit 

could be increased if the absorption of living and heating costs (transfer 

in kind) was replaced by a rise in the standard rates to the extent of the 

energy cost increase (transfer in cash). Due to the change in the price 

ratio, it is highly likely that the poor will not use the full standard rate 

increase for energy costs, but that there will also be a substitution effect 

toward other goods. overall, the level of benefit to the poor will rise.

from a climate policy perspective, a subsequent safeguard for the poor 

makes sense, as this does not distort the price ratio and achieves an 

optimal allocation of scarce resources by not undermining incentives for 

energy conservation.

8.  ProbLEmS ASSoCIAtED WIth EmISSIonS trADInG 

In EuroPE

During the third un climate change conference (cop-3) in kyoto in 

1997, the introduction of emissions trading established a system for 

using the described market forces. in the kyoto protocol, the european 

union committed to an eight per cent reduction of greenhouse gas  

emissions by 2012 and, in 2005, established the european emission 

trading system37 for co2 for this purpose.38 in doing so, it led the way in 

climate protection on the international level. in 2008, the european 

union expanded its reduction goal to 20 per cent (by 2020).39 however, 

this leading role is accompanied by high costs for the european economy. 

emissions trading is considered an efficient system in economic theory; 

however, this assumes a comprehensive system. yet the european  

emission trading system has regional restrictions, which causes signifi-

cant problems with regard to efficiency and the attainment of targets.  
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to begin with, the regional restriction creates competitive disadvantages 

for those european businesses engaged in international competition.  

the requirement to hold emission rights increases production costs for  

all goods whose production creates co2 emissions. in the case of local 

products, businesses can pass on those increased costs to consumers in 

the form of higher prices, which will also lead to the desired demand 

reaction. this is possible because all businesses in this industry are 

burdened with these additional costs, which means that the competitive 

conditions are the same for all businesses offering this product. this, 

however, is not the case with businesses whose goods are traded on the 

global market. these businesses are engaged in international competition 

and compete with businesses outside europe whose production does not 

carry a charge for the costs of pollution. passing on the additional costs 

through the price tends to be impossible, as this would mean that the 

affected businesses would lose market share in the best-case scenario  

or fail to survive on the market in the worst-case scenario. this can lead 

to bankruptcies or relocation of businesses abroad with the correspond-

ing negative effects on the european labor market. in both cases, the 

demand for products that are harmful to the climate is being satisfied  

by countries outside europe that are not involved in climate protection 

efforts. these countries gain a competitive advantage by not engaging  

in climate protection. the european union thus fails to reach its original 

climate protection goal, i.e. preventing the rise in the average global 

temperature. although emissions within the european union are being 

reduced through the abandonment of production plants, the reason is  

not a reduction in demand but rather a shift in demand from the euro-

pean union to countries outside europe. from a global perspective, there 

is no change in the amount of emissions. on the contrary, it is likely that 

emissions will increase, due to the fact that lower technology levels in 

many countries, especially in newly industrialized nations, will create 

more greenhouse gases during production than in the european union.

another problem exists on the international energy markets. emission 

rights trading causes energy costs to rise, which creates a proportionate 

demand reaction in the european union. Decreased demand for fossil 

resources in the european union also leads to lower demand on a global 

scale. By nature, this means that the global market price for fossil energy 

sources will drop, which allows other businesses to use fossil resources  

at a lower price. the global production of energy using fossil fuels is not 

affected. this problem can only be solved through a global emissions 
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trading system, as this would create restrictions on global emissions 

irrespective of how much the global market price for fossil fuels is drop-

ping. consequently, the leading role of the european union creates a 

burden on the european economy and its own citizens. as long as the 

other countries cannot agree on an international settlement, non-euro-

pean countries will reap the benefits in the form of an improved climate 

(even if only slightly) and a better competitive environment.

9.  ProbLEmS ASSoCIAtED WIth IntErnAtIonAL  

CoorDInAtIon

climate protection only makes sense if it is pursued on an international 

level. therefore, the goal should be to get all countries to agree on a 

coordinated international climate protection effort.40 even so, the notion 

that every country must assume an obligation to reduce emissions or 

that those countries with the highest emissions the greatest obligation 

for reducing emissions must be abandoned. such a belief is based on 

subjective principles of justice, making the conclusion of an international 

climate protection agreement unlikely. a fair measure would be an alloca-

tion key that is approved by all nations. the famous proposition of a per-

capita-allowance, meaning the allocation of a certain amount of emission 

rights for each global citizen, is also rather unlikely, as countries with 

high emissions but a rather small population size would not give their 

consent. the only feasible way to reach the goal of unanimity is that  

all countries agree on a commitment to reduce emissions based on their 

willingness to pay. the fact that willingness to pay is not very high in 

developing countries, where food supply or the establishment of a health 

care system are priorities, is comprehensible. these countries are par-

ticularly affected by the early effects of climate change such as prolonged 

droughts and desertification. for this reason, a number of developing 

countries demand compensation from the industrialized nations based on 

their responsibility for these damages due to high emissions in the past. 

if the consent of the affected countries can only be gained by promising 

compensation payments, such a decision could be made during negotia-

tions for an international climate protection alliance. an important task 

for economists consists of convincing all nations of the advantage of an 

emissions trading system, as it provides the most cost-efficient options 

for reductions and thus creates the lowest costs for all countries.
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the consent of all countries to a global emissions trading system is only 

conceivable if all countries are able to actively participate in emission 

rights trading, i.e. a country must in fact have the financial means to  

buy emission rights in order to enable growth of its national economy. 

this is also a question of the redistribution effect created by assigned 

property rights. the compensation payments or the distribution of rights 

to the individual countries must guarantee that this is possible. the ques-

tion of compensation payments must, however, be addressed separately 

from emissions trading insofar as an intervention in the market mecha-

nism is avoided. resources are optimally allocated only when the market 

mechanism of emissions trading is able to work freely. only then has  

the measure reached its highest efficiency. an earlier intervention results 

in a loss of efficiency with corresponding welfare losses, which reduces 

the elbow room for compensation payments. if the international com-

munity determines that the market result does not represent the desired 

distribution result, payments for countries in need must be decided 

separately. a direct link between the income from emission rights trading 

and the compensation payments, as currently envisioned by the euro-

pean union, should not automatically be taken for granted. since the 

citizens are entitled to the income from the sales of property rights, this 

income must initially be passed on to them, for instance in the form of 

tax cuts or debt reduction. if this income is used for other purposes, a 

further decision is necessary. for the citizens of industrial nations, it may 

make sense to lend financial support to developing countries in order to 

entice them to join a climate protection agreement, provided that the 

cost of compensation payments is lower than the climate damage that 

can be expected, both in a strict and in a broad sense.41

international climate protection efforts can learn from the idea behind 

the social market economy. the goal should be the establishment of  

an international regulatory framework, within which the scarce resource 

“clean air” can be used across the global market as efficiently as possible 

and every global citizen can act as freely as possible. the state‘s respon-

sibility lies in protecting the freedom of individuals and in ensuring func-

tioning markets. however, the social issues of the individual nations  

must not be forgotten; rather, all countries must be allowed to share in 

the resources. it must be emphasized, however, that there should be a 

separation of allocation and distribution, as that is the only way to ensure 

efficiency in climate protection.
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causes anD regulatory  
consequences of the financial 
markets crisis 

Ekkehard A. Köhler | Andreas Hoffmann

1. IntroDuCtIon 

in its report on the origin of the financial crisis, the “presi-

dent’s Working group on financial markets,” which was 

charged with investigating the financial crisis, came to 

the conclusion that the crisis was made possible due to a 

relaxation of credit issuing standards with regard to sub-

prime mortgages and by mistakes relating to their evalua-

tion and securitization processes. 

furthermore, weaknesses in the risk management proce-

dures of financial institutions and state monitoring agencies 

contributed to a general “erosion of discipline” affecting  

the issuance of securities. however, when the underwriters, 

whose representatives include the us treasury Department, 

the federal reserve, the stock exchange watchdog u.s. 

securities exchange commission (sec) and the commodity 

futures trading commission, attribute the cause of the 

financial crisis to the inadequate regulatory frameworks 

governing financial markets, their causal analysis falls short. 

Building upon previous research of hoffmann and schnabl, 

goldschmidt and köhler1 this paper combines international 
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crisis analysis from an overinvestment view and the analysis of constitu-

tional frameworks to deal with the problems we are currently facing.

there is broad consensus that two conditions must be fulfilled for the 

build-up of a speculative overinvestment bubble: first, liquidity must be 

available to feed such speculation; second, investors must be able to 

expect high – i.e. above-average – returns in a specific market.2

in keeping with these criteria, the first part of this article will account  

for the origin of the financial crisis as a consequence of stimulation via 

monetary policy (liquidity) and misleading institutional incentives (posi-

tive expectations). the development of monetary policy in the united 

states since 2000 and its contribution to creating the real-estate bubble 

will also be taken into consideration.

in the second part, the international conversion to accommodative mon-

etary policy and its effects on capital markets will be analyzed. next, the 

events of the financial crisis will be briefly summarizedt. finally, the state 

responses to the crisis will be described and critically examined with 

regard to their external effects and their implications for moral hazard 

behavior. 

the third section explores alternative principles for monetary policy in 

order that may help containing future speculation by modifying monetary 

policy strategies. in addition, another part will examine the reorganiza-

tion of the monetary regime from a constitutional perspective. a brief 

summary follows in conclusion. 

2.  CAuSES oF thE SPECuLAtIon bubbLE In thE unItED 

StAtES 

the first part of this section will examine the development of monetary 

policy in the united states since the turn of the millennium. in this con-

nection, the turn to accommodative monetary policy will be discussed, 

tracing the thesis of a paradigm change in the scholarly discourse in 

monetary policy. the effects of excess availability of liquidity on the us 

real-estate market will also be described. 
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2.1 uS monetary Policy since the turn of the millennium 

after the internet bubble burst in 2000/2001, federal reserve policy 

aimed at avoiding a recession that threatened the us real economy. to 

achieve this, the american central bank increased liquidity availability  

via drastic interest cuts and reduced the fed funds rate to one per cent 

within a matter of months. as a result, banks acquired more liquidity 

from the central bank and expanded lending. this resulted in monetary 

expansion at a rate of 10 per cent annually (on average) from 2001 to 

2004.3 

according to “quantity theory of money”, such a development in the 

money supply will either have an effect on the growth of the gross 

domestic product or on consumer price inflation, provided money de-

mand remains stable. yet both growth and consumer price inflation 

remained moderate at about three per cent and two to three per cent, 

respectively. accordingly, money demand increased at the low interest 

rates. the increasing money demand was accompanied by an expansion 

of available money. since no increased inflation pressure was discernible, 

the federal reserve kept the interest rate low to support growth and 

reduce the risk of a recession. 

in keeping with the so-called Jackson hole consensus, us central bank-

ers and leading academics4 view speculative bubbles in financial markets 

as acceptable in order to stimulate economic activity. the Jackson hole 

consensus was that bubbles should not be burst because they are dif-

ficult to identify as such and moreover, bursting bubbles could endanger 

the entire economy. When a bubble does burst, the fed is supposed to 

intervene and recapitalize financial intermediaries, if applicable.5 

this monetary policy had far-reaching consequences. although the 

development of money supply did not fuel consumer price inflation, 

assets such as stocks and real-estate reacted to increased money  

supply.6 the latter were not included in the monetary policy reaction 

function. thus the fed kept interest rates low although the money  

supply exploded between 2003 and 2007. it was not until mid-2004,  

that the effects of expansionary monetary policy were felt in rising con-

sumer prices. then the fed slowly raised interest rates.7 

the excessive liquidity expansion in the us between 2001 and 2005 was 

the first necessary condition for the creation of speculative bubbles.8 
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2.2 the boom in the uS real-Estate market

2.2.1  Positive expectations Meet institutional incentives  

to create a Boom

the second necessary condition for the build-up of an overinvestment 

bubble is positive expectations.9 after the collapse of the internet bubble, 

there were no such positive expectations in the us stock market.10 

yet us housing prices had been rising since the mid-1990s at a more 

rapid rate than the general price index (the asset price development is 

not included in consumer price inflation). this development was regarded 

as “good for growth” even after the internet bubble burst.11 the expecta-

tions in this market continued to increase primarily due to fiscal policy 

support and the attractive general investment conditions enjoyed by 

institutions. for example, it is possible in the usa to apply tax write-offs 

to real-estate financing expenses. moreover, general access to attractive 

mortgages is subsidized by state-backed financing institutions. When the 

mortgages were structured and bundled into so-called mortgage Backed 

securities (mBs), which were sold as investment banking products to 

third-parties – usually institutional customers – state-backed institutions 

also underwrote the default risk, resulting in more than half of mBs 

issued in the usa being guaranteed by the state.12

furthermore, general institutional conditions, such as the controversial 

community reinvestment act and lax monitoring of securities issuance 

practices contributed to expectations of high returns on the us real-

estate market. thus both conditions for the creation of a bubble in the 

housing market were fulfilled. 

2.2.2 the Boom in the us housing Market 

considering these favoring conditions, the demand for real-estate and 

credit increased dramatically. the banks sought more money from the 

central bank. this demand for money was satisfied at low interest rates 

such that the financial institutions were able to reduce interest rates on 

credit and mortgage markets to the historically lowest financing level of 

six per cent by 2005 (graph 2), although the demand for credit was 

increasing. 
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since the demand for real-estate is not elastic due to the low circulation 

frequency, the prices increased more rapidly than before. in turn,  

increasing housing prices had an effect on the banks’ credit granting 

procedures. the high demand for real-estate also promoted the creation 

of credit by the commercial banks and increased the demand for money 

from the central bank. starting in 2000, the house prices doubled within 

five years. 

moreover, the newly-created securities fed the upward spiral of credit 

issuance and us housing prices (innovations in minsky’s sense). credit 

for residential buildings was pooled together into safe investments, given 

aaa ratings, and resold. this gave banks the opportunity to remove the 

default risk for their mortgage market operations from their balance 

sheets and transfer it to third parties. Buyers quickly lined up for aaa-

rated securities.13

Graph 2: Average interest rate on mortgages in the USA from 

1990 to 2006
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the transfer of payment claims deriving from mortgage and credit opera-

tions further expanded the financial leeway of mortgage financing entities 

and of the commercial banks involved. it created the basis for financing 

new credit operations. the banks anticipated this new situation by ex-
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panding lines of credits to borrowers with lower credit ratings who would 

previously not have been considered viable borrowers. the subprime 

segment created in this way was intentionally served and soon accounted 

for a majority of new credit granted.14

the credit granted in this connection was later termed “ninja loans”  

(no income, no Job or assets) and their value was entirely dependent on 

the increasing housing market prices. flexible-rate loans were especially 

favored. these were often structured such that the interest payments 

due at the beginning of the term were low (so-called “teaser rates”), and 

only after several years did they increase to the normal market rate. as 

long as housing prices increased and interest payments were moderate, 

the relationship between the amount of credit and the value of the real-

estate property improved across all mortgage loans.

Graph 3: Case-Shiller Home Price Index 1990-2008
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the course of the case-shiller home price index, which represents the 

development of the home prices in the most significant us metropolitan 

regions, clearly illustrates the boom described above (graph 3). at the 

same time, the percentage of home owners increased from 67 to 69 per 

cent between 2000 and 2006 (an all-time high).
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soon, the boom in the housing market began to affect the overall econo-

my because the asset situation of homeowners was improving - as long 

as interest rates remained low and housing prices continued to rise. this 

increased the creditworthiness and consumption capacity of the american 

people, which ultimately stimulated the economy in general – and con-

tributed to the misallocation within the real economy and increased the 

debt ratio of budgets.

3.  thE WorLDWIDE monEtAry ExPAnSIon AnD  

ItS EFFECtS

after 2001, monetary policy aimed at avoiding recessions and promoting 

growth, not only in the us economy but in all major economies. as a 

result, attractive refinancing opportunities were available on international 

capital markets, which promoted worldwide growth. Below, we examine 

developments in the monetary policy of east asia (china in particular) 

and europe after 2001. the implications of these policies for capital 

markets will then be elucidated. 

3.1 East Asia 

in the 1990s, many east asian central banks (that of china, in particular) 

stabilized their currencies against the us dollar. this exchange rate peg 

appears to be beneficial for two reasons: first, the us is east asia’s main 

trading partner. since east asian economies do not have international 

reserve currencies, transactions were processed in us dollars. second, a 

fixed exchange rate guarantees the value of reserves that have already 

been accumulated. for this reason, reference is often made to a world 

dollar standard.15 

By pegging their exchange rates against the dollar, these economies also 

imported us monetary policy. on the one hand, the expansionary us 

monetary and fiscal policies after 2001 heated up consumption in the us. 

additionally, it exposed the dollar to devaluation pressure. to maintain 

the stability of the exchange rate, the east asian central banks had  

to intervene by purchasing additional dollars and selling their own cur-

rencies on foreign exchange markets (graph 4). east asia thus can be 

argued to have pursued a strategy of undervaluation to stimulate exports 

and economic growth.16 
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since east asia primarily invested the accumulated reserves and savings 

from exports in us state-backed securities, additional liquidity was 

available to financial institutions, which reduced the long-term interest 

rate in the us. the process of creating money in the us thus received 

additional impetus from the monetary effects of east asia’s export-

induced growth strategies. Bernanke17 regards this “savings glut” from 

east asia as the main reason behind global imbalances and bubbles. 

capital imports from east asia speed up the boom in mortgage markets 

because the amounts of money that were initially absorbed from east 

asia were once again made available on the market via the sale of us 

state-backed securities. the fertile ground for speculation grew (first 

factor identified by minsky and hayek).

During the boom, both profited from one another. the us profited due to 

the attractive situation for the financial sector and east asia was given 

opportunities to export industrial products. graph 5 illustrates the boom 

in the countries of east asia on the basis of stock price development in 

china.

Graph 4: Development of Foreign Currency Reserves
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Graph 5: International Stock Price Development
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the east asian export-led growth strategy has contributed to coordina-

tion with the accommodative monetary policy of the federal reserve 

system, which finally put the onus on the european central Bank.

3.2 Europe

until 1999 the german Bundesbank put the emphasis on the develop-

ment of money supply to keep the quality of the currency. When the 

european central Bank took on the role of making monetary policy, the 

money supply lost its importance. instead, monetary policy was subse-

quently aimed at achieving a consumer price inflation goal of less than 

(but close to) two per cent. european monetary policy became more 

closely allied with us monetary policy, especially after the change of the 

ecB’s concept in nary monetary policy of early spring 2003.18

one reason for the departure from controlling the money supply within  

a friedman paradigm was the empirical observation that the level of 

consumer prices continued to remain stable despite the rapid growth in 

money supply during the 1990s. for this reason, doubt was cast on the 

monetary connection between growth of the money supply and price 

development in academic discourse.19 De grauwe and polan20 take the 

assertion further by claiming that growth of the money supply exerts no 
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influence on price development, since the demand for money is not 

constant. When the demand for money is increasing and/or the velocity 

of money is falling, the money supply can increase more quickly than 

under friedman’s principles. since the money supply was no longer 

regarded as a good indicator of future price developments, the current 

development of the price index and of the gDp should be taken as an 

indicator of future price developments.21

in June 2001, the european central Bank lowered the main refinancing 

rate because deflation tendencies were observable in parts of europe. 

similar to the situation in the us, real interest rates continued to be 

negative over an extended period (graph 6). the money supply in the 

eurozone also increased between 2002 and 2006 by about 10 per cent 

annually. this prepared the ground for asset price bubbles. 

Graph 6: Parallel Real Interest Rate Development in the USA and  

Eurozone
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in europe, the low interest rate additionally promoted the flow of capital 

into the emerging markets of central and eastern europe, in particular 

the Baltic states and Bulgaria, which stabilized their exchange rate 

against the euro and offered high returns on investments. similar to  

the situation in east asia, foreign currency reserves increased dramati-

cally in these countries (graph 4). in central and eastern europe too, 
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stock and real-estate prices literally skyrocketed (graph 5). capital 

infows were reflected in large current account deficits and overinvest-

ment in real-estate markets.22 While east asia and eastern europe were 

the most dynamic regions, similar developments could be observed in  

a number of emerging market economies. this was true in particular 

of countries that export raw materials, which profited from the rapidly 

rising price of raw materials (russia, Brazil).

3.3 the Effects on Capital markets

it wasn’t only the countries of east asia and europe that pursued the 

goal of providing inexpensive liquidity, rather Japan, russia and most  

of the other g-20 states also followed. as a result of the worldwide 

monetary expansion, the real world interest rate remained near zero 

for a long time after 2001. the commercial banks responded to this 

development by expanding their investment, credit and financing  

operations.

in search for attractive investment, asian and european commercial  

and investment banks took notice of the securitized payment claims due 

from us homebuilders. aaa-ratings promised above-average returns. 

thus these products appeared to be both low-risk and lucrative. the 

international demand intensifed securitization even further, since the 

us banks found a way not only to bundle the risks, but also to resell and 

further distribute them, almost without limit. this increased the leverage 

and capacity of the banks to grant credit and banks were less dependent 

on central bank liquidity. the proportion of foreign capital invested in 

enterprises rose dramatically. in an environment of rising asset prices, 

companies were able to absorb more foreign capital since the asset side 

of their balance sheets became increasingly inflated due to the increase 

in asset prices.

4.  thE FInAnCIAL CrISIS AnD StAtE mEASurES tAKEn 

In rESPonSE

in this section, we describe the crisis events and worldwide transmission 

of the financial crisis. afterwards, we examine the responses of govern-

ments and central banks to the crisis and analyze their effectiveness.
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4.1 the Crisis in the uSA

in July 2004, the federal reserve began to increase interest rate with  

the european central Bank following in December 2005. in the united 

states, this initiated the reversal of expectations and profitability in the 

real-estate market: the increasing interest rate reduced demand for real 

property and mortgages. moreover, the rate increase led to defaulted 

payments, since many subprime borrowers could only pay the mortgages 

on their houses as long as interest rates were falling and home prices 

were rising.

Due to the payments defaulted on by subprime debtors, beginning in 

summer 2007 mortgage refinancers, investment banks and insurance 

companies like indymacBank, Bear stearns, aig and merryl lynch lost 

billions, were sold or had to apply for creditor protection. While the 

state-backed real-estate financing institutions freddy mac and fannie 

mae were saved from bankruptcy in July 200823 by government interven-

tion, the failure to save lehmann Brothers in october 2008 contributed 

considerably to the uncertainty affecting the financial markets. trust in 

the markets eroded and all mortgage financers were pushed to the brink 

of insolvency.

the losses of investment banks resulted in a reduction of the willing- 

ness of private and institutional investors to assume risk. the latter  

then quickly withdrew considerable amounts from the capital markets  

or refrained from making new investments in high-risk products. the 

stock market collapsed (graph 6). this reduced the banks’ equity. in 

addition, mistrust among the banks was rife and they were generally  

no longer prepared to help one another secure credit. finally, the inter-

banking market dried up entirely so that it was only possible to obtain 

liquidity from the central bank.

the next sector to be hit was the us real economy; due to the payment 

problems experienced by homeowners, many houses were subject to 

foreclosure and compulsory auction, and these households no longer  

had access to income of any kind. as a result, real-estate prices fell 

dramatically starting in mid-2007. With the fall of real property value, 

americans lost their securities backing consumer credit. private con-

sumption fell. in a second wave, the reduced credit availability from  

the banking sector, which had been hit hard by the crisis, reduced both 
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investment and consumption. thus unemployment started to rise. in 

2009 us gDp declined substantially.

4.2 International transmission of the Crisis

the world economy slowed down as as the economies of east asia, 

europe and the emerging markets were also affected by the crisis.  

Due to their role as major providers of credit to the us, east asia and 

germany were affected by the crisis from the very beginning. european 

financial institutions like northern rock, the ikB and german regional 

state Banks, as well as east asian financial institutions lost because  

they had bought toxid securitized paper. in addition, falling us imports 

caused growth projections to worsen for export-based economies. the 

gDp in both germany and Japan contracted considerably by the end of 

2009. unemployment started to rise.

the emerging market economies were affected primarily by a lower  

influx of capital. this exposed their currencies to devaluation pressure 

and, in countries that had pegged their exchange rate to the euro or 

dollar in particular, to a monetary contraction that slowed growth. most 

of the world’s economies thus contracted more dramatically than ever 

before. the gDp of the Baltic countries fell by approximately 10 to 15  

per cent over the course of the year. graph 6 illustrates how asset values 

in estonia and china (among others) collapsed in 2007.

4.3 State measures in response to the Crisis

immediately after the outbreak of the financial crisis, central banks 

hastily reduced fund rates. the latitude for monetary policy operations 

open to the central banks was strongly limited, however, because the 

interest rate was already relatively low at the outbreak of the crisis in 

comparison to earlier boom periods. since the minimum level of interest 

rate reduction was reached as early as the end of 2008, the central 

banks granted the commercial banks any amount of money they re-

quested. since then, this policy of “monetary easing” has meant that 

unlimited liquidity is available in the us, the eurozone and the uk.

in addition to this monetary policy response to the financial crisis, the 

governments of the g20 have “initiated what are probably the largest 

state interventions since the 1930s,”24 including the provision of state 
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guarantees for bad assets and fiscal policy stimulation programs of 

unprecedented scope. While state guarantees and the nationalization  

of commercial banks were intended to prevent looming bank collapses, 

the economic programs sought stabilize the economic system. from the 

outset of this policy, the governments hoped to reduce the risk of defla-

tion and to moderate the effects on the real economy. as a result of  

this response to the crisis characterized by debt financing, state debt  

will reach all-time highs over the course of the next few years, especially 

in developed economies.25 this further reduces the latitude for political 

action for the future.26

these policies were actually able to preserve the markets from a feared 

widespread collapse of banks in fall 2008. even if it has not been possible 

to date to restore faith in the financial market players and with it, the 

interbank market, it is possible that the intervention of policymaking 

could affect the expectations of market participants and thereby shorten 

the length of the crisis. in this sense, the rapid and massive state inter-

vention would have been the right course of action.

Doubt has already been cast on the long-term effectiveness of this policy 

response, however: even if the effect of the crisis on the real economy 

can be moderated over the short-term by such expansive fiscal and 

monetary policies, this type of policymaking will serve to virtually guar-

antee the reoccurrence of a similar crisis.27 how could governments  

and central banks credibly singnalizse, that they abstain from bail-outs 

and stimuli packages during the next crisis? ultimately, governments  

are continuing the policies that originally contributed to the crisis28: Bad 

investments and overinvestments are maintained and newly stimulated 

by guarantees and economic programs. restructuring of the economy is 

impeded and conduct informed by moral hazard is promoted.29 finally, 

the ecB’s cheap long-run jumbo loans and its reduced security standards 

might jeopardize the efficacy of this response in the future.30

5.  thE PoLItICAL AnD ConSItutIonAL ImPLICAtIonS 

oF thE FInAnCIAL CrISIS

the doubt we cast on the long-term efficacy of the state responses to 

the crisis can also be interpreted as a qualitiative problem, that these 

policies are aimed at the symptoms of the financial crisis rather than at 

the political and institutional reasons that primarily caused it. therefore, 
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we would now like to advocate a variation of the predominant concept of 

monetary policy and a variation of the monetary regime to contribute to 

the solution of this problem. We will proceed in two steps:

first, the question will be asked how the existing monopolized monetary 

regimes can be improved by modifying the procedures in the conduct of 

monetary policy – that is, by varying the “monetary policy strategy” of 

the central bank – such that the recurrence of excess liquidity scenarios 

can be best avoided. in this connection, we will summarize three sugges-

tions to reform monetary policy.

second, we discuss the possibilities for changing the existing monetary 

regime from a perspective of constitutional political economy. in contrast 

to the first step, we examine the effect of varying the existing monetary 

constitution and inquire into the institutional arrangements and polity 

changes that are advisable to ensure an effective monetary regime over 

the long-term. With its constitutional approach, constitutional economics 

attempts to correct neoclassical economics in which the institutional 

perspective has been widely neglected.31

5.1 the necessity of modifying monetary Policy Concepts

as has been illustrated in sections 2.1 and 3.2, a paradigm shift has 

occurred in monetary policy discourse over the last twenty years. the 

worldwide conversion of central banks to accommodative monetary 

policy, which is related to the above paradigm change, and its contribu-

tion to causing the financial crisis, raises the question of how the mon-

etary policy strategy of central banks should be reformed to avoid future 

crises and to ensure a stable currency within a monopolistic monetary 

structure.

in this connection, Borio and White32 recommend that central banks 

should monitor asset prices and credit developments in the future to  

limit the banking sector’s capacity to create liquidity. money supply 

developments should therefore receive more attention than during  

recent years. the integration of credit and asset aggregates into central 

banks’ response function would clearly not be a return to the monetarist 

money supply rule, which was displaced from its leading role in the 

scholarly discourse due to new insights gained from research into the 

transmission mechanisms of monetary policy. at the same time both 
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scholars reject the dominant neo-keynesian conclusion that we intro-

duced in section 2.1.

the president of the Bundesbank, Weber33, also advocates this opinion 

and additionally calls for an end to the expansive monetary and fiscal 

policies within the foreseeable future, i.e. after the market has stabilized. 

according to his position, a reformed monetary policy should assure 

that interest rates should meander along the business cylcle to avoid low 

interest rate levels over the long-term. this would allow the central bank 

to better ensure that the effects of monetary policy are predictable, at 

least over the mid-term.

neumann34 carries these ideas even further. in contrast to the green-

span-Bernanke-mishkin view, he argues that central banks should mod-

estly lean against asset price bubbles by contracting monetary supply 

once they are monitored.

all three approaches aim – at least implicitly – at a revision of the Jack-

son hole consensus, since the proposed monetary policy is intended to 

prevent the formation of speculation bubbles.

Because of their aim, these new approaches can be recommended to 

regulatory bodies for implementation, since effectively incorporating 

these new monetary policy strategies at the institutional level is equiva-

lent to a return to a stability-oriented and predictable monetary policy 

that adequately addresses the money supply issue especially on the 

formation on overvaluation bubbles.

Beyond these recommendations to reform monetary policy, the state 

should also be advised to reform the economic constitution due to the 

interdependency of the monetary and the economic order.35 in this con-

nection, Wohlgemuth, straubhaar and zweynert36 have noted that atten-

tion should also be devoted to the principle of liability as the guiding 

ideal for the reform of the monetary and economic system.37

other interdependent areas of the economic order should also be subject 

to corrective measures; however we cannot explore this further here. 

these primarily include institutional incentives to stimulate consumption 

and investment, regulations that limit moral hazard, as well as instru-

ments to discipline public spending.38
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5.2 reforming the monetary Constitution

the question which alternative rules can be recommended to improve the 

monetary constitution represents a problem of choice among constitu-

tional constraints. But how does constitutional economics evaluates the 

quality of alternative constitutional rules?

the variation of the monetary constitution can be regarded as advanta-

geous for society from a constitutional political perspective, if it can 

receive voluntary and informed consent from all affected individuals. 

consent therefore constitutes a sine qua non condition for a legitimately 

recommendation of the monetary constition.

the second, downstream criterion for evaluating the extent to which  

an alternative constitutional rule or particular regulatory changes can 

be legitimately recommended concerns the functional characteristics it 

unfolds on the subconstitutional level. of course, only action patterns  

(in the sense of hayek’s “pattern prediction”39) that underlie an alterna-

tive monetary system or alternative regulations in the existing system 

can be predicted here. from a constitutional political perspective, the 

question is thus raised as to which monetary system best meets the 

common constitutional interests that money users have in their currency 

in comparison to the existing or alternative monetary system proposals. 

a decision is then reached based on a functional test, in conjunction with 

the legitimacy criterion of voluntary consent regarding the extent to 

which a particular monetary structure can be legitimately recommended.

since an overall examination of such a discussion cannot be provided 

within the scope of this article, we have limited ourselves to a short 

summary of the results of such an evaluation.

monetary regime proposals can be divided into two categories, based on 

their institutional structure and the type of conduct that can be expected 

for each: on the one hand, systems that require discretionary control 

and on the other, systems that pursue rule based control. from the 

perspective of constitutional economics, rule-based monetary regimes 

are preferable to discretionary regimes, with regard to the extent that 

they can be legitimately recommended.
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the necessary institutional arrangements range from a commodity re-

serve currency40, which was recently discussed by the chinese central 

bank,41 to the idea of an independent central bank structure,42 through to 

a currency competition model.43

Within the scope of research into competitive monetary systems, which 

has received renewed attention since the outbreak of the financial crisis, 

two lines of development can be identified that can each be traced back 

to the time when the gold standard collapsed: one is largely an austrian 

development that advocates returning to a free banking system with 

a 100 per cent minimum reserve backed by gold,44 while the other is a 

more heterogeneous/anglo-saxon development that calls for multiple 

forms of a free banking system – with at least the partial participation of 

the central bank – with various institutional arrangements.45 the proposal 

by leonhard miksch can also be classified in this line of development; 

miksch introduced what amounts to a precursor of a free banking system 

into the freiburg school’s monetary system discourse.46

Both camps are divided with respect to the legitimacy principle on one 

hand, and with regard to the specific institutional recommendations on 

the other.

a further investigation is required regarding the institutional structure of 

such a system, and regarding its integration into the entire economic 

system. there are good reasons to support the idea that a competitive 

currency system that includes active participation of the central bank and 

regulations to standardize the circulation of money would be a viable 

alternative to a monopolized monetary structure, based on the expected 

results.47 this is not the place to conduct a more specific consideration of 

this idea, however.

6. SummAry

one cause of the financial crisis among others can be seen in the mis-

management of monetary policy since 2000. the accommodative mon-

etary policy pursued worldwide distorted the refinancing incentives of  

the commercial banks, leading to the global financial markets becoming 

inundated by a flood of investment. the commercial banks responded  

to the historically advantageous refinancing conditions offered by the 

central banks by expanding their investment, credit and financing opera-
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tions, which in turn increased the level of debt considerably. the general 

institutional conditions promoted not only passing on structured credit 

and mortgage products to third parties, but also promoted granting credit 

to customers with low creditworthiness. the questionable evaluation of 

these risks and the high demand for investment products increased the 

accumulation of securitized credit risks. a globally-fuelled speculation 

bubble was created in the us housing market. after the bubble burst in 

summer 2007 and the effects associated with it spread to the markets 

and companies involved, all major economies that were already suffering 

from the ill effects of the global economic slowdown (via the trade chan-

nel) were befallen by the financial crisis we are familiar with.

once it burst, the bubble was followed by drastic interest rate cuts by  

the central banks and far-reaching interventions to stabilize the financial 

markets. to date, the response to these measures has been able to avert 

a feared contagion of bank collapses. the long-term efficacy of this 

response, however, must be doubted since a long-term solution would 

require a restructuring of the rules and institutions that govern the 

monetary and economic systems.

a conceivable way would be to integrate asset price developments into 

the central banks’ criteria for setting interest rates, as discussed in 

section 5.1. although the path back to controlling money supply is not 

advisable, it is worthwhile to reconsider milton friedman’s criticism of  

his own profession, which he proposed to his colleagues on the occasion 

of the 80th annual meeting of the american economic association:  

“the first and most important lesson that history teaches about what 

monetary policy can do – and it is a lesson of the most profound impor-

tance – is that monetary policy can prevent money itself from being a 

major source of economic disturbance.”48 for this reason, further investi-

gations that discuss alternative monetary regimes from a constitutional 

political perspective should follow. instrumental arrangements that have 

been discussed within the ordoliberal discourse on the monetary system 

– in an updated and well-thought-out form – may offer a pardigmatic 

alternative within discourse around the further development of the euro-

pean monetary union.
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the financial anD economic  
crises: a threat to the social 
market economy?

David Gregosz

1. IntroDuCtIon

Both the financial crisis and the social market economy are 

the subject of countless articles in the press, speeches and 

essays. the konrad adenauer stiftung also hopes to shed 

some light on the matter with its recent publications and 

conferences. this paper draws on this motive and creates  

a link between the two topics – the financial crisis and the 

social market economy – in an effort to answer the key 

questions of today, namely: Do the financial and economic 

crises pose a threat for the social market economy? and, 

what conclusions can be drawn? 

Without wanting to forestall a more sophisticated answer, 

one thing can be said with certainty; the german economic 

system (popularly described as the “social market econo-

my”) together with the financial and economic policies of the 

federal government are now facing enormous challenges. 

challenges, which will characterize the next legislative 

period. these are predominantly the result of an unusually 

deep recession, in which the global economy found itself 

during the spring of 2009 and from which it is now gradually 

recovering, and the need for reform for individual political 
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areas (e.g. fiscal or social security system). if the important early eco-

nomic indicators are to be believed, then the economic downturn has 

now been overcome; however, academics cannot agree about the forth-

coming recovery scenario. quite apart from whether the economic recov-

ery will turn out to have a W, v or u shape, there are certain observa-

tions, which can be made now. the main assumption is that there is a 

need to overhaul to the financial markets, so as to ensure that money 

and capital once again play a helpful role for human beings.

2. CAuSES AnD FISCAL ImPACt oF thE FInAnCIAL CrISIS

the scale of the current crisis is due to the co-occurrence of several 

factors: the financial crisis, an economic downturn and an international 

structural crisis in certain markets (e.g. the automotive industry and 

suppliers, who have to reduce surplus capacities) – three economic 

phenomena which feed off each other.

significant macroeconomic imbalances, inefficient regulatory structures 

and flawed incentive mechanisms in the banking system have been 

identified as the starting point for the banking, or rather financial crisis, 

as has failed american social and monetary policy, which encouraged  

a real estate bubble and, ultimately, led to this bursting this caused 

several financial institutions, which were linked to each other, to get into 

difficulty and culminated in the collapse of the investment bank, lehman 

Brothers, on september 15, 2008. as a result of this unexpected shock, 

the inter-bank market came to a near standstill. the consequence of  

this was that the cost of borrowing soared, lending was reduced, markets 

were compartmentalized and there was a huge loss of confidence about 

the fate of the economy (evident from the stock market crashes). in 

turn, this led to massive economic problems, which placed the greatest 

strain yet on the eurozone; and tensions continue to grow within the 

single currency area. the effects of the financial and economic crises are 

being compounded in countries such as greece, italy, portugal and spain 

due to certain economic failures. in the past, these countries all lived 

beyond their means, which aggravated their individual problems during 

the crisis and made wage and price adjustments in the real economy a 

necessity.
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citizens and businesses alike have experienced firsthand how intercon-

nected economies – which, without a doubt, are advantageous for ger-

many – can also transfer shocks throughout the system. When the world 

economy slows down as the result of a shock, then the (former) leading 

export nation is subject to the full force of the situation. economists are 

referring to an “imported recession” in the case of the current crisis, 

which, of course, affects growth and employment. that is precisely why 

the new federal government must show a keen interest in coming to 

terms with the crisis and in improving international regulation. however, 

contractions in an economy based on the division of labour are not dis-

tributed symmetrically: some sectors, mainly regional ones such as the 

capital goods industry, have been hit much harder than others. this 

confusion in certain sectors can be explained because the crisis has not 

reached them yet. only when the situation becomes wholly apparent, 

with wage cuts, short time or unemployment, will many people fully 

appreciate the extent of the dislocation. from a macroeconomic perspec-

tive, these dislocations are undeniably large, which is why industrialized 

nations strove to cushion the drop in demand through concerted efforts.

3. EFFECtS on thE “rEAL EConomy”

in spite of these measures, the federal government expects gDp to 

fall this year by 5.0 per cent in real terms. the federal statistics office 

published figures in may 2009 that showed that economic output had 

fallen by 3.8 per cent in the first quarter (in the second quarter, the 

economy grew slightly by 0.3 per cent). never before has there been 

such a sharp decline in the federal republic’s sixty year history. as a 

consequence, there is an increasing number of insolvencies and a rise  

in the average annual number of unemployed people, a delayed indicator 

for the state of the “real economy”. the institute for employment re-

search (for: Institut für Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung, IAB) calcu-

lated the average number of unemployed people to be 3.5 million  

in 2009. the average annual figure for 2010 is expected to reach 4.1 

million.1

of course, the worsened conditions also impact on the public purse.  

on the income side, the results of the may tax estimate for 2009 to  

2012 show a reduction in tax receipts of 316 million euros (nevertheless, 

forecasts show that this year will see the third highest tax revenues ever 

– only in 2007 and 2008 were higher tax revenues collected). around 
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two-thirds of the losses are linked to the worsened overall economic 

situation; the remaining third is due to fiscal reform.

the erosion of income, as well as additional burdens on the expenditure 

side (such as employment and economic stimulus packages) will shape 

the national finances over the coming years. it is already clear that the 

deficits expected for 2009 and 2010 will exceed those seen after reunifi-

cation. adhering to the european growth and stability pact has faded in 

importance, since redressing the structural deficit is not something that 

can be achieved quickly. the fact that this task must be made a priority 

for the coming legislative period arises from the debt brake stipulation 

rooted in the constitution.

4. ChALLEnGES For GErmAn EConomIC PoLICy

talk of “economically challenging times” seems well founded; they are 

challenging because we face the worst economic crisis since the great 

depression of the 1930s and we do not have a regulatory “formula for 

success”. furthermore, the current crisis is more complex, on a more 

global scale and more synchronous than the one of 80 years ago. how-

ever – and this is the crucial difference – central banks have reacted 

more prudently, today. the mistake the central banks made then of 

reducing the money supply has not been repeated. in addition, the times 

are challenging because social insecurity – evident in the decline in 

approval for the social market economy – coincides with the “triumphant 

shouts” of left-wing populism, a group that has always been skeptical 

towards the market economy and an open society. one could almost say 

that state interventionists’ elation knows no bounds during this economic 

crisis. one does not have to listen to all the gloom about the disaster 

that has befallen the market economy and the end of liberalism. one can 

quite simply refer to the economist Joseph schumpeter, who once wrote: 

“capitalism stands its trial before judges who have the death sentence in 

their pockets.”2

however, the nascent criticism of the “market” misses the fact that  

the events we have witnessed are the product of human action. “the” 

market is not an autonomous entity, rather a guidance mechanism for 

the action of countless human beings within a regulatory framework.  

the state willingly carries the responsibility for this framework, for eco-

nomic rulemaking and for the results – be they positive or negative – of 
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the market. against this backdrop, it is unfair to lay the blame for the 

economic and financial crises at the foot of the market economy and its 

proponents alone. it is even less justified to accuse so-called ordoliberals 

(from the latin ordo, meaning order), such as Walter eucken, who have 

always seen the state as playing a constructive role. Who were these 

ordoliberals?

5.  tAKInG thE PrInCIPLES oF A SoCIAL mArKEt  

EConomy SErIouSLy

seeing as it would be sensible to consider the writings of the master-

minds of the social market economy, so as to deal with the current global 

economic crisis, we should start by looking at the freiburg school. a  

year after the banking crisis of 1931, at the nadir of the global crisis,  

the ordoliberals pleaded for “a strong state, a state above the economy” 

to oppose the “swamp of capitalism”.3

even then, the role of the state was, therefore, not only to exist in  

guaranteeing property rights and security, but should first and foremost 

create a new economic order through the constituent and regulating 

principles of competition, i.e. the market: “this seems to be one of the 

most important points where the state must intervene, so as to imple-

ment market rules and to overcome the frictions which prevent these 

rules from being fulfilled.”4

Back then it was nothing more than a rehashing of liberalism: in the 

1930s, the ordotheorists pointed out that the market did not generate 

order from itself, as classical liberalism would have it. the state, as the 

ultimate guarantor of economic order, plays a particular role. over the 

past few years, politicians and certain market agents seemed to lose 

sight of the state’s priority towards the economy – as required by the 

pioneers of the social market economy – namely, the maintenance of a 

clearly regulated and structured market economy. accordingly, state and 

market failure went hand in hand.

remember, the central tenet of the freiburg school was a free market 

economy with a functioning price system. private property, contractual 

freedom, as well as clearly defined, secure property rights are prerequi-

sites for allowing human beings to act freely and responsibly. at the 

same time – and this is important – the state must give the market a 
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framework and follow certain principles. Walter eucken summed up the 

fundamentals of this in his paper – which still rings true today – entitled 

Grundsätze der Wirtschaftspolitik (Principles of Economic Policy)e:

it is crucial to protect competitiveness; companies tend to inhibit com-

petition, through acquisitions or price-fixing, for example. therefore, 

the state must guard against monopolies or cartels and keep markets 

open for potential competitors to enter. only competition’s “whip” can 

produce cost efficiencies and the pressure to innovate.

furthermore, there must be clear rules on liability, so as to ensure  

that an aggrieved party is not lumbered with the cost it has incurred 

and that actors do not take excessive risks.

the central bank must ensure sufficient monetary stability, in order  

to prevent the pricing system from sending out distorted signals and 

triggering bad investments.

so as to improve long-term planning, economic policy should be 

geared towards reliability, consistency and predictability.

if one goes against these principles, which represent the central points 

of the social market economy, then it supports the following conclusion: 

today’s financial and economic crises are not proof that the social market 

economy has failed. rather, they emphasize the validity and the essential 

value of its universal principles, such as monetary stability, liability, scale, 

powerful competition and the renouncement of partial interests.

in reality, the observed market exaggerations were direct consequences 

of misguided policies in the past. people went against the regulatory 

principles of the social market economy. in the usa, attempts were 

made to finance the economy on the basis of low interest rates and 

private debt was encouraged by the state. this was one cause for the 

enormous monetary escalation. if money and goods are misaligned,  

then stable prices are jeopardized. although it did not result in excessive 

inflation in the usa, this immense liquidity did contribute to the growth 

of a real estate bubble. furthermore, several banks rid themselves of 

their risks of loan defaults and, consequently, their liability for particular 

business by bundling up (“securitizing”) their mortgage lending and 

selling these on the markets to other banks, financial institutions or 

private investors (without being forced to retain co-liability by regula-

tors). the direct lender-borrower relationship was abandoned in favor  

of an anonymous, opaque liability structure, which proved to be unsus-
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tainable in the end. in addition, the concentration process in the banking 

sector – which was of global proportions and continued with almost  

no regulation – lead to the problem of institutions being “too big to fail”. 

furthermore, blatant misincentives amongst ratings agencies and weak-

nesses in international accounting rules became apparent.

6. WhAt LESSonS CAn bE LEArnED From thE CrISIS?

in partial answer to this question, one can say that the financial crisis 

has not jeopardized the idea – “idea” being the key word – of the social 

market economy. rather it has served to emphasize its key elements! 

however, and this is the main lesson to be drawn from the crisis, the 

state – both in america and in germany – failed to take the idea seri-

ously enough and to deal with the correct regulatory issues (e.g. effec-

tive financial market regulation), instead, getting bogged down in the 

details of particular policy areas.

now, there is the real danger that the state – motivated and ideologically 

fired up by the current crisis – will continue down this interventionist 

route and place freedom and prosperity at risk further down the line.  

the distorting competitive impact of the car scrappage scheme, which 

the grand coalition introduced, is a good example. any ordopolitician  

will be unnerved by statements, such as those in § 3 paragraph 1 of the 

amended Financial Market Stabilization Act: “the federal finance ministry 

is responsible for carrying out expropriation procedures”6 – particularly 

since the act was only designed to deal with the case of the hypo real 

estate Bank.

and so we cannot be accused of misinterpretation, it was necessary in 

those exceptional circumstances, which now seem to have been over-

come, to protect the financial markets from collapse using the special 

financial market stability fund. the economic stimulus packages – as  

the second measure – should not be dismissed per se: on the one hand 

because of the limited effectiveness of monetary policy and, on the other, 

to ensure stability of economic expectations. this approach involved the 

slow-acting economic stimulus packages i and ii, the total volume of 

which was around 80 million euros. however, the main point is – and this 

is the challenge for the coming legislative period – not to lose sight of 

regulatory principles completely and to redress the balance between the 

state and the market.
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as a result, the regulatory test is yet to come, where state interventions 

– which, in the case of market failure, are also an integral part of the 

social market economy – must be aligned with market principles and the 

withdrawal of the state from the economy must be cleverly achieved.

it seems presumptuous to derive the basic need for comprehensive 

keynsian measures, i.e. higher, debt-financed state expenditure or new 

economic stimulus packages, from state emergency aid and to hazard 

further economic intervention. especially in light of the exorbitantly  

high levels of state debt – in the region of 1.6 billion euros (this does  

not take into account implicit promises by the state), which limits future 

leeway for policymaking. and irrespective of the debt problem, the state 

cannot control the extent of its interference in economic activity or act 

in time, as history has shown. furthermore, households and companies 

react – sometimes in an undesirable way – to state intervention (e.g. 

drop in consumer demand/investment). therefore, the influence of 

economic policy on economic development is, and remains, limited.

in addition, the state’s contribution to the global crisis cannot be ignored. 

after all, it was the us central bank that promoted national, as well as 

global, economic growth thanks to its policy of low interest rates, and, 

therefore, paved the way for the overheating of the us economy. “market 

failure”, which is so often mentioned, must be seen in conjunction with 

the potential “failure of the state”.

it is important that the new federal government remains committed 

to an economic regulatory policy, which sees and treats the economic 

stimulus program as a solution to a very particular exceptional situation. 

this is distinguished by the fact that normal market forces also nega-

tively affect those companies, which may necessarily be healthy, but are 

capable of surviving. and these may end up fighting for their existence 

as a result of this special form of crisis – a situation, which it was, and  

is, not possible to rule out in the current crisis. this viewpoint, namely 

regulation and liberal interventionism, is concordant with the pragmatic 

variant form of economic policy, which ludwig erhard implemented with 

the social market economy.

nowadays, unfortunately, ludwig erhard’s social market economy is 

equally culpable for the excesses of the global economy due to kin  

liability. there is a great difficulty when the two are equated – some-
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thing, which is unreflective but not unpopular; this could even be called 

the “original challenge” for convinced followers of the social market 

economy. from an economic perspective, one must differentiate between 

the idea of the original creators, alfred müller-armack and ludwig er-

hard, and the partially implemented version. for, right from the start, 

whole sectors of the economy (e.g. agriculture, energy, transport or 

housing) were excluded from the force of competition, the “core” of 

the social market economy. this shows that the constitutional economic 

reality of the federal republic never represented the “true” form of the 

social market economy.

however, these observations fall on deaf ears: Blanket criticism of capi-

talism is en vogue and the system has been unexpectedly called into 

question again. the reason for both phenomena is that there has been 

an accelerated loss of confidence in our economic system and this is 

embedded in a particular liberal model of society. at the same time, 

people have forgotten or suppressed the fact that other economic sys-

tems are not free from scandal and social problems. there have been 

countless surveys which have shown - even before the financial crisis 

started - a loss in confidence. they also claim, indirectly, that the social 

market economy, taken to mean the economic order that was established 

after the second World War, has increasingly lacked social cohesive force.

7.  StrEnGthEnInG thE SoCIAL CohESIon oF thE SoCIAL 

mArKEt EConomy

all responsible actors must interpret the signals linked to this erosion in 

confidence, and question why the german model has seemingly lost its 

integration force and its ability for people to identify with it over the past 

sixty years. the last economic boom (2005 to 2007) may provide an 

answer to this question.

What might sound paradoxical, is, in fact, statistically proven: By no 

means all of the population benefited from the last economic boom in 

germany. the linear relationship between growth and personal wealth, 

between corporate success and individual welfare, which had been valid 

for years, was broken for many people, especially those in employment. 

as a result, doubt was cast on life security and certainty; the fear of 

decline now reaches deep into the heart of society. social problems,  

such as selective education, increased risk of pension poverty or unstable 
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employment must also be considered. however, these cannot be solved if 

market mechanisms are ignored or the “power of the market” is only 

affirmed from one side.

the impression that increased corporate profits cannot secure individual 

job security and that mass unemployment can stimulate the stock mar-

ket creates distrust in a market economy and strengthens calls to aban-

don the social market economy. irresponsible action by senior executives 

in the wake of the financial crises increases the pace of this. recently, 

Wolfgang schäuble spoke of the “grave diggers of the social market 

economy”.7

a second partial answer to this question can also be seen in the issue 

that the financial crisis erodes confidence in the economic order, which is 

commonly described as the social market economy, because its central 

claim, namely “prosperity for all”, has now been called into question. it is 

of utmost importance to overcome this mistrust for the sake of future 

opportunities in the economy, for the political climate within the republic 

and for the success of the new federal government.

if one intends to defend a proven, successful economic system, one 

must face up to its downsides and, at the same time, name “external” 

challenges, which must be overcome. thus, there is now a double di-

lemma: Whilst acceptance of the german economic model is being un-

dermined and certain individuals are trying to discredit it “from within”, 

the social market economy must stand up to global competition amongst 

the different economic ideologies.

this is only possible if politicians push the guiding principles of the social 

market economy on the international stage. this must include the much 

called for “state retreat” – in spite of the conspicuous difficulties in regu-

lation. finally, a national model for economic order, such as the social 

market economy, hits a brick wall if other countries do not feel bound by 

its competitive principles.

if one were able to see other images of humanity and foreign state 

understanding with sufficient liberality and distance, then, in a world of 

free trade, national economic systems would not be subject to disruption. 

sport provides a good allegory: if a referee does not insist that players 

observe the same rules, then play turns rough. a game has begun on a 
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global scale, without a competent referee having been chosen. the 

consequences of the current crisis are clear in terms of the financial 

markets. one must not forget, however, the commodity markets, the 

current infringements of property rights, environmental problems, child 

labour or external foreign economic inequalities. even these phenomena 

are the product of a global regulatory vacuum and distort fair competi-

tion between companies.

in reality, everything that seems important to a citizen in the federal 

republic, for example a social framework for employment or individual 

performance and its place within the competition system guaranteed 

by the state, is often ridiculed on an international level. if one takes  

the ordotheoretical approaches of key thinkers, such as Walter eucken, 

Wilhelm röpke, alfred müller-armack or ludwig erhard, these points 

constitute the social market economy and must be strengthened inter-

nationally. Wealth with values – which is not just defined in quantitative 

terms – is the aim. even, or especially in a globalized world.

the opportunities for global economic and social reform are certainly 

there. on the one hand, the americans and the British are questioning 

their economic models as a result of the crisis - that makes it easier  

to achieve international consensus. on the other hand, the Konrad-

Adenauer-Stiftung has seen an increased interest in the social market 

economy. particularly young democracies or governments in peril are 

prepared to enter into a discussion about regulation. furthermore, the 

importance of constitutive and regulatory principles for a functioning 

global economic system in the wake of the financial crisis is also visible 

on an international level. germany’s experiences legitimize the case for 

strengthening these principles in and throughout europe (eu). What is 

true for the individual nation state is also important for the global eco-

nomic community and centers around the core requirement of ordoliber-

als: “freedom needs order”.

8. outLooK

at this point, we might venture a few comments about the road ahead. 

presumably, the financial markets will become more transparent after 

the crisis; bank managers will receive more appropriate salaries and 

bank regulation will be reformed. the decisions of the g20 summit in 

pittsburgh in 2009 do go some way towards this, even if they have not 
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been implemented in national law yet. however, even complete imple-

mentation would not be sufficient. after all, this will only make the “hid-

den problems” of the german economic and social systems clearer. When 

compared to the challenges, which we face on a global scale, these are 

easier to overcome. however, even these require political strength and 

efforts. these challenges principally include:

ensuring the state's financial ability to act (demographic pressures  

on public spending, increased debt);

reforming tax and benefit systems; 

improving education; 

taking climate change and energy security into account;

following the economic structural change and identifying new  

distribution issues.

this list is not intended to produce fear; there are solutions to the afore-

mentioned problems. they have to be bravely carried out, however. 

admittedly, the challenges are complex. Just tackling them with the 

phrase “social market economy” is insufficient. responsible actors must 

convince fellow human beings of the value and the strength of the ger-

man system. perhaps this has been done too little in the past. the  

social market economy has always been a “progressive way of thinking”.8 

although, occasionally, it makes light of political interests. however, this 

is the very reason why it can be revived! it must be reconsidered in light 

of new framework conditions. these include taking increasing account  

of its central values of equality of opportunity and performance.  

 

here, one must make two observations: firstly, wages, which are consid-

erably higher than the average income, cannot be justified by equality  

of performance; secondly, the main task for government social policy is 

to improve opportunity, i.e. to give every human being the opportunity  

to use his or her skills in society through education, politics and integra-

tion. one must also mention two other values of the social market econ-

omy: scale and responsibility. these are not old fashioned; rather they 

are fundamental for reform to ensure freedom. there is the explicit 

assumption that a market economy requires an ethical base. Without 

virtue, decency and weighing up the consequences of one’s actions, it is 

not possible to live together in harmony. Wilhelm röpke spoke of this 

relationship several years ago.
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the social market economy provides the regulatory superstructure to 

deal with the domestic challenges that have been mentioned. for several 

reasons, it is still a contemporary ideology:

firstly, compared to other economic models (state-authoritarian capi-

talism, free market capitalism), the social market economy is based  

on anthropological findings and is, thus, much more than a mere eco-

nomic system. it is a model for society. the main tenet of this model  

is the personality of human beings, whose powers of judgment and  

decision-making can be trusted. this christian understanding gives rise 

to an ethical framework for commerce and trade; criteria for equality 

are explicitly included and taken to be part of a right to participate.

secondly, the social market economy is correct, because it places the 

market mechanism at the center. one must not forget that the current 

crisis is the product of the failure to observe these market mecha-

nisms. the ability of the market to generate wealth on a broad scale 

has not been achieved. for this, there is a need for institutions, prop-

erty, contractual freedom, self-interest, market, price control and com-

petition. a competitive economy is the most efficient and democratic 

economic system, since it creates equality not by force, but through 

market coordination. 

thirdly, only the social market economy ensures the state plays a con-

structive and suitable role. it does not try to minimize it, but also does 

not exaggerate it. the state must act as the guardian of a functioning 

economic order and, thus, enters into a productive relationship with 

the market. especially today, people are all too aware of this need. 

fourthly, the subsidiarity principle is available as a guide, towards 

which state action should be oriented, particularly in terms of social 

policy. failure to observe this principle has a negative impact on the 

well-being of humans and discredits responsible citizens.  

fifthly, the social market economy is not a doctrine, rather it is a  

“progressive way of thinking”.9 for this reason, it can be adapted  

and implemented internationally. 
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these points briefly illustrate why the social market economy has en-

countered problems in light of the financial crisis. it must try to revitalize 

its central values and principles (freedom, subsidiarity, solidarity) and 

build on them to connect – as alfred müller-armack said10 – the perform-

ance of the market economy with a suitably market-oriented policy of 

social equality. now more so than ever, politics must show its communi-

cative abilities, its leadership power and its world view. 
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